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1. GLSA11P is an a vsoy body consisting of specialized experts n.omiiated
by the Sponsoring Aencie (ico, FAO, umsco t imo, wHo r nm
., 3N).
Its principal task is to previde scientific advice on marine pollution
problems to the Sponsoring Jgencios and to the Inter—govementa1
Oceanographic Commission (Icc).
2

This Report is avuilablo in English, Pronch, Russian and Spanish from
any of the Sponsoring Igencies.
The Report con.tains views expressed by exports aoti.ng in their
1ndIvithal capacities which may not necessarily correspond with
the views of the Sponzori.ng Agencies.
Porin.ision may be graiitod by any one of the Sponsoring Agencies for
the Report to be wholly or partly reproduced in publictione,
provided that the source of the extract and the condition mentioncd
in 3 above are Indicated.
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fl1CO/OSCC,AI1101wilO/TAF.A/UN
J012TT (GOP C' EItTS ON TIJE SCIEIFIC
ASPICTS 01" MflflII POLLUTION
-

ioport of the Seventh Soosion

(no Headqgrters, London, 24-30 April 1975)

:ow rLcr
r'

OP1I1TG CP TIlE IflETflO.
1, The Joint Graip of flxperts on the $oierrtiflc Aspects of Marine Pollution
(si-) hald its seventh session at IMCO flead4uarters, London, ±'ron
24-30 April 1975. The Chairman of GESMIP, 0r. G. Berge, opened the session.
Mr. Y. Sasanuza, Director of the Marine Livironmont Division of IMCO and
Mn±n.istrative Soorelary of GESAMP, on behalf of the Secretary-General of flO,
wolooned the experts, the representatives of the sponsoring agencies and the
observers froci other orgniationa attending the session.
The agenda of the seventh session, as adopted by the Group, is attsohed as
Annex I. A list of the documents considered by the Group under each agenda iton
is shown at Annex II This also includes a list of thfotion papors sutmiarizing
the recent activities of the sponeorinrj agencies in the field of marine pollution,
or relating to matters under discussion.
A list of participants, conprising the exports, the representatives of the
opOflsOrng ü,goncioa and observers from other organizations, is shown at Annex Eli.
Owing to unforeseen circuno-tanoos, Mr. IL Gerard was obliged to retire frori the
session on 25 April 1975 and was replaced by Mr. N.J. Cmtkshank,
II211FUL SUBSTAiTOES I11 TEE MARflIE EWRONVI'

r-

••

- -•

(a) ieviow of harmful uubstances
The Group was informed of events occitrrin since the last rioetin on the
Ieviow of llarmful Substances (GESA!4P VI/l0/Supp.1) which led -to the reopening
of discussion on certain aspects of this paper. The Chairman characterized as
unfortunate, the situation in which an agreed decision of the GSJP exports
van subsequently rejected by an agency thus causing a long delay in the issuing
of the GESAMI' report anti a continued delay in the publishing of the approved
ieview of Uaifu1 Substanoo.
It had been agreed during the inter-sessional period that, although the
flevisu had been approved by GESAHP at its sixth session, in order to enable
certain speoifio questions relating to the offect of metals on human health to
be resolved, this particular seotion of the I2oview would be reconsidered at the
otrront sees ion. A working paper was proented by WHO as a basis for this
ro-oxanination and an ad hoc worldug group was organized to consider the new
material presented and to ariønd statenento on human health aspects ubich had
been considered by consultants to WHO in the inter-eoional period as
inaccurate or nieleading.
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The ad hoc working group preøonted the results of its deliborationa which

inolt1ed a series of anondnonts to G=12 VI/1O/Supp.1. The Group expresod it
appreciation to the working group for having reached a successful ooriproate.
irther cements of both a detailed and a general nature woro subaitted end were
considered. Some of these wore included in the oendrients and the ronainder,
which wore of a more general nature, were renitted to the Ohairoan of the Working
Group on the 1valuation of hazards of Ila3nfu.1 Subs tancea in the ?rine
wironriont for further consideration In the course of the continued, updating of
the flev.ow. The Group approved aerents to GEWIT VI/1O/Supp.1 as shown at
Annex IV and agreed that the Review should be published by TIN as a GS/iE' Study
as soon as possible, in accordance with the d.soision taken at the eL'tth session
(SAiiP Vi/ic, paragraph 7).
(ia) Dvaltmticm of the hazards of hamful substances
The Group took note of the dooisions nado by the moo irine Environrient
Protection Conoittee (c) at its second session (18-22 Novenber 1974), with
regard to arrangononts for continuing the task of evaluating the hazards of
harnful eubstanco carried by ships. In particular, the Conatttoe, having noted
the etab1ishriont and terns of reference of the Working Group on Dvaluation of

the hazards of Ha3mN1 Sustanoos In the Marine Environnent, agreed that the
Group's principal function would be to assess infoitation received from various
sources and to advise flO as to what particular data would be appropriate for
evaluating substances in accordance with the eatablihed rationale
(Gis14P IV/19/Supp.1)
The Group noted and approved the Report, introduced by the Cbalrnaxi
(Dr. Jeffery), of the first session of the Working Group on Evaluation of the
Hazards of Ixnft.l Substances In the irIno Environno3at (GS•fl? 1111/2/1) which
van held at IIMO Headquarters on 14 and 15 November 1974. An one of its principal
tasics the working group had prepared advice for JTMO on the hazard evaluation of
substances considered for inclusion in the Annex to the Protocol Relating to
Intervention on the Itigh Seas in Cases of Narino Pollution by Subtanoos Other
than Oil. The Group approved of the action taken by the working group Including
certain views which it had expressed regarding the method of selecting substaros
for inclusion in the annex to the Protocol. It was noted that all this infoanation
had been taken Into account by •PC which had expressed its appreciation to all
concemied with the completion of the list Within the required deadline
(30 November 1974).
The Group van further infomed of the work being carried out by the 11400

Sub-C omittoo on the Carriage of Dangerous Goode with a view to fornu]ILting

measures for the prevention of pollution by harmful substances carried by sea
in paoigod fos or in freight containers, portable tanks or road and rail tank
'wagons • The Group noted that, at its twenty-third aeBoion (17-21 June 1974), the
Sub-Corriittoo had requested advice from GESAMP concerning the feasibility of
Identifying certain quantities of pollutants below which it could be regarded as
unnecessary to apply pollution prevention measures, and the basic criteria or

other limiting factors which should be considered if such on approach was adopted.

- 3 -
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The Group agreed that this enquiry fell within the toitis of reference of
the Workina Group on EvzLlnation of the hazards of Uaitful Substances in the
urine Lnvironnent which, at its first session, had suggested a posib10 approach
to the problem. This information had boon noted by the rnco 8ub-'Cortiitteo at its
tonty-fourth session (28 January - 4 February 1975) when it requested GJJSAMF to
continue its study of the problem and to calculate the critical quantities
involved in respect of thco subtancos listed in GSAP IV/19/Supp.1 for which
the relevant data are readily available • The Group agreed that the wo:rlcing group
should continue to develop this approach to the problon, including the
calculation of the critical cjuantitios involved for a nunbor of substances, to
illustrate the use of this approach. This tasic is to be undertaken in liaison
with the mco ub-Conriittoo and/or NPC so that any views which nay be expressed
by those bodies can be taken into account as and when appropriate.
At its sixth session, GEStNP had noted that, for nany substances,
coniderab10 time and resources were required to produoe the authoritative data
necessary for evaluating the hazards of substances in accordance with the
rationale (GESIP IV/19/Supp.l). This difficulty was particularly evident whore
laboratory work was necessary to assess such factors as toxicity effects on
marina organisris. At that time GESAMP had also noted that the 1973 Conference
had invitea governments to pursue studies qn the environmental hazards of
hamful substances and to provide INCO with available information, and suggosted
that the use of governmental exports or consultants might well be the most
Offactive means of obtaining the necessary data,
It was noted that NDPC had specifically invited goornnenlis to supply data
on substances carried by áhips, drawing their attention to flesolution 14 of the
1 973 Conference. however, it was further noted that even by the date of the
seventh session of GCSI, no Member Government had supplied data to flICO that
would enable this work to progress,
The Group expressed concern that this work of assessing the hazards of
harmful substances csrriod in ships was proceeding so slowly and it is understood
that a ainilar concern has been expressed by certain ThO Men.bor Covernnent,
The Group conidoired that this criticism arose from the lack of data, and that
no prorrooe could be made or expected by the Gi? working group or by any other
body that night consider the hazards of subutanoeo carried at sea until the
required data had been extracted from government archives or the necessary
further experinen.tal work had been undertaken.

15, The Group gave further consideration to the problem of how such oxporinental
work could be undertaken and concluded that thore were two possible mechanisms
for this, namely by direct commissioning from an international body mwh as IMO
to a marine laboratory or laboratories to 'uridertako this work, or by direct
commissioning from Monbor Governments of ThTCO to a marine laboratory or
laboratories capable of i.mdertalcing this work in accordance with aooepted
oiontific practices in this field.
16. It wan considered that before such work was ciriiss1onsd, the working group
should examine the list of substances for which data were required, to determine
if priorities could be assigned to particular substanoos or groups of substances.
The woridrig group should also attempt to group the substances for which data are
required in such a way as to facilitate the exporiciental work required.

2IIi vII/9
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17. It was further no-ted that diffioultieo were being eiporienoed in naking
a ohertical idotifica±ioii of a riunbor of substancon kno'wry to be carried in bulk
by ship aM 1aown only by trade nones • It was areod that the list of these
substancO3 sho]d be reported to flCO 3 with a view toeeo.n assistance from
Nonbor Govcrnnents in resolving this difficulty. The workirr. , group should also
continue its efforts to na.ko the identification of thoo substances.
18. The Group sugies±od that a circiflar be sent to governments by 31200 sooking:
() Identification of trade natorials on a LLst to be supplied by
the working group;
toxiclty data on substanoes for which the worldng group has
attcnpted to evaluate the hazard but been mmble to locate
toxicity and other data;
any now data available on naterials that have already boon
evaluated to enable any necessary revision to be nado.

CO

19. The Group suggested that one of the reasons for the lack of response to
earlier requests for toxicity data -could have been that the circuJ.ars seM out
by I11CO had not reached the apropriato dopartmente of the Covernmentm concerned.
It stiotmod the :inpor-tance of ensuring, in future, that such requests are
referred to the authorities most likely to have the required infoation
evailab].e, o • g., health authoritica l fisheries dopartaents, etc.
20. The Group further pointed out that the most likely scurco of infoation
reG,az!dine the identifIcation of trade riatorials would be the manufaoturers of
the substances concerned.. The Grou.p reconrieridod therefore that ThICO should
ocnsid.er possible ways and neana of obtaining the requisite infornation fr-on
such sources,
21. It was propoed to set a tine limit on the receipt of this irifomation,
and the 3-4 month period f±n the third to the fourth sessions of PC was
suggested. Following thia, the GE.A!T working group would ask for a further
circular to be submitted to Member Goverznents roquoting that fundamontal work
be oomiosionod on those substancos for which it had not been possible to obtain
data. Ideally this work should be undortalcon and the arisessnents completed by
the workina group in the Spring of 1976 before the fifth session of TPC and the
120 Teohelcal Symposium in iexico. If required, the working group would be
prepared to advise on how those fundamental data could be obtained.
22. In the past and at present, GT$UIP has endeavoured, not only to evaluate,
but also to gather approprito data 1' or the development of hazard profilen.
This effort nuat now be reinforced by DMO and/or governments as the data
availability becomes more limited and in many cases non..-exiatont. If the uot
effective use is to be made of GDSAMi"o limited resources, then the co-operative
efforts of IMOC, governments and GflSMi? are needed to ensure that the needs of
ThCO for adequate and comprehensive hazard profiling for noxious substanoo
earned, by ships will be net •
--

L
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23. In repeot of its lon-tern role in the ascoasnent of the hazard profiles
of harmful substances, the Group confirmed that the principal function of the
working group was to assess the information received from fl1CO, governmental and
other sources and to adviøo I[iO as to which particular cia -ta would be appropriate
for evt]imting the enronmon-tal hazards of each of the substances in accordance
with the SL2 rationale,
24, In ordor to expedite action to obtain the necessary data, it was agreed
that flICO should be aakod to arrange for the early distribution to Iombor
Governments of these coments by the Group, in order to draw the attention of
Nenber Governments to the urgency with which the Group viewed this problem, and
to provido notice prior to the third session of IIEPC of the need for experimental
work to be undertaken.
SCITIIC BaSIS FCff THE DISPCS1L OP WASTE flTO THE M 1 BY IYtflIPLTG
1

The Working Group on the Scientific Basis for Disposal of Uasto into the
Sea submitted its final report which was prepared at its oec end meeting from
5-11 October 1974 at the 1HC) Regional Office for Europe, Coetthagsn.
The Chairman of the working group, Dr. Kullonborg, introduced the paper and
informed the Group that both the discussions about the prelimiary report of the
working ccroup, which took place at the sixth session of GESIJffl, and the written
ocxionts received from a selected number of scientists from 'vurious &isaiplinos
were taken into account by the working group for -tho preparation of the final
report.
27 The Chairman also pointed out that the working group had reconsidered the
titlo of its report in the light of the debate at the oixth session of GESMIP,
and agreed that the title should. read "Scientific Criteria for the Selection of
Sites for Dumping of Wastes into the Sea". It was felt that this would indicate
more clearly, than was expressed in the present title of the working group, that
its main task was to discuss the factors which must be consid.orcc'L in the
selection of sites for issuing a permit for the disposal of waste into the sea.
28, The Group commended Dr. Kullonberg and the workinl3 group for a -thorowjh and
useful report, partiotüarly with reference to the inpienentation of the London
and Oslo Conventions on ocean dumping. Mtor adoption of several amendments,
the Group agreed that besides including the report as an Lnnox to the report of
this Session (Annex V), the report should also be published separately by PLO as
a GES20? study. The Group requected the Administrative Secretary to make copies
of the report available to the depositaries of the London, Os].o and Baltic
Conventions.
flACT OF OIL ON TIII MIfflfl

OI1NT

29 • The 1Iorking Group on the Inpact of Oil on the 1rine Environment held its
firs -t session from 26 October - 1 November 1974 at PLO headquarters, Rome, and
its report was introduced, by its Chairman, Dr. Thompson, As pa of its Work
Progratne, approved by the sixth session of GESA}2P (GES.L}P vi/io, .iinnex iv),
and as a basis for discussion on topics of specific concern, a number of working
papers were eubmitted to the working group (see Annex VI).
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The Group was inforrted that, after dotilec1 iliscuion oP the wor!dng ppers,
the woricing group had agreed upon their subotances in general, and had decided to
develop a oonnon format for thoir presentation in the final report. i'm . e xtract
from the roport of the tyorldna group is given in imiox VI.
The Group ooniderod the propoec1 content of the report and the detailed
outlines of the various chapters subriitted by the working group in dccuient
VII/4. A ntiLer of suggestions were made for axiondments or changes which
will be talcen into consideration by the working group at its second oesion
oheduled to be held in flome in September 1975,
32 • Some members of the Group oxpmsed concern about the broad scope of the
paper and, in particulai', about the relative inportanoc of the various topic.
However, the Group felt, opooia1ly in 'Lcw of the need, for advioc to goveamonts
of developing countries, that the work programme of the working group would not
necessarily be changed. ]rthor comments expressed by nonbors were noted by the
Chairman of the working group and will be taken into account in the further work
to be done on this subject. With regard to offtthore produotion and distribution
of potrolounn, special attention should be given to the papers pxoparcOL by the
Yor]thig Group on the Scientific Aspects of Pollution Lrising from the Exploration
and bcp].oitation of the Sea—Bed. The working group should reconsider the list
of topics at its next session.
The Group was infornea that, owing to other commitmonts, two of the i:iorthers
33
of the working group (of. Johannes and Dr. Erhardt) had been obliged to TC51.
urtherraore, Dr. Okiibo, who was proposed as a working group member, couJ.d not
accept this invitation. The Group strongly suggested that a marine biologist
(ecologist) should he included when re,lacing these members of the working group.
SCIfli1T1IC BASES FCR TIlE DITLflATI0II CF CONOTIUTICS AND
EFT
CF KU110 POLLUTM1TS
The ropor of the Uorking Group on the Scientific Bacos for the Determination
of Concentrations and Effects of Trine Pollutants, which net at Du.bro-vnik,
Yugoslavia (14-16 October 1974), was pr000ntd to the Group by the Chaian
(Dr. (oldt,erg) for consideration and approval. The Group felt that the report
should include a preenbie giving the background and the purpose. Those were
indicated to the plenary by the Technical Socrotary for UflESCO: the report is
intended to provide guidance to the ICC and UIO for the development of the
Joint IOC,M10 IGOSS Pilot Project on Marine Pollution Monitoring, and to the
IOC's lOG for GLi'flE to enable it to identify research needs for inclusion in its
Comprehensive Plan, It was also mentioned that Gfl11S might benefit from the report.
The Group oonsided that the title of the report did not reflect the
contents aocurately, and that there was some lack of coherence between the two
main sections on levels and effects and the introduction. The report limited
ito1f to defining a global open—ocean marine pollution monitoring system.
The Group emphacizod the need to state clearly why a global system is
necessary. Sane reasons given during the discuaion were: a need to know the
background levels and any accumulation of potential pollutants; the consequences
of undetected yet irreversible damage to the open—oceans the role of the openocean in understanding the dyeamics of marine pollution in any part of the sea.
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37. It was pointed out that a global monitoring systi had two apeots:
scientific
giati2a
and that the report before the (roup really dea].t only w.t1 (i). The
organizatiorm1 aspect was the connoxion to, be established betimen such an
open-ocean SyBten and tho ati.onl and regional eys±etis.
S. The GXvup felt that the teim momttorimg was given a rxige of meanings in
the report: fron measurements related to a specific risk assessment, to merely
ropetitivo noasurenc-n-ts. The proposal that the syten should measure present
levels and temporal trends 'was thought to reuiro additional oonsidortion,
both frori the organizational and economic points of view..

The choice of poflutants to be monitored. was iDase4 na oJ.ear and definable
threat; some doubt was ecpressod that this criterion had boon. firmly established
for each of the po].lutant groups choson, especially litter. The report indicated
some difficulties in measuring pollution by some of the proposed pollutants,
litto and oil, for example; it was pointed out that adequate measurements wore
required to define the throat so the report was to some extent self-contradicting.
However the Chalittan of the working group gave several examples of those throats.
The Group believed that mass-balance models on which the proposed
nomitoring syten was based., should be related to the time soo.les involved in
the various zones of the ocean (e.g. upper mixed layer, deep water).
There were several other technical and oclontific Qbjoctions or queries,
and these, as well as the ootionts outlined, above, wore conaiclered in the
revision of the report whioli 'was undertaken. by an ad hoc dafting group appointed
during the session., Some members of the Group felt that the ro:port would
benefit from the inclusion of key references but it was emphasized that no hard
and fast xule in this regard should be established for GESMIP world-mg goup
reports. The Group reviewed the revised. report and. approved it in the foxi
shown at nnox VI.
fltCIIGE OF POLLU!PS Bl'iIEEN Trni AT-IOSP11flE /iU !E'fli cXATS
onty.-irh
42 The Group was informd that the ThIO Ixocutivo Committee at its
session had endorsed the proposal of GDS1UU' at its aiith sessidn for the
establishment of an ad hoc group an interchange of pollutants between the
atmosphere and the 000mils. Thin ad hoc group consists of two Dotoorobogical
exports and. two oeanogmphers nouinted by. WMO and ICC ropectively. Such
composition 'was conid.oredto be satisfactOry at this stage. Phon the world.ng
group on this subject is established by GES' a wider repreøontation of
exports would be desiraiDl.
43. The following subject areas that might be used by the ac'L hoe group in
developing its scope of studios have boon discusod:
(i) Selection of air pollutants . which can enter the oceans in si.fioaht
quantities on a regional and glohal scale;
o
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Pr1iinary aceoseriont of the bot of selected. pollutants;
Selection of ocea i-originated. pollutants which can enter the
nbiosphero in iiifioant qi.mr&ti tios on a rogional and global scale;

The life-cycle in the atmosphere of ooean-originated pollutants.
Pazticula.r attention should be given to the fate of oonta5.nation
exposed to such offooto as ultra-violet radiation;

Selection of ocean contaninants which m.tit dirootly or i..nLUreot].y
affect atnospberi.o processes over oceans;
A survey of c.rrontly available nothode of measurenents and projected
dovo1oSntB related to moasuroriont of selected pollutants in the
afriosphero and the oceans on a global scale;
Meteorological and oceanographic factors govemiing the transport of
pollutants from the land to the sea.; washout and fallout of pol].utants;

(o)

The noohanisris gevorning the interchange of pollutants between the
afriospharo and the oceans at the interface and thoir posib10
ri.tbematical description;
The nechanisus governing the atnospherio transport of narino
pollutants on a regional and global scale and their poible

nathomatical description;
Devolont of a guideline for a. nonitoring prograro for the
atmospheric transport of pollutants from the land to the sea.

440 The Group felt Ithat, in spite of the rostriotiona inpoed by the present

tato of nothodology, thô boakdown of ornio natoria.ls in the atmosphoro over

the ocean should be considered by the future woxldng group.

The Group, In discussing this question, pointed out the inportarico of the
problem of interchange of pollutants as well as its complexity and conneotod
difficulties. Caroful identification of pollutants of terrestrial origin
entering the ocean through the atriospliere In significant quantities was
considorod to be eswrntial. The ataosphore is also a major pathway for
pollutants entering the sea on a regional and local scale.
It was agreed that iflO should be asked to rz,IntaIn the presont ad hoc
working group on interchange of pollutants for the next inter-sessional period.
The main tank of the group, at this stage, would be to Identify the soopo of
the studies and to develop a working paper outlining and siziiarizing the content
of the studios • This working paper should be presented at the next session of

GES.A1•!2.

IINCI'LES FM DEVELOPING COASTAL WATER QUALITY CflITLflIA

47,

The Working Group on Principles for Developing Coastal 'Taor Quality
Criteria, which was established at the fifth eessl.on of CSAME, bold its first
session from 25-29 November 1974 at PAO Uoadq.uarters, Rome • A report was
nuthitted to this session of the Group for dio'unsion (GlS1nP VIt/7).
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The Chaiian of the working group, Dr. Waldichuk, introduced the papor and
pointed -out that the report was based on the deliberations of an act hoc working
group at the fifth seseion of the Group (GESAMP V/b, Amiex VI) aM the
discussions held at the sixth session. (Gs1
VIlla, paragrapha 50-52). E
emphasized that this report from the first meeting was a preliili'y one
(See Annex VIII).
The Group discussed the report at length, taking note of its prelimii'ry
character, and de a number of conunents which wore appreciated by the Chairman
of the worlcing group • He assured the Group that these o ciniments would be dilLy
taken into consideration when the working group meets for its gooand sosIon in
Ootobor 1975 in order to finalize its report for approval by the eighth session
of GDSA]P.
The Technical Socrotaxr for WH0, on request from the Speoial Secretary of
tao Lnviromout (Ministry of Interior of the State of Guanabam, Brazil), brOUt
to the attontion. of the. participants tao now legislation enacted in the State of
Guanabara in regard to the quality of water required for bathing in that State.
SCIt2iTiI0 ASPECTS CP POILDTIO}T !RISThG FROM THE EIL(ATION AItD
ELOITATION CP THE SL-.D

The Working Group on the Scientific Aspects of Pollution arising from the
Thp1ortion and Exploitation of the Sea-bed, which - bad been formed at the sixth
nossion:of the Group, -was Chaired. by Dr. Cole, who presented the results of two
inter-sessional meetings in the form of a report with three appcm1ioe. The
terms of reference wore reviowod. and the Group was reminded that this was a
first report and much work remained, to be done.

52 The priority. itoms in the - terulD of reference: potroboir manganese nodules,
Qging and offshore ocaictruotion had been selected in part with the Intention
of presenting an approved report to the UN Conferonoe on the Law of the Sea.
The schedule of this Conference being changed, much of the prooure to approve
a report on certain priority items bad disappeared.
The aspects or the working group's task dealing with petroleum bad led to
some overlap with the Alorking Group on the Impact of Oil on the ftrino

Environaent. Steps were taken during the Inter-sessional period to avoid
unnecessary duplication of effort and to confine the work on oil within this
working group etrietly to an assessment of the pollution hazards arising
directly from offhoro exploration and exploitation.
As a consequence of the change in tho need. to send the report to the UN
Conforonce on the Law of the Sea and noting that the Working Group on the Impact
of Oil on the tbrine Environment would prbent a final report at the noit
osion of GESA4P, the Ohairnan of the wQrking group suggested, and the Group
aroed, that neither the conclusions nor the Appendix on Potro1eii be disouood
at the present session. The Group further agreed that the conclusions on the
pollution implications of exploration and exploitation of petroloun from the
sea-bed presented by the working group, together with the Appendix, be remitted
to the Working Group on the Impact of Oil on the Marine Environnent for serious
consideration during the intor-esiona1 period and for full diouboion at the
next session of GESLMP.
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It was decided, however, that cortai.n mtters related to potroloi
eiploitaticm, but outside the terns of roforonce of the other working group
(such as prevention and control neasuros and produotion natorial effeots, e.g.
drilling tmds and heat oxchango nodia), would be abstracted fran the Petroleuri
paper and. be considered in future work by reference to drilling activities in
general (see also paragraph 32 above).
i nunber of subjects brought out in the plenary dincnssion and requiring
further attention by the working group were accepted on behalf of the working
group by its Chaian. Those will be addod to the work progranne and roportod
upon at the next session of GLS2tP.
The f1rt report of the working group containing najor sootions on
Mannose Nodule Mining and the Dispersion of Pino-grained 1torials was
discussed, and acceptod by the Group as shown at Annex IX. A lengthy discussion
was held on the ways and neane of incorporating the longer papers on these
subjects which had been comented on and anended by the voering gro"up but not by
the Group in plenary sessions. It was agreed to annex the report (innex Ix)
and attach these two papers as Appendices on condition that the original author 1
nane would be included together with a statonexit that they had not been eninod
by the Group. The inportanoc of not creating a procedent for the consiton±
inclusion of working papers was stressed.
The Group agreed that the working group should continue its work in the
inter—sessional period and accepted the view of the working group Chatman that
a oot:ipleto report based upon the present teie of reference could be prconted
to the eighth session of GESAMP. This report would include consideration of
those additional nattors noirtioned in paragraph 56 above. in addition, the UN
Toohn.ioa.l Secretary had requested the working group to take note of
Resolution 1802(LV) of the Econonic and Social Council concoxing coastal area
devolopneiit. As a consequence, the working group had given particular attention
to poUu'tion arising fran activi-bies in coastal areas and will include this
subject in its final report.

port fron UIEP
59 The Group expressed appreciation for the financial support given by U1EP
during the inter—sessional period for raeetinge of GESt.NP working groups on the
following subjects:
Principles for developing ooantal water quality criteria;
Scientific bases for the deter1mtion of oonoentrations and
effects of naririe pollutan'ta;
() Scientific basis for the disposal of 'waste into the sea;
Iripact of oil on the riarine environnont;
Scientific aspects of pollution arising from the exploration
and exploitation of the sea—bed.
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The proreso of the musoo Group of Rxperts on. the World Resistor of Ri'vére
])isoharig into the Oceans was reported to the Group. It was explained that,
a1thouih the paraneters were licited to the rd.ver•above the tidal reach, and
a1thowh tiany significant processes were known to take place in the tuary arid.
poasibly to alter the river derived polluting load diohargod into the sea, the
ReLster was of interest to GES!.I'IP inasrmoh as it had been propood to noo.niiro
ovom1 potential narine pollutants in the rivers to be incliid.ed in the Register.
IGOSE?.t P ojoct on Hanitopina (Petroleum)
The Teobnlcal Secretary for IM0 iri.fornod the Group that the devoloient of
the IGOSS pilot project.bae been considered by the fourth Joi.t Session of the
lOG \lorldng Conoittee for IGOSS and the WMO Executive Corritttee Panel on
fletoorologioal Aspooto of Ocean Mfairo hold froia 4-12 Februarn 1975 in Paris.
Considering the extension of the pilot project, that riooting bad irrvIted. the ICG
for GL?1E, in oona1tation with the 14140 EC Panel on Environmental Pollution and
GESL1P, to consider the need for inclusion in the pilot project, at a. later
a tags, of pollutants other than oil.
62, The Group was further infciied that the WIIO EC Panel on nvironnontal
Pollution, at its first session bold in Geno"qa from 1-5 April, had acod that,
if the pilot project is extonded, consideration shu1d be given to the inclusion
of:
:)

heavy uetal (e.g. lead, nercury)
halogenated hyürocarbons (e.g. POB', DDT)
(o) detergents
(d) a02

--r

•

'

1

f)tt.t

•-I•

i-r

-

At the conclusion of the session, the Group expressed appreciation to all
the Chairmen and nerabers of its world.ng groups, both from within and outside
who had oontributed to the preparatory work during the inte -sesaional
period.. This had considerably facilitated the completion of the substantial
items dring the son r3ion.
The Group noted that the Working Groups on the Scientific Basis for the
Disposal of Waste into the Sea and on the Scientific Bases for the Detoxminatiou
of Concentrations and Effects of 1rine Pollutants had now completed their current
rork. It was therefore agreed that those two working groups should be disbanded
at the conclusion of the seventh session.
With regard to ito future work the Group requested the following working
groups to oontinuo to deal with the tasks allocated to then as øet out in
nnox VI to the Roport of the sixth session (GESL!iP VI/lO):

(i) Evaluation of the llazards of Harmful Substances in the
Narine Enviroririent;
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Principles for Devo].oping Coastal Water Quality Criteria;
Iripact of Oil on the 1arine Environraent;
Scientific A8DOctB of Pollution Lrising from the Dxploration
and E ploittion of the Sea-bed.

The Group aijreed to consider, at its next session, the riced for
establishing a new Working Group on Interohmve of Pollutants between the
Jktaosphere and the Oceans (seo paragraph 42 above).
DATE LtND PLtCJ OF NEXT SESSIQN
The Group was informed that UN would act as host agonOy for the oihth
ooiou of GDS!illI? which was tentatively scheduled to be held in New York frora
22-26 Harch 1976. Since the date would confliot with the flO Synpociui:a on
Prevention of Narine Pollution from Ships (Acapuloc, 22-1 March 1976), the
UN Technical Secretary 'was req.uetod to concu].t his Orzinization with a viow to
changing the dates of the oeesion, or to explore alternative means of avoiding
this conflict.

XT fl-SESSIO1L 1'IIOD

EIOTION OF CHtHifl AD VICE-CHilRfl

pm FOR TED EETh SDSSION

The Group unanimously elected Dr. G. Kulloriberg as Chairrian and
Dr. C.H. Thompson, as Vice-Chairman for the next inter-sessional poriod and for
the eighth session of GflSAMP. In taking this decision, the Group expressed its
sinoere appreciation to the retiring Chairrmri, Dr. G. Borge, and the retiring
Vioe-Clmirt3an, Prof. Al. Slrionov, for the efficient way in which they bad
carried out their responsibilitios during their terms in office.
[I.)H)aiL! i (ti

The present Ueport of the seventh sesolon of GES.tNP (GLSMfl? VII/9) was
considered and approved by the Group on the last day of the session.
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Opening of the Meeting
1. Adoption of the Agenda
2 Evaluation of the hazards of harmful substances in the marine environnent
Scientific basis for the dieposel of waste into the sea by dunpin
Impact of oil on the marine environment
Scientific bases for the deteraination of concentrations and effects of
marine pollutants
Thtercbsnge of pollutants between atmosphere and oceans
Principles for developing coastal water quality criteria
Scientific aspects of pollution arising from the exploration and
exploitation of the sea-.bed
Date and place of next session
Other matters
Election of Chairman and Vice—Chairman for the next intor-seseionrtl
period and for the eighth eescion
Consideration and approval of the Report of the Session
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Amendments to the Roview of Harmful Substances
fç
VI/lO!SuDp. LJ
As a result of certaiii questions relating to the effects of metals on human
health, the Group s inthe inter-sesalonal period, agreed to reconsider the
particular section at their see sion. On the baais of a paper propared by
Dr. Fa1k ((E&AJP VII/2/2), additions and changes were made, as recorded below,
and refer to (SA1'IP VI/1O/Supp.l).
1:1

_kT

Paraaith 5, after last line, add the following now sentence:
"Similarly, more extended oxid detailed reviews of the hazards associated with
ru1Ioactivity are avail&ile from I!iEA."
2, Page2
Md a new section after the Introduction and before the motels ore
diooued: "General Notes on the Re-viow

a general problem that arises in connoxion with the toxicity of certain
metals is that the interaction between them Is not well understood, althoui
it has clearly been demonstrated that in the presence of one element, the
anticipated toxic effect of another may not be fully obeerod. Cadmium and
zinc, lead and oaLcii.m nor react in this way. The lnteractLon of mercury and
selenium is noted below.
It should be noted that bioaccurxulation of some heavy motels is a
roverible process and that with many organisms, the increased netel levels
that occur following an acute exposure will fall onoo the source of pQllution
Is renovod,
It is stressed that the toxicity effects of metals can only be considered
in relation to the vczloncy state(s), solubility p stability of complexes and
many other factors. This is particularly true of the short-term effocta.
Consideration of longer tern effects must toke into account the forms to which
the metals and other materials are converted in the narino enviromaon±,
The completed review reflects the state of I2owlodge available to the
experts at the tine of Its compilation. Scientific knowledge Is oontinwUy
changing and developing, and as it does so, changes will be required in this
review. For this reason, this document will be updated regularly. It Is
strongly rocomoondod that the most up-to-date version of it should be used
wherever pooiblo."
QMjE

'L oJi-
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3, Pago3
Paragraph 4, second line: Changed to road "There axe certain similarities
to arsenic but unlike arsenic it shows no tendency to be stored in tissues and
also shows difference in toxicity."
Eare
Paragraph 3, first line: Changed to read "Certain inorganic contowids are
known to be carcinogenic and are highly toxic to man on acute or lon-tei'm
zw3ministration, ...".
Page

T

2

Paragraph 3, after the laat line add the following new ontance:
"however, data are limited and caution is necessary."
Page 7

:

t

Paragraph 7, third line: Change " could" to " axe known to".
Page8
Paragraph 8, first line: Change "man, being a component" to "non: It is
also a component". Delete that part of the sentence after the semi-colon:
"the amount ,. week" • Also delete the final three words of this paragraph,
"is çxtreiely sna11".
PagelO

Ji

Par graph 3, fourth line: Delete "roughly twice ...... recpiirenent,"
Paragraph 7, sixth line: Change "is declining" to "can be expected to
declino",
Page 13
Paragraph 1, fourth line: Delete "who requires 3-9 ng, each day."
Paragraph 1, last limo: Insert "at the present time" between the words
"do not" and "present",
Paragraph 6, secOnd. line: Changed to read "The role of leathi.ni of the
uetal into the sea is imcer-tain, since it han •.. sediment."
Paragraph 6, last line: Mci the following new sentence "lncier these
conditions some conversion to alkyl mercury may still occur,"
10. Paie 16
Paragraph 2, fourth line: Add the following section after ",.. hazard." )
at the present time, with the present levels of nickel in the marine
environment, the consumption of seafood is unlikely to be harriful,"
T'd

Paragraph 2, last line: Add the following new sentence: "A hazard could
arise if increasing amounts are to be discharged into the sea,"
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Ii, Page 17
Paragraph 3 9 fifth line: Delete "from polluted areas".
Paragraph 3, last line. Md the following new sentence: "Nevertheless,
concern oould arise where the diacha=ge of selenium compounds occurs IT
Page 20
Paragraph 1, last line: Add the phrase "than in fresh water niva1s"
after ".,, lower",
Paragraph 4, third line: Change "highly polluted" to "contcnirzated".
Paragraph 4, fourth line: Insert "since" after "... compounds".
Paragraph 4, last line: Inoort "present day" before "eafoods"
Page 21
After paragraph 1, add a new paragraph to the Radioactivity section:

"There are three different tyiee of radioactive subetanoe, namely those that
give rise to a (alpha), 13 (beta) or y (garria) ealesions (or mixtures of these).
Each of these activities has a characteristic energy. Different isotopes have
different half—lives and pathways in the marine environment and these, together

uitb the different types of emia8ions lead to different degrees of hazard.
For t:iore complete and detailed information see, e.g. T1JA Ifoation
Circular 205/Md.l, 10 January 1975, (Convention on the prevention of marine
pol.lution by dumping of was -tee and other natter),"
14. Page 22
Under "1'fl'fLNE DDfl01tDE", paragraph 5, second line, add: ", and the
material is known to be both carcinogenic and mutagenic" after "bioaccuuulation".
Pcge23
Paragraph 6, third line: Insert tI(20_30 ng,/iitre)" before "injury through
contact",
Page2
Table 1, title changed to road: "Degree of Importance as Pollutants
According to the Major Categories of Marine Pollution Recognized by GESP".
Below this heading add the following Note: "The ratings in this table refer
to knowledge of the state of marine pollution at the present tine. As such they
can be considered to provide guidance on future levels of pollution, provided
ed.sting controls are maintained, or strengthened."
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As a Pootnote to the table add: "It should be noted that, especially in
relation to many of the uetaJ.e, WHO has auch more detailod infortation on the
hazard to man, that thece pose under a variety of onvironr:iental and other
exposurO situations, This WM docurientation Should be ocnulted 'whenever a
fuller appreciation of thaae hazards to man is required."
Thble 1
Under Coluon 2 0 "Hazards to h'irxui health":
"(+)" to "+"
For Lead change
Arsenic change

tl??1

to

Seleniiin change

"—"

to "(+)"

tYt

to
to ""

]3erylliun change
.Allyl alcohol
17.

Wo
-

Pege 25

.-•
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Table 2

1)

•

-

,(-HL-)•

Add the sazao note as below th? heading for Table 1:
"The ratings
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atrenthoned.".

Add the sane footnote as for Table 1: "It should be noted .. required".
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IThPORT ON TIlE SEC OID SESSION OF GESANP WORCING GROUP
OI TIlE SCIENTTFIC BASIS FOR DISPOSAL OF WASTE
INTO THE SFLA
Second. Session
(Copenhagen, 5-11 October

1974)

The Fifth Session of GESA11P (Vienna, 18-23 June 1973) decided, to establish
a 1Iorking Group on the Scientific Basis for Disposal of Waste into the Sea with
the following terms of reference:
11With reference to Annex III of the London Convention for the Prevention
of Marine Pollution by Dunping of Wastes and Other Matter:

(i) To carry out a critical review of our present knowledge of those
aspects of lispersion and physical, chemical and biological
processes relevant to the selection of sites for discontinuous
injection of wastes into the marine environment in both doep and
shallow waters;
(2) to identify gaps in our present knowledge, foous attention on
urgent research needs, and suggest research priorities.'.
The working group hold. its First Session at FAO Headquarters, Rome, from
4-8 Fcbru.ary 1974s and prepared a prelfriiriary report for discus sion at the
Sixth Session of GEStP (Geneva, 22-28 March 1974). A second meeting of the
working group took place at the WHO Regional Office for Europe, Copenhagen,
during 5-11 October 1974,
The members of the working group participating in these sessions were:

Dr. G. Kullenberg (Chairrmn), Dr. E.K. rniursrii, Dr. D. x<:etchun (Second Session

only), Dr. S.A. Maluberg, Dr. J.E. Portuann, Dr. M. Waldiohuk, Dr. G.F. Jeichart,
Unfortunately, Prof, A.I. Sinonov, who was nominated as a member of the working
roup, was unable to attend the meetings. Dr. G. Tonozk (PAO) provided
secretariat assistance (see Appendix i).
At the Second Session, the working group was welcomed, on behalf of the
host agency, by Dr, N.J. Suess, who also participated part-tthe, together with
Dr, A.H. Wthba from the Regional Office for Europe, in the discussions and in
the drafting of this report.
The working group took note of the discunions on its Summary Report of the
First Session held at the Sixth Session of GESANP, and of the written comments
on this report sent to the Chairman by various reviewers, and cuscussed what
enendxaents should be made to its report so as to take account of these comments.
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It was agreed that, Glthou1 not specifically stated in the titlo of the
working group, its nain task was to &tscuss the factors which rLust be considered
in the selection of sites for cUsposal of wastes into the sea, and that this
should be clearly indicated in the title of the final report.
In the following, therefore, the title has correspondingly been chnnged,
and the working group sugrests that, in the future, reference to its work should
be made by using the title "Sciontific criteria for the selection of sites for
thnping of wastes into the se&.
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SCIENTIFIC CRITERIA FOR ThE SRLECTION OP SITES
FOR DTJNPThG OF WASTES INTO TUE SEA

ASSTRAOT
The ria.th concerns with dumping of wastes at sea are their possible adverse
effects on living resources. Effects on human uses are mainly associated with
bioaocumulation of substances by marine organisms, tainting of sea food and
reduction of amenities arising from discolouration, turbid.tty and floating
nateriaJ..B. The wastes of greatest concern are those which are toxic to marine
organisms or accumulate within organisms to a concontration substantially
greater than that in the environment, and which reach the sea in large amounts
or persist there for long periods of time. For liquid waate disposal, a
principal objective is rapid and widespread diapersion.
Dumping of those materials permitted under the London Convention should be
done in such a way as to avoid, or minimize, undesirable effects by:
ensuring maximum LnitIaI dilution through an appropriate noons of disposal;
selecting areas where dispersive processes (transport and mixing) axe active
and (3) avoiding particularly sensitive areas.
Sewage sludge and dredge spoils constitute about 90 per ont of the total
materials presently being dumped. Both can contain heavy metals, petroleum
hydrocarbons, anina.l and vegetable fats and oils and chlorinated, hydrocarbons.
They may also introduce into the sea micro—organisms which recLuire special
attention, particularly the pathogenic lacteria and viruses.
Wastes are sometimes containerized. An overall density of at le&t
1.2 g/en3 is recorzend.ed to ensure that containers of wastes sink to the bottom
and remain there. Since containerized, materials and bulky colids interfere
with bottom trawlirg, they should be dumped only in selected areas in the deep
ocean.
Biological observations might be expected to include: fisheries resources,
primary productivity, zooplankton and benthic populations, as well as turbidity,
dissolved oxygen and the nature of the sediments. Chemical measurements in
water, benthos and sediments might include orgenochiorine substances, petroleum
hydrocarbons, nutrients and such metals as mercury and cadmium. Physical
observations should be mainly directed to evaluating dispersion processes.
Wind and wave features, vertical density distribution, including mixed—layer

depth, and data on currents and bottom conditions would be desirable.
A number of research priorities have been identified which, if met, wouJ.d
greatly improve our predictive ability.
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The dumping* of wastes into the sea is only one method of disposal of a
material and should be oatied out only after other alternative nothodb of
dealing with the waste have been fully considored. Ideally, the only ultimate
OSthodV of elinitiating waste disposal of conservative substances Is recovery and
reutilization of the materials presently considered to be wastes;. other
dispoo.l operations nere].y move material from one part of our environment to
saiothe. The decision to consider a substance a "waste" rather than a potential
"nural resource" is baeed on economic rathor than on scientific principles,
because the tochnoloy to recover the material in useful form is either not
available, or is more costly than the value of the recovered p roduct,
V
For certain wastes, and under particular cirouristances, the dost of
disposal at sea may be less than that of recycling or of disposal on land, but
the cost must be assessed against, the risk and cost of damage to marine
resources. Thus, low operating costs may have to be set against costs of
damage to the environment '•ihicb m ay be quite high. It must be recognized,
however, that the environment is not divisible into neat compartments and that
the cost and risk of effect of waste disposal in a variety of alternative ways,
must be examined. In the event it may be necessary to select one method, even
though some damage does oco'ux, Oiriply because it provides the safest long-term
solution; financial considerations may or may not ho].p justify. oh a course
of action,
however, the GESMV Working Grdup on the Scientific Basis for Diposal of
Waste int o the Sea has not considered cost benefit analysis, which is involved
in waste disposal as currently practised,. nor did the working group discuss
altoxriative disposal methods, but agreed that these will always have to be
taken into .a000unt when ohoc sing the best procedure. The purpose .f this
report, according to the terms of reference of the working group (see Appendix II),
is to consider bow the offeot of waste disposal can be assessed and reduced
to a minimum, and in particular, what solentific principies are involved in
the selection of sites for dumping.
V

The working group agreed that the disposal of waste at sea can be
scientifically discusod without taking into account consideration of the

justification of waste dispoa.l. The sea has a capacity for receiving a' finite
amount of waste This is often largely related to its great volume. The selfpurification and buffering capacity of the water is limited, while the see-bed
as a sink will not be effective . for all materials.
V

The working group did not dious the disposal of radioactive waste into
the sea, as this is being covered by a specialized working group (iMA, 1974,1975).
Dumping in relation to specific marine geological features was considered at
the fourth session of GESAMP by an ad hoc Working Group on the Consetuenoes of
the Human Perturbation of the Deep-Sea Floor (s
IV/19, ixme vii),
* The definition of dur .Ding used by the working group is that given by the
London Convention on the Dumping of Wastes at Sea (iN, 1972).
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In preparing this report, the working group was aware that considerable
expeienoe could be drawn upon in relation to the effects of marine dumping.
Some examples have been cited from the members' own experience; such examples
should not be assumed to moan that disposal of those particular wastes is safe
under all conditions. The reader should therefore pay due attention to the
particular conditions existing in any proposed area of dumping, before niking
a decision for any new eitiation.
The assessment of the probable effects of wato disposal at sea involves
several disciplines, namely, physical oceanography, chemistry, thedJiaeiitoloy and
marine biology, all of which are interdependent and none of which can be
considered in isolation. In a report of this scope it has been necessary to
concentrate on an identification of those matters of primary importance in
order to predict the behaviour and effect of materials when dumped at sea.
Uaving done this, an attempt has been made to identify those subject areas
where knowledge is reasonably precise and also those in which knowledge is
lacking.
Detrimental effects of pollution of the sea include barn to marine organisms,
hazards to human health, h.thdranoe to maritime activities and reduction of
nnanitieo. Of the various uses of the sea likely to be affected by the disposal
of wastes by dumping, the working group considered that attention should be
ounood particularly on the living resources of the sea and their exploitation.
This was interpretod as including those species which are, or may be exploited
commercially, and the food organisms on which they directly or indirectly depend,
plus the need to avoid interference with fishing activity. It should be noted
that, in many cases, the young stages are particularly vulnerable. Cortain
areas of the marine environment, although not at present supporting commercial
resources, have potential value in this respect and should be protected. The
working group also realized that human health aspects must be considered,
ospeoiaJ.ly in respect of possible contamination of food resources.
Possible concerns which may be important in special circumstances include
aquaculture, recreation, preservation of endangered species and. exploitation
of mineral resources on or under the sea-bed.
In naking an assessment of the most sensitive apecies or use to be
protected, it is worth noting the merit of the critloal pathway approach which
has been used with success in the field of radioactive waste disposal. The
problems involved in adapting this approach to non-radioactive waste disposal
are complex owing to the greater variability of the sensitive species or use
to be considered, plus the different types of waste and different nodes of
action. Novertholes, the system should be applicable said has considerable
merit since, once the decision has been made as to what has to be protected,
all other interests are subjugated (Preston, 1 974),
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The report deals with the various properties of the waate which should be
known in order to understand the way it will behave in the nrine environment,
and considers bow thece may be affected according to the method of disposa]
w3ed. The methods of disposal considered include the discharge from hopper
barges, c3i.scharges into the wake of a vessel and dipoal of contal.nerized or
other bulky wastes. Attention should be drawn to the need to ensure that
coii&ttions of licencea are observed, especially in relation to site and method
of d1spol.
The working group wishes to stress that this report is not intended to
replace Annex III of either Dumping Convention (Norway, 1972; DN 1972), of which
note muot always be taken. Rather, it is hoped that the report will serve to
amplify and clarify the items listed in the Annex III of the two Conventions.
It attempting to satisfy its terms of reference the working group has prepared
its report in the following aepience:
What are the biological, pbyical and chemical cbaracteritios
of the waste aM possible effects of the waste in the marine
environment?
Illow can the effects be mi.niatzed by appropriate selection of
the method of disposal?
Uow can the effects be atninized by appropriate selection of
the site for disposal?
Rather than considering various zones of the oceans, such as shallow
coastal waters, fjords and the deep sea, the working group preferred to work
on a more general basis, giving specific examples as illustrations. Finally,
in accordance with its terms of reference, the working group prepared a section
on research needs, whereby an attempt has been made to identify those requfrizig
the most urgent attention,
2, CIIAFJCTERISTICS AND POSSD3LE EFCTS OF WASTES
The characteristics of a waste fall into three categories of properties:
physical, chemical and biological. All three have a bearing on their effects
on the marine environnent. Different criteria night be applicable, e.g, for
degradable and non-degradable substances, and also the degree of toxicity of
the substances and tuibidity might influence the selection of dumping sites,
2.1 Diological characteristics and effects
The wastes of greatest concern relative to marine life include those
materials which are toxic to marine organisms and/or axe accumulated within
organisms to a concentration substantially greater than that in the environment,
or which reach the environment in large amounts, and/or which persist in the
environment for long periods of tine. Some substances are generally recognized
as being of a. particularly hazardouo nature to the marine environment or its
resources; these are listed in Annei I of the Dumping Conventions, and their
deliberate disposal by dumping is not permitted.
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Less hazardous wastes, e.g. sewage sludges ruid polluted dredge spoils, may
also introduce into the sea aicro-orgonisna and as such nay still require special
attention. Of principal concern are the pathogenic bacteria and viruses.
Lmoebae, parasites, yeasts and fungi, which can cause bunan diseases nay also
be present. The principal concern when dumping such contaminated waste is to
avoid the possibility of their encroachment on beaches or the re -turn to man via
his food, oupecial.ly shellfish wbih nay be eaten raw, or without sterilization
by adequate cooking. Harvesting of shellfish in the vicinity of sludge or spoil
dumps, and their markotin, may need to be prohibited or at least be subjected
to systomatic, hygienic control, in order to protect human health, ilowever,
shellfish growth or reproduction may not necessarily be adversely affected.

In order to cause human disease, pathogenic agents must be taken in at
certain minimal infecting dose levels. For micro-chemical hazards, certain
harmful levels are also neoded. Some enteropathogenic micro-organisms are quite
resistant to the various effects of sea water. It is clear that microbiological research should be conducted on the problems associated with sewage
sludge,
The acute toxicity, of waste materials to marine organisms must be
evaluated in order to specify the degree of dilution and dispersion iiodod to
render the waste harmless. The customary method is to conduct a bioa5sar test,
generally for 96 hours, to determine the concentration which will kill half of
the population of test organisms in that period of tine. Ideally, the test
organism should be either the most sensitive, locally irrportant in the proposed
dumping area, or an organism critical to the maintenance of the ecosystem of
the area. This is not always possible, oinoe the first type may be difficult
to keep alive even under the best of laboratory conditions; equally, it is
ofton not possible to taintain the most senitivo life etatjee; finally, the
critical organisms may not be known. Thus, the results of bioassys are applied
with application factors, of one to three ordera of mttude.
Inother complexity of applying bioassay test results to dumping of wastes,
whore dispersion and dilution is the objective, rests in the fact that the
organisms in the sea are not exposed to a fixed concentration, but rather to a
constantly decreasing concentration as natural mixing and dilution with
uncontaminated sea water followo the disposal.. Bioaesays which simulate this
natural dilution in the laboratory would be useful, but at present probably
unrealistically difficult to achieve and control. Therefore, it is suggested
that as a general ±ule the concentration found to be toxic in a 96-hour
bioassay night be stipulated as a maximum allowable concentration at the
disposal site one hour after discharge. The further natural mixing and dilution
would be expected to give additional factors of safety during the next four
days. Further safety factors night be necessaiy for wastes which accumulate
either biologically or physically, or if the discharge is nado under quiescent
conditions.
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The possibility of sub-lethal, chronic, toxic effects mus-t also be evaluated..
These longer term effects may interfere with bel2avioural activities of marine
organism ouch as feedUn, brooding and migrations. There is also the possibility
that exposure to sub-lothal concentrations of some pol].utsntn may render the
organism more susoo:ptible to cLisease or to other environmental stress, floiover,
if the wato is dispersed in an area of rapid circulation these sub-lethal,
effects may not be of great inportanoe. Some waste disposal operations may
produce local concentrations of the pollutants on the bottom, such as the
disposal of sewage s].udge or dredging spoils. In such cases the chronic effects
need to be evaluated.
Living organisms om accumulate some pollutants within their tissues to a
concentration greater than that fouud in the environmont. For example, heavy

metals can combine with proteins, and petroleum and chlorinated hydrocarbons
are concentrated in the lipid components. This bio-acoumulation results from
an imbalance between the rate of aasiilatian and the rate of excretion, The
concentration factor (the ratio of the concentration within the organism to that
in the water) may reach several orders of naitude. When these organisms are
eaten, the predator is, in tu.rn, ingesting larger quantities of the pollutant
than it would be expood to otherwise. Although substances such as mercury and
DDT and its breakdawn products are r000iized as being potentially harmftl to
marine organisms or to man, it should not be assumed that biô-aoournilation
per
is harmful, since bio-accuzxulation may also represent a. mechanism by
which the organism counteracts the toxic effect.
!inother indireot effect of dumping might be the change of habitat
obaracteriotic. This would be most critical with wastes which accumulate on
the bottom. Sessilo berithio organisms can be smothered if the waste accumulates
to a. depth of a. few centinetroc, and the characteristics of the bottom might
be changed so that it is no longer suitable for the life style of the natural
benthic biota and organisms feeding thereon. Characteristically, such nodJ.fied
bottoms will be invaded by opportunistic species (such as the worm CaiDitella)
which breed rapidly and are tolerant of polluted conditions. Although in some
circumstances they may be replaced by other exploitable speoies, previously
present species of value to man, such as molluoceri shellfish, lobsters and
crabs, may be excluded from these modified botion. As nentioned above, if
microbial contamination is also present, harvesting may have to be prohibited
even in adjacent areas where the organisms survive, in order to prevent the
danger of return of pathogens to men,
2,2 Chemical characteristics and effects
It is possible to obtain some clues, but not a full chemical characterization
of a waste, from a 1iowledge of the raw materials and the production process
uad. A standard, full-ocale analysis for an extensive list of chemical elements
or compounds is not necessary; rather, ana].ysis should be tailored to the needs
for each waste. however, certain general guidelines can be given. For example,
analysis for total solids, total pazrticulates, organ-to matter and specific
gravity will generally be applicable, Analysis for several trace rietals,
pesticide compounds and PODs will provide useful information on persistent
substances; these are likely to be prosent in many wastes,
(.
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Sea water has a considerable buffering capacity for acids and ilkelio.
For oxmple, tho acid-iron waste from the production of titoniin di.oide using
the su].pbuxio acid process is rapidly noutrolized on releaao into the sea,
Following neutralization, the original ferrous sulphate is oxidized to the
ferric state, thus exerting a chemical ozygen demand, and is procipitated as
ferric hydroxide.
Under otagaant conditions, wastes with a h1i chemical oxygen demand (COD)
and/or bio-ohenical orgen demand (DOD) can lead to deoxygeriation of the water
or the secitherit (examples are sewage sludge, pulp-nill wastes and food
processing waate) This decomposition of organic tatter can lead to release
of large amounts of nutrients such as phosphate and avalleMe nitrogen which,
if not adecpiately dispersed, can cause bcel enrichment of the water and changes
in species coz:iposition. In such circumstances, blooms of algae, inclw:iing
those associated with re&tid.es, may occur and ultimately, on death and decay,
cause dooxygenatlon and odour problems.
Certain chemicals, of which the obborophenols are probably the best imown

example con, oven at very low concentrations, cause tainting of fish and shel].fish, rendering then unacceptable for human consumption. It is iripoxtant,
therefore, to avoid disposal of such wates to the sea.

Other oboiccl (e.g, cyanide, free chlorine, orgenophosphorus compounds)
are acutely toxic to marine life. In many cases, they are rather rapidly
rendered harmless by cheicol or biological processes. Cyanido, which are
present in some heat treatment salts used in the case-hardening of steels, are
hydrolysod to formic acid and ammonia Barium, which may also be present in
some heat treatt:ient salt mixtures, is precipitated by the sulphate of the sea
water as insoluble barium suJ.phate. Chlorine is reduced to chloride, which is
a major constituent of sea water. The highly toxic organophosphorus compounds
are hydrolysed in sea water, with a half-life ranging from a few clays to several
months. flowever, colloidal elemental phosphorus is only very slowly oxidized
in sea water and has been knoiin to cause damage to marine resources (Jangaard, 1972).
Many heavy motals are accumulated by marine organisms, The special risks
posed to human health by mercury and cadmium are recogaized by total prohibition
of disposal (except as trace contaminants) under both Drping Conventions.
Investigations have shom that, in the aquatic environment, mercury is tronsformod
into organic mercury compounds, e.g. methyl mercury, which are far more toxic
than inorganic or metallic mercury (Jernol5v, 1969).
Uastec oontaiti.txig other metals or elements uith as lead., zinc, copper amd
arsenic, can be dumped but require special attontion A local build-up of any
of these compounds or elements is likely to be undesirable. Again, the chemical
state is important; in insoluble form, and in some cases also in oonplexod form,
the acute toxicity of load, zinc and copper is much reduced. In cnoxio areas of
the sea, where hydrogen suJ.phide occurs, many heavy metals can to eliminated
from the soa water by formation of very insoluble metal ulphidos. One
exception is iron, which as ferrous suiphide is more soluble in sea water than
in the form of ferric hydroxide which is the normal form under orgenatod
cond1tian. In some oases, the precipitation of heavy riotalo as sulphides can
be prevented by complexing agents present in sea water which form soluble metal
complexes. It ehou],d be noted that it has been found that under onoxic conditions,
mercury sulpbide is more salublo in sea water than would be expected from its
solubility product (iAB, 1971).
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It should be pointed out that certain metals and oranic substances are
readily and strongly adsorbed on to and/cr absorbed into, particulate matter,
such as clay or metal hydroxides. There is some evidence that in this form they
are cnich less readily available to marine organisms, i.e, the risk of bicaccumulation or toxic effects is reduced. Sinilar effects may also be created
by the foination of organic complexes, but this would be largely dependent upon
ilw stability of that conpiox. It should be noted that the valency state of an
clement is of importance when its effects on marine organisms are to be predicted,
e,g, arsenic is 1e3s toxic in the pentaveJent form than the trivalent form, but
hexavalont chromium is more toxic than trivalent chromium,
The incineration at sea of chlorinated hydrocarbonc results in the formation
of large amounts of gaseous hydrochloric acid and water vapour. These combine
and. condense to form droplets, which precipitate usually within a relatively
short distance of the incineration vese1, The acid is readily neutralized, by

the sea water,

.sical characteristics and effects
2.3 lby
It is necessary to 1mow whether the waste is a liquid or solid, or a solid
in suspension, and the density of the waste as a whole and of any solids it may
contain, since these properties will influence both initial culutioxi, sxid
subsequent dispersion and settlement. Settling velocity will be influenced, by
the shape, size and density of the particles, and aggregated matter will settle
ntre rapidly than individual particles of the same density. Under stratified
conditions, particulate matter nay be retained or have its vertical dispersion
suppressed in a pycnocli.ne layer.

Particulate material can influence the marine environment in several ways.
If it cottles in large amounts in a confined area, the benthic flora and fauna
will probably be advaxsely affected. If the solids ore organic, anoxic
conditions could become established. Although in some sea areas the natural
suspended particle load is high, addition of suspended matter will increase
turbidity and may cause discolouration of the water with possiblo advorco
offecto on fisheries =d recreational i.nterests. Certain foms of particulate
wasto nay clog gill surfaces of marine fish, cru,stacea and bivi.lve shellfish.
If a waste is practically insoluble and positively buoyant, it will float and
shipping or amenity interests nay be adversely affected.
2,4 Organic matter
Li spite of the fact that natural dissolved organic substances doccmpoe
under favouabJ.e conditions (Duurna, 1965), they have a residence time of cone
thousands of years in the deep water of the open ocean (Williams, 1969). This
means that an introduction of more stable artificial organic coupound into the
deep sea could lead to an oven longer residence tine. The conditions close to
land, are more favourable for decomposition einc, owing to the presence of solid
matter, lower pressure and generally higher temperatures, the bacterial activities
are noh higher; as a result a rapid turnover of dissolved organic materials is
commonly oboerred. (Jannaach, 1969; Jannasch et al, 1971). It should be noted
that the rates of such processes are substantially reduced at lot temperatures,
e.g, in high 1atitudo,
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This does not in1y that dissolved organic riaterialo should preferably be
dunped in coastal areas. It is clear that aspects other than degradation are
important. In particular, some toxic compounds are resintnt to degradntion.
For certain materials, disposal in areas far from land may be preferable to
dilution and degradation in near-coastal waters 4 For artificial organic wastes
it is usually safest to neglect degradation (which may be very slow), and to
base the evaluation of limits on the concentration achieved, by physical
dispersion,
2,5 Sowa,e sludge and dredge spoils
On the basis of United States and European figures, the largest bulk of
nateriala dumped into the sea is dredge spoils (about BC' per cent) and sewage
sli.idge (about 10 per cent). For this reason, special attention is given to
these wastes, Both can be contaminated with metals, bacteria and viruses,
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, petroleum hydrocarbons and organohalorjens,
Bredge spoils consist of a heterogeneous aggregation of materials, very
often anoxic, in a broad spectrum of sizes, ranging from subaicron clay particles
to stones of many centim-tres in diameter, with often a large proportion of
organic material, Seiage sludge is a more unifoin mixture of finer organic and
inorganic substances.
The principal ecological problems arising from the disposal of dredge spoils
and sewage sludges are the large oxygen demand and deposition on the bottom to
considerable thickness. Both nay also have associated human health iuplications.
Decomposition of the organic content of dredge spoils or of sewage sludge,
particularly undigested sludge, can deoxygenate both the sediments and the overlying water and lead to the foration of highly toxic hydrogen safiphido.
The health hazard posed by pathogenic bacteria in sewage siwige can be
dininished by digestion. Only dilution will decrøase residual hazards of the
viruses, In order to cause human diseases, pathogenic agents must be ingested
at certain minimum infecting doses. For these reasons the dumping of sewage
sludges must always be carefully operated according to the local oceanographic
conditions.
2,6 Thilky and containerized wastes
The deliberate placing on the sea-bed of bulky objects, such as old oars
and car tyrea, has been advocated by - numerous interested parties and has been
caxried out on an experimental basis in a few countries. The artificial reefs
so famed are usually reported to provide good settling surfaces for a variety
of sessile orgazi.isne, and havens for creatures such as lobsters; they also
appear to be attractive to a variety of species of interest to sport fishermen.
Baled municipal wastes may provide similar havens, but buoyant materials, e.e.
plastic, must either be packed so that they do not return to the surface, or
be pretreated in an appropriate way. In many of the continental shelf areas
trawl fishing is so intensive that great care would be necessary in order to
avoid interference with fishing activities.
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Particular care is recj.ired in relation to areas of fishing activity when
duaping waste in containers. The recovery of such containers in the coi.rae of
fishing operations could be hasordous to the crew of the fishing vessel,
espooia].ly as the container is likely to be oeriously weakened by corrosion.
Under the terus of the Oslo Convention, dipoa1 of bulky and containerized
wastes is prohibited except in deep water.
It is considered necessary when dunpi.ng a containerized waste in the sea
to ensure that disposal avoids imown deep—sea oablea, in case these night be
dnnaged by the inpctot of a container on the cable. In several instances wastes
are containerized to avoid release of the waste in the upper or niddle layers
of the ocean, Occasionally the waste nay be in a container nerely because this
provides a convenient noons of handling. However, most wastes disposed of in
containers are toxic to non. Of the exnp1es known to the netabors of the
working group, nost -viastes dunped in containers are solids and also toxic to
narino .organisns. But since they axe also solids in most eases they will
dissolve only slowly into the deep water layers and the area likely to be
affected by toxio action can be shown to be relatively snail. (National Acadeny
of Sciences - National Research Council, 1962). In eons cases, wastes dunped
in containers are either nixod with concrete or the container is encapsulated
in concrete; in both oases the rate of release of the waste to the water is
likely to be i:xach reduced. Neverthelos, any narine organians in the inodiato
area of a. container of waste on the deep sea floor nay be at risk.

The areas of interest from a cor3noroial fisheries point of view now extend
to the oontinental slope regions down to at least 1,000 n. Therefore, if such
wastes are to be dipoed of in deep water, they ohould be dunped well ztway
from the continental s1ope. Sinilarly the higher regions of deep sea ridges
should be avoided. It should be noted that, although no definition is given in
the London Convention, for the purpose of the Oslo Convention, deep water
thinping areas are defined as being at least: 2,000 u deep and 150 nautical rules
fron land; additionally, it has been agreed that duapirig should not take place
within 20 nautical ntles of any known cables. However, those criteria alone are
not sufficient, and cars should be taken to avoid ecologically sensitive areas.
3.

NE'flI0D OP DISPOSAL

)ucping is defined by the terns of the London Convention on the Dunping of
Wastes at Sea as an interoittent injection of waste naterials into the sea, and
it is pertinent to distinguish between the dunping of:
Waste confined in containers, or in the forn of corapacted bales,
arid./or bulky scrap naterials; and
uncontained waste in a bulk cargo.
.;i ocr
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3.1 Confined waàtes

tifa1
Wastes of a heterogonoous type can be handled much more readily in
contained forn than in bulk, unincorporated state. Nunicipal solid wastes can,
by high pressure compaction, be transformed into stable bales suitable for
transportation.
The primary reuirenents for the containers and bales are that they i:ieot
the appropriato transport regulations and retain their contents during the
descent to the sea-bed, or some pro-determined intermediate depth. In a
situation where prolonged confinement is required, the containers should not Ia
break owi.ng to the increased pressure. Their overall density should exceed '
1.2 g/cu3,
Bepending on the shape, size, integrity and weight of containors of waste,
and the character of the sea bottom where the containers are dropped., there are
a number of ways in which the containers may behave:
sink intact into the bottom ooze without disintegration;
sink into the bottom ooze 4nd d.isintegrate;
remain intact and sealed indefinitely on the bottom without
significant ienetration;
rupture on impact accidentally, or deliberately charged to do
so, spewing their contents onto the ocean floor and into the
overlying water;
implode under the high pressure, or gradually disintegrate on
the bottou, releasing their contents to the surroimdins.
If the container ancl contents sink into the bottom ooze without
disintegration, they will, in effect, be permanently interred in bottou sediments.
Provided the bottom is not disturbed later by mining or deep dredL,,ing activities,
the effect on the bottom water and sediment will be minimal 1 Disintegration
after penetrating the sediments would lead to local sediment contamination. If
the container explodes or implodes, because of pressure, impact or explosive,
the contents will be suddenly released to the water and sediments,
3,2 Bulk caxgo wastes: Release techniques
In this case the wastes are discharged from barges in bulk. Usually two
types of barges are used, elf-prope1led or towed, discharging either by
pumping or by gravitation. In small dredging operations bottom release (botton
dump) may be used, whereas automated tank barges are used for sewage and
industrial sludges and liquids.
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The size of the ixirges varies from 300 to 8,000 tons, and the discharge is
usually about 5 metros below the surface through pipes which can have &ianeters
in the range 10-60 cm. The release is usually carried out at speeds of 6-10
knots, at a discharge rate of 4-250 tons/minute. Sewage sludge is usually
discharged from a hopper barge at a rate of 100-200 tons/minute, using cravity
alone or in combination with low pressure air (EPA, 1971).
The incineration at sea of combustible waste materials can result in the
foriation of large amounts of gases. In most cases, these will be transferred
back to the sea by the precipitation. The subsequent spreading of the remains,
mainly in the surface layer, can be expected to be fairly rapid in most cases.

3.3 Bulk carvo wastes: Iispersion
The release technique has a considerable influence on the initial
dilution and consequently the long.-term physica.l dispersion in the marine
onvironnexib.
Ihysical d.ispersion is defined as the combined action of (a) aixing on
release followed by the turbulent mixing in the sea, and (b) the transport by
currents, An effective dispersion requires good mixing conditions and a high
rate f exchange between the di.uping area and the surrounding sea, so that the
waste becomes diluted by a large voluna of water. It is primarily by means of
the physical dispersion that the impact of the waste on the marine environment
can be controlled. however, as xioted earlier, there are a r=ber of other
processes acting in the sane direction and these help to minimize the impact.
!Ltio stages of the dispersion phase are considered, namely, the initial
phase covering the initial ci_ilution, and the subsequent dispersion.
(i) The mixing on release will depend both upon the characteristics
of the waste and the technique of release. The important
physical characteristics of the waste in this comioxion are the
density distribution, the content of solids and their size
distribution. The initial dilution is mainly controlled by the
rate of release and the speed of the vessel during rleaso.
In areas where there is some deee of density stratification,
the waste natorial can be dispersed so as to retain it
temporarily in the surface layer by releasing it into the wake
of the steaming ship. An initial dilution of the order of
1:1000 of the waste shortly after release will reduce the
density of the mixture to an acceptable level under most
stratified marine conditions. This dilution is usually reached
about 500 a astern of the ship, in its wake, at speeds of 6-8
]motc (Abrobam et al, 1972). When the water column is homogeneous, the contaminated water will sink or remain at the
surface, depending upon whether the density, of the waste is
greater than, leas than, or the sane as that of sea water,
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Wastes with an average density hiier than sea water dunped
from an alnost stationary vessel, or in great amounts over a
short period of time (order of one hour), will sink due to
their initial excess density and rionentur:i. Two phases of the
initial dispersion can be defined (EPA, 1971).
Couveotive descent - due to initial excess density
and momentum;
collapse in a. pyonoclirie layer where the falling
waste cloud can be trapped.
The initial dilution appears in this case to be of the order
1:100-1 500, but this is based on relatively few observntions
(Cricknore, 1972; KuJ..lenber, 1974), 1Iode1s have been
constructed for predicting the depth of penetration (i.e.
maximum depth) of the waste and the vertical concentration
distribution in the contaminated water coli.u, but they suffer
from nany simplifying assumptions and approximations (E1, 1971).
(ii) The subsequent environmental dispersion is due to the turbulent
mixing and the transport by currents in the water. The rate of
dispersion can be very slow and will depend primarily on several
physical environmental factors to be discussed in Section 5 on
site selection, liowever, the dispersion can be influenced
considerably by the initial concentration distribution of the
waste immediately after the dumping has been completed. This
will depend upon the method of disposal, the characteristics of
the waste and the density stratification of the disposal area.
Spreading over a large vertical distance will in practically all
cases favour a rapid subsequent dispersion, Accumulation of
waste at density interfaces will always suppress the rate of the
subsequent dispersion. Such accumuJ.ation can occur by trapping
of the falling cloud of waste in the pycnocline layer, or by
trapping of buoyant waste material at the surface • Trapping of
kraft-L-iill effluont from a submarine diffuser outfall has been
demonstrated by WaJ.dichuk (1964).
It can be concluded that in all cases when a rapid dilution is recjuired,
the method of disposal should be in the wake of a steaming ship. In general,
on initial dilution as high as feasible should be secured; reasonable values
uhich can be achieved under normal conditions are in the range 1:200-1:2000
(.Teichart, 1972; Cricknore, 1972; Abraham et al, 1972; EPA, 1971).
Since both the Lisposal technique and the waste characteristics can be
adjusted, at least to a certain extent, an initial dilution can usually be
obtained which will meet reciuireuents for nininun impact on the environment.
Generally, trapping or collapse in pycno clime layers should be avoided,

-
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The dumping frequency should be adjusted according to the capacity and
dispersion characteristics in the dumping area: in areas of rapid ntring and
transport, the frequency of disposal can be higher than in areas of less vigorous
dispersion. A build-up of waste materials in the water column should be avoided.
As a uceful generalization, the dtmping locations and frequency shouJ.d be
adjusted so that individual waste clouds io not overlap. This will be relatively
easy in the open sea but may be impossible in on estuary. A prelininary
assessment can be made on the basis of the current conditions in the area, such
as tidal, wind-generated, and residual currents,

4.

OTIR USES

Usee of the marine environment other than for ocean-dumping are manifold,
they include fishing, transportation, recreation, including sport fishing,
mining including chemical extraction, aquaculture. In addition, sea water is
used as process water and cables are laid on the boson floor. Many of these
uses can be adversely affected by armne pollution, but for the purposes of this
report, only the relationships between the other uses and oce5n th21ping are
considered.

Fishing: Fishing is one of en s major activities in the marine
environent. The world fisheries (including all marine organisms) exceeddd
65 x 10 metric tons in 1973 (PA0, 1974). It has been estimated that the
maximum sustainable yield of world fisheries may be about twioe this figure.
Transportation: Shipping and transportation is another of the major uses
of the sea, and continually increases. Geesri dumping operations might
interfere with the shipping directly by interference with navgatiofl as well an
by such effects as blockage of cooling systems and fouling of propellers.
Recreation: Outdoor recrestion increaees oontinually and sea shore
recreation ranks as one of the most important, economically and socially; it is
therefore inportant to avoid the stranding of aesthetically undesirable material
such as grease, plastic and other slowly degradable organic matter.

Mining: Ocean mining on the bottom of the sea and extraction of chemicals
from sea water nay be affected by impurities or physical obstructions introduced
by dumping.
Aquaculture: Aquaculture practices in marine and fresh water contribute,
at present, 5-6 million metric tone to the world food supply of which about
85 per cent is produced in Asia and the Fax East region (Rabanal, 1974). The
potential is great but economic factors currently confine the practice to high
quality fish, invertebrates and seaweed.
Submarine cables and pipelines: Submarine cables and pipelines may be
affected by ocean dumping, chemically as well as physically, Besides this
possible direct effect of dumping on submarine cables and pipelines, submarine
slides triggered by dumping could be a potential threat to then
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Scientific research: Geophysical exploration, meteorological-000aUogTaphical
neasurement, for instance by means of moored buoys, or even studies on
variations in fIsh stocks due to natural causes, may interfere with or be
disturbed by dumping activities.

5,

SITE SELECTIOi

IJ

The selection of chiping sites must be made in such a way as to minim.ize
the influence on presorit and potential other uses of the sea.
5.1 Biological characteristics
£n evaluation of the biological sensitivity of a potential dumping area
should always be made, Disposal sites should, obviously, be selected to avoid
areas of high biological productivity, intenivo fishing, breeding or nursery
ouude, and migrating routes of important fish resources. Some of these
activities, such as breeding and migration, may be seasonal and dumping at other
times of the year may be acceptable, provided no substantial mobilization of
toxic material occurs after d.urrping. Dumping in active fishing areas may not
only affect the living resources of the sea, but the operation may interfere
with fishing vessels, said some kinds of wastes may damage or foul the riots or
the fishing gear. The marine environment and its living resources are sensitive
to riatural changes and they have to be carefully guarded against artificial
changes,
Food production is one of the major uses of the sea. I'Isriy areas are
already over-exploited, whereas others are more or less untouched (PAO, 1972).
The present world catch is largely restricted to the coastal zones and
continental slopes where input of pollutants from all sources is likely to be
highest. In recent years, fishing for new species has extended to much greater
depths on the continental, slope s than previously. It should be noted also that
sigeificant pelagic fisheries exist in some open ocean areas, e.g. the equatorial
zones,
In relation to waste disposal at sea, it should be noted that the highly
productive areas in the oceans are often related to such physical features as
cyclonic gyres, upwelling, lateral boundary currents, ocean fronts, jo, all
areas of divergence. All those conditions are more or lena conducive to high
nutriont supplies and primary production and zooplenkton concentrations, on
which fish stocks and other marine life depend.
Conversely the ocean circulation gives rise to convergence such as the
Sargasso Sea, equatorial convergence a and coastal convergence a, Although
productivity is generally low in such areas, waste matter may accumulate there,
especially it it is resistant to degradation.
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The natural stress to which organieris are subjected varies in nanitude
and frequency. For ezanpie, seasonal vriaions in temperature are extreme at
high latitudes when conpared with the tropics. A high degree of seaonol
variability can also occur along ocean fronts, It is always cold and dark in
the deep water of the open ocean, wlrdle salinity, light, and temperature con
change rapidly in est'xrLes, on tidal, daily, and seaeona:L time scales, The
organisms living in such highly stressed environments have evolved to withstand
these changes, but nay not be well adapted to artificia]. otross. Siatlar].y,
pollution might affeot their capacity to adapt to natural changes.
Special attention tnist be paid to anhl migration. Migrating species use
their acute sense as a guide in homing on thoir native region. Interference
with the natural characteristics of tbeoe waters by introduction of foreign
materials can disrupt fish's detection processes. Dumped materials oould
conceivably mask natural characteristics of the sea water or of tributary streams.
This might confuse migrating fish, possibly to the extent that they beoonelost
and go unspswned or fail to find, food.
Closely comnectd to these aspects are spawning, nursery and feeding
processes of marine organisria. Critical species, vertical and horizontal
biological transports, bio-accumu].ation, bio-tr&isformation, and taint hcu1d.
also be oonidered..
Depending upon the characteristics of the waste material, certain general
precautions should be observed in planning the disposal operations. If the
waote contains toxic materials, the dilution achieved during disposal and the
subsequent mixing of the waste with sea water should ensure that the
concentrations are not sufficient to damage the marine bicta. ]?or substances
that settle to the bottom, areas of little or no berithic productivity should be
selected, or, if not possiblo, the sacrifice of a part of the benthic population
should be assessed as pxt of the fcosttt of the disposal,
5.2 Sediment characteriatica
Sediments of the sea bed of the major ocean basins have a potential sotion
capacity for all kinds of metals and organic subtancea, however, material
originating from dumping of wastes nay be dispersed in the water column rather
than sorbed to the se-bed/soa water interface. In the presence of high turbidity,
there is a scavenging effect by solid materials of substances from solution.
Whet the materials roach the sea bottom, a high affinity of the sediments
for the waste material loads to a large total uptake by the sea bed.. however,
this uptake is princrily in a thin surface layer of the sedinett, and
penetration deeper into the eec-bed is slow. Therefore, if resuspension or
oroion occurs, the material night be recycled to the water and to the beuthic
opiflora and opifauna. Thus the sea-bed will not always be the ultimate sink
for dumped wastes.
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Waates submerged in the sea.-bed would in principle be removed from the
water system. N1ation to the supernatant sea water takes a long tine when
the wastes are buried under several centimetres of sadi.ment, However, burying
of wastes inside the sea-bed is technically diffiou.lt to achievo,
For liguid or dissolved wastes, unless sediments are stirred up, lit -tIe
material will be bound by the sea-bed. In a dumping site, most of the dissolved
sub stanoos will become so dispersed within the water system that sorption by the
sea-bed will be extremely limited. However, with respect to repeated dumping,

opooialiy of materials which are not rapidly degradable, the area will
accumulate more and more material in the sediments, This will apply particularly
to certain heavy metals for which a phenomenon of immobilization exists via
absorption inido crystal lattices of sedimentary particles (Ros-.Vicent ot a).,,
in press).

5.3 Diapexaion characteristics
The turbulent mixing in an area, and the rate of exchange with the
surrounding sea, should both be studied in order to assess the dispersion
characteristics of a potential dumping site. In studying the physical dispersion
characteristics of an area, the following generalizations should be borne in
mind,
A. Mixing rate
The turbulent mixing in the sea is determined by such physical factors as
wind, waves, mixed layer thielmess, density stratification, currents including

their temporal and spatial variations (Okubo, 1971; Weidenann and Sendner, 1972).
In many shallow water areas, the tidal currents are the dominating mixing agents.

In conditions of stable stratification, the mixing is suppressed, and very
markedly so in pyonocline layers. There the rate of dilution is slow and varies
very- rmob with time, i.e. the mixing is intermittent. Per oontincuito which
do not affect the flow, dilution rates of less than 1:10 in 24 hours have been
observed in enclosed areas (Ku.lenberg, 1974a). Similarly suppressed aixirig is
likely to occur in strongly, stratified open sea areas. Under those conditions,
particulate matter settles duo to gravity, although near-neutrally buoyant
material may remain in suspension. The settling velocity of the waste
particles will vary, although a rate of 1 n/hour appears to be representative 4
for the flocculated state (Criokmore, 1972). Trapping of almost neutrally
buoyant material can occur in pyonocline layers.
In the wind-mixed lay-or the dilution rate is considerably higher a
dilution in the range 1:10-1:50 over a period of 1-5 hours can be expected
under light wind conditions. During strong winds, the rate of dilution increases
approximately with the square of the wind speed (Dowden et al., 1974;
Xullenborg, 1971),
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C].oae to the bottom, there will often be a turbulont boimdary layer, the

thickness of which will depend upon tho bottoc row3bneso and current volocity.

An indication of the transport condi.tions aJ.ong the bottom can.often be obtained
from the type of sed.inents at the interface. Pine-rained material no:rmally
suggests weok transport and a favaurablo settling environment, whereaa coarse
materials suggest resuspension and erosion, tiowever, care should be token in
applying this concept, and it should be noted that conditions often very

seaaonaily.

In estuaries and river mouths, the compensation current transports matorl.al
along the bottom towards the shore. This can also occur in shallow waters with

horizontal denr3ity differences, eddies or wind-induced coastal upielling. The
oscillating (tidal) currents in many areas will cause resuspension and
fractionation due to differential settling. This implies that the fine-rairied
fraction of a waste, which can serve as a carrier for pathogen.ic organisms and
other pollutants, may be selectively transported. inshore.
Available infomation on deep sea, near-bottom currents suggests that
resuspension will not take place except in certain areas. Theo are mainly
located at the lateral boundaries and are related., in part, to topographic
featureo such as elopes, canyons and ridges.

Mixing mechanisms
In the wind-mixed layer, the vertical mixing down to the primary interface
5.s qiite rapid. Thus, the thickness of the wind-mixed layer is siiificant in
determining the mixing characteristics. An important dispersion tieohcin.ism for
scales in the range 1-I0 km is the vertical shear effect, i.e. the combined
effect of vertical mixing and vertical current shear in generating horizontal
dispersion. Per an initially thick contaminated volume, the stretching due to
the vertical shear is also important. In this connexion, the time-dependent
and, in particular, the oscillatory components of the current are important in
deteimininig the spreading.
In the surface layer, the vertical mixing depends upon the wincI the shear
and the stratification. In internal stratified layers the vertical mixing Is
suppressed, and is inversely proportional to the stratification. Dominant
features of the internal motion in the sea are internal waves which only give
rise to ntng when breaking.
-

At larger scales, above about 10 km or several days, the large-scale
horizontal variations of the currents will dominate the mixing.
Thcchange rate
when considering the dispersion characteristics of an area, it Is
necessary to take into account the rate of exchange with the connected open sea
area. A useful indicator of the rate of exchange is the residenoe time for a.
particular element, which can be estimated by means of a natural tracer. This
holds true in particular for enclosed or seat-enclosed areas like fjords,.
marginal sees and the land-locked seas. The residence time will also give a
measure of the build-up of a peraistent material in the area.
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From the :poi.nt of view of dispersion, the following three categories of
areas may be defined:
Areas of great turbulence
Areas of tidal activity are often characterized by a high
degree of turbulence; and such areas offer great possibilities
for natural dispersion. Care is necessary, however, to avoid
conflict with local interests, especially aesthetic and
recreational, and also in order to predict where particulate
matter in the waste might ultimately be deposited.
Confined basins
Confined basins (e.g. Baltic or Black Seas) will, in many cases,
periodically approach arioxic conditions and be subjoct to
periodic turnover, Such areas night sometimes be considered
for the disposal of inert wastes, and perhaps also biodeEcraclable
ones. Irowever, persistent and potentially bia-accumulatable
substances should be avoided, since ultimately they might be
returned to the productive surface waters. It should be pointed
out that, as in all other cases, local considerations ust be
taken into account.
Other areas of minimal turbulence or "quiescent" conditions
These areas are characterized by a distinctly limited capacity
to receive wastes, sinoe transport out of the area and renewal
of oxygen supplies etc., are all limited.. The all-important
consideration in waste disposal in such areas is therefore how
to achieve uc'-xinuu posib1e initial dilution, The scale of the
operation will also have to be controlled. The more inert a
substance, in general, the greater the acceptable scale of
dumping, but in this context the local existing or potential
marine resources rrast be considered,
B. Methods of prediction
Predictive modelling of the dispersion of various wastes following a
dumping operation is of great interest, but suffors as yet from several
deficincies. Nvertheless, sile models have been used with satisfactory
results in predicting the dispersion of radioactive wastes. Attempts have been
made to model both the initial and the subsequent dispersion (EPA, 1971;
ICob and Chang, 1973), However, the results must be regarded with great caution
since a nixiber of very limiting assumptions are made, such as treating the
contaminants as passive. The lack of relevant oboerv -ational information is at
present the most severe hindrance to further development of the predictive
models.
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6. oDsEIw!TIoNS AT ME SITE
(ioe a preliminary selection of the site for diepoøal baa been made on the
basis of existing Iciowledgo of conditions in the area, a series of observations
of the physica]., chemical and biological characteristics should be made. Ideally,
these eh&uld extend over a period of at least one year in ordor to take account
of variations which will occur with seanonsi changes. It should be noted that
long-tem variations arise as a result of purely natural causes and at present
it is often extremely difficult to distinguish thoo from artificially induced
changes,
Observations of tu.bidity and chemicol and biological characteities
should be continued after dumping commences to ensure that no detrimental
changes occur. All observations thu1d be made at and around the selected site,
and it should be reoogoied that in the light of the pro-dumping, or oven poetdumping observations, a now site may have to be selected,
6,1 Biological observations
P:dor to appral of a disposal site, biological observations to
characterize the site are usually eusontial. If repeated dipoealø at the same
location are expected, those observxi.tion.s should be made at all seasons of the
year and repeated more frocpiently at critical times of the year, both to monitor
the biological effects and to account for year-to-year variations. For a single
dump, which is not expected to be repeated, a single assesument prior to the
dump should be acceptable, but observations following the dump would be deefrable
to evaluato the effect and to form the baaio for future decisions concerning
imi1ar operations.
Desirable observations might be expected to include:
Fisheries resources, Data on this eubjoct are probably alreadyavailable in the aroprinte sgonciee or mirListries for most
coastal regions,

L.

Primary (plant) productivity as related to light intonaity and
nutrients. This is espeof ally importhnt if decomposable ornio
matter is included in the waste, and if its decomposition would
release nutrients etlnulatthg plant growth, sometimes with
undesirable effects such as modification of species composition.

Natural turbidity of the water, and the changes in turbidity
which may be produced by the waste &taposal. Turbidity inlluenoos
the amount of light reaching various dopths in the sea, and a
persistent increase would be expected to reduce plant
productivity,, flowever, it rapid dispersion (or sin1dn) of
-kr
the waste is achieved, and if the circulation in the area is
such that the turbidity increase is transitory, little effect
on productivity from a non-toxic waste would be expected,
hoplen1cton reproduce at such a high rate that recovery- from
a decrease in photo-synthesis is likely to be rapid.
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Zooplankton populations and their vertical diurnal iitçrations.
These organisas might transport elements frpn one level in the
water oolum to another, through absorption, fedin€ and
0X02?etiOfl,
The oxygen content of the water and its natural variability.
This will help to evaluate whether or not a waste with an
oxygen dezand may reduce the oxygen content to levels which
will be detrimental to nTine organisms,
Strtctures of normal benthic populations, whether or not they
are of couciercial importance This is especially .inportant
whenever the waste may reach or accuilate on the bottom of
the disposal site. Since benthic animals rerin in a fiiod.
location (in contrast to fishes and plankton), they reflect
-j r
the int egr ated effect of chronic exposure to the pollutant
and can pz'o'ide early warning of potential. damage.
Microbiological indices with respect 'to water 'quality for
--

protection of human health.

6,2

Chemical observations

The design of the chemical observ'ationo, inilike thoso of a. biological or
physical nature, can be tailored to the eheatcal characteristics of the waste.
For exazple, if thewasto to bedunped contains no nutrients, there is little
point in carrying out an ezhautive survey of nutrient levels in the area
selected for disposal.
It is difficult to provide a comprehensive 1.1st of substances which should
be measured in the area, but dependfig upon the ôriposition of the ¶:aote, the
following substances nigh b be worthy of atteritiom organochiorine pesticide
residues, PCDs, petrolen hydrocarbons and metale ouch as mercury and øaciniun
these are all prohibited. 'under the terms of £.nnex I of the Dumping Conventions,
but they are blown to be present in wastes such as sewage ludo and dredge
spoils and may be found in avariety of industrial wastes. The iorking croup
noted that such substances are permitted to be present in t ~:raoe anount,
regardless of the volume of the waste', and this raised the question in the
minds of the members of the Working Croup, that perhaps a prolflbitiori as
currently prescribed in the Dunpin Conventions was debatable. The point highlighte the need for the continuous reappraisal of the Annexes of the Dunpig
Conventions and their definitions.
-

-

A number of other elements, e.g. zinc, cOpper, lead and arsenic, may also
be accumulated and should be measured. The highest concentrations of most of
the substances listed abovo are likely to bo found in sediments and benthic
animals, It will in general be undesirable that the organic content of the
sediments be unduly incroaaed; 08 a measure of this, bus on iiit1on, or more
preferably total organic carbon eontent, should be measured. If the waste
contains substantial civantitieo of' nutrients mtch as phopMte, nitrate, nitrite
or czmonia, these, should be ñe&ured in the water àolumr.
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It is perhaps worth pointing out that substances considered to be harmful
in the freshwater environment may be lees so in the marine environment, e.g.
cyanide due to oomplsxation with riots.l ions, and arronia due to the buff oring
effect of sea water, or even virtually harmioss, e.g, chloride, sulphate or
barim (the former are present natu.rally in sea water at high concentrations,
and the lattor will procipitato as barium aul:phate) Subject to such fairly
ObVIOUS exceptions, in genera]., if a substance is Imown to be present in waste
in high concentration, its presence should be expected in the dumping area and
appropriate iaee.aurononts should be made.
6.3 Physical observations

It

Prom the point of view of dispersion, the physical conditiona at the
dumping site should be observed, and a general asnossment of the exchange ro.too
between the waters in the dumping area, near-by-areas and the open ocean should
be made.
Observations of the physical conditions might be expected to includoes
(I) wind and wave featrou;
vertical density distributions during different weather
conditions, including the mixed-layer depth on a seasonal
basis, water temperature and its soasonal variations;
current conditions, including the vertical current
distributiàn, velocity ranges and directions, timedependence, oscillations and residual currents;
bottoia conditions and geological charaiteristics, such as
the naturo of the sediment and topographic features
(e.g. flat bottom, trenches, ridges).
Useful tools in such observations include dye diffusion experiments, the
use of radioactive tracers, wave gauGes, grab and core saxiplee of the sediments.
7. SDBJOTS IQfl RD1

PtTflT1t RESEIiROH

In the course of preparing its report, the working group has ic1entlfid a
number of areas where basic information is either imprecise or lacking. In
ps.rtieular, it considered that the predictive ability in a relatively unstudied
area is inadequate. It is considered that research in the following subjects
would be most productive in providi.ng information relevant to the selection of
dumping sites,
71 Biological and chemical aspects
Basio acute bioassay technicjues are reasonably well ostablished. Ftirthor
attention is reuJ.red in relation to the selection and culture of the most
appropriate test organism for a particular set of site conditions. This should

take into account pos1blo food chain accumulation and the most appropriate life
stage.
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In order to be able to have a. bettor appreciation of thoaipropriato factors
cM time effects, long-tern (one or more generations) "f1ow-thiouh" tete are
required to evaluate potential ub-1ethal or cbrnic effects.
It is recoized that combinationo of two or nore wastes nay be more, or
loss, toxic than each i-taste separately. At present, there is little inforriation
on how the effects of such combinations can be predicted for conditions in the
marine environuent.
Mncb more detailed information is required on the mode of action of
oarticular chemicals, especially in relation to uptake aM availability from a
toxic action standpoint. In this context informa.tion is also recp.ire1 on the
various forms of a chemical substance wl.ich may be present in the iea, e.g4
valency state of ionic species, metallo-orgenic conpiozes, cuisorbed nètal or
organic cotzpoundc.
Similarly, and eo].ecially in relation to human health implications, studJ.e
are required of the form and toxicity of the compound once it has been
accumulated by a marine orranism, e.g. the forms of mercury, cadmium aM arsenic
in marine organisms and the way those ncr be altered. In this connexion, studies
are required to provido more detailed information on the mechanisms of ioaccumulation within a single organism and transfers in a food chc,in.
1Iany inorganic and oranic compoundø find their way to the sediuent. The
rate of such transport, the residence times of substances in the sediments, and
their subsequent mobilization, are generally not well understood. For deep-sea
disposal, research is roqired to improve SM modify the methodo1oies and
measuring techniques.
The persistence of organic ehemical, especially petroleum and cb3.orinated
hydrocarbons is a matter of concern. The rates of decomposition under various
environmental conditions, such as tropical, temperate and arctic conditions, neød
to be established. Information is required on the dependence of marine bac'teria
on thresliold concentrations of the organic substrate, and inorgüc nutrionts.
The extent to which microbial activity takes place under deep-sea and mid-depth
pressure and temperature conditions, requires detailed investigation.
In order to be able to assess the impact of a waste in the marine
environment, some estimate of existing levels of waste constituents and thei'.
sources is required. River or pipeline inputs can be determined fairly readily
but the influence of aerial transport, including that on breakdown and production
of pollutazii, is unknown for most substances, although it is now generally
recognized as being of eat importance.
It is known that a mmber of entero-pathoenic nicro-organisms are ciulte
resi.tont in sea water (Ganeon, 1 975). Further work is required in th study
of 'the behaviour and fate of micro-organisms associated with wastes such as
sewage sludge, especially the influence of such factors as temperature, light,
salinity and sedimentation.
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7.2

Physical aspects

Carefully designed field experients are required in order to obtain
information for developing and testing models for predicting the depth of
penetration and possible collapse ef a foiling cloud of waste. Pfeasureuents
should provide infornation on the concentration distribution during descent,
turbidity generation, nettling velocity and subsequent dispersion in relation
to physical conditions, Such oxperiionts would need to be ca.rrieci out under a
variety of envirorinental conditions, ranging from quiescent to near-storia
conditions and in both deep and sba11ow, stratifi.ed and unstratified 'tators.
Particular attention should be paid to those conditions likely to give the
least initial dilution and/or subsequent dispersion,
Duo to the difficulty of covering all conditions occurring in nature,
corefifi attention should be given to the selection of environriental conditions
for field experiments, so that expensive field experiments can be backed by
appropriate lboratory experiments. In many instances, large-scale duuping
experiments can give required inforuation more rapidly, on both physical and
chemical behaviour of wastes in the sea.
There is a severe lack of information about the influence of the waste on
the aixing processes, as well as about the possible physical interactions between
various trpes of materials. At present, it is not possible to take into account
properly the multiphaso character of a waste when predictingito physical fate.
In relation to disposal in deep waters, there is on urgent need for studies
of deep water and near-bottom dispersion processes, including the dovelopnnt of
new techniques, e.g. for measurements of currents and turbulent diffisuion.
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ppndix II
GESANP Woridrg Group on the Sieitific Basis
for Diposil of Waste into the Sea
Terms of reference:
as aoed upon by the Fifth Session of GESJNF, Vienna, 18-23 June 1973
(GESAM V/b, paragraph 40):

"With reference to Annex III of the London Convention for the Prevention
of Marine Pcl].ution by Dunping of Wastes and Other Matter,
to carxr out a critical review of our present bow1edge of those
aspects of dispersion and physical, chenical and biologicaJprocesses relevant to the selection of oites for discontinurus
injection of waatos into the marine environment in both deep and
shallow waters; and
to identify gaps in our present 1mow1ede, Locus attention on
urgent research needs, and suggest research priorities."
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IACT OF OIL ON THE MARINE E

T

(Exoerpt from PROMESS RPCR' miitted by the Working Group on
the Impaot of Oil on the !rino Enviroment to the Seventh
See8ion of GISA1P - Documentation: GJSAi 711/4)
OEfl1TEPS
1

Content

I. INTRODDCTIOI
(Thorpson, lead export; Tonczalc, Young)
Puxpose of the floport
Manner of Study
Baokround Iiffoation
3.1 Literature and expertise used
3.2 Outlino of study sections
(i Definitions
(ii Probleta(s)
(iii Bad round.
(iv Data
(v Coment(s)
(vi Conclusion(s)
(vii Rocomondation(s)
SODRCES AND SIGNIFICLNC]i OF 0Th DISClitRGE TO BIOLOGICAL KCTS
(ihrhardt, lead expert; Levy, Paluork)
I.
2.

Caused by Mau
Caused by Nature

ROUTES AND/OR SW1ES OP OIL AVAILtBLE TO AND IN BIOLOGICAL SYST•S
(Levy, lead expert; Ehrahardt, ironov)
1. Physical, Cheuioal, BioloGica]. Mechan.thua
2
Iletabolic or Bioloical
TV. 11IALYTICAL TECTOLOGY STATUS
(Pa].xaork, lead expert; Levy)

V. CB]4ICAL AND PRYSICAL 1BCTS OF OIL DISCEtRGES
(Joffery, load expert; Paluork)
Gas Transfer and Dec yenation
Reating Rffecto
Pollutant Sorption
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VI. NICRO3ILL POPtJLTIONS CTS flDIEVT TO OIL DIsdur.GEs
(Thonpon, lead expert; IIironov)
Microbial Jttack of Oils
Oil Lffeots on rIioro-oronisn Populations
VII HIG

1IM.flIE LIIE POBITS - LTH1L AIW SUBLETEVIL iCTS FROM OIL DISCIttiflGLS

(Levy, lead expert)

VIIIHDIL,N tthCTS FROM OIL DISOItRGiS
(1aciIiz, lead expert; Palnork)
1. Loss of Marine Food
2,
Health Iffeøt
2
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Manner of Study
M a first preliminatr meeting of the GESM-W riembers of the working group

(Geneva, 20-21 March 1974), the group. took nto of Resolution 6 of the
Inteationa1 Conference on Marine Pollution, comronod by flICO in 1973,

recomending that the Orenization take appropriate steps, at an early date,
to review, on a cotaprehensivo basis, the environrontal problems created by the
discharro of all petroleum-dorivod oils into the marine enviromaont, with
particular reference to the problems associated with the dichargo of light
refined oils. The working group was also irforned that, with a view to
implementing the above recoiiendatioii, the Marine Iivironmont Protection
Committee of fliCO had requested GESLITP to accelerate its work on this subject.
The working group used as the basis for its titu3.y the work progrcao ctjrecd at
its prelininnry meeting, and ad.oted at GLSANP VI (GES.MP VI/lO, Anne IV).
Lt that preliminary meotin "Load 1xpert& were appointed with the task of
identifying specific references, reviews, symposia and other material from
which the data base would be constructed for each topic of concern, as
identified. This work had been underta2en interse6iona11y, nd working
papers were presented describing thin irttersessional activity for taost of the

topics listed.

With this information in mind, the working group recogtied that it
deliberations should be e:rtendecl to a discussion on certain physical rndt chemical
effects which have a considerable influence on the biological effoct, The
Group also found it appropriate, for the purposes of this Report, to limit the
scope of its work to consideration of the oils falling within the definition
of 110j)1t as set out in Annex I of the International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from ships, 1973, i.e. "petroleum in any forn including
crudo oil, fuel oil, sludge, oil refuse end refined products (other than
petrochemicals which are s ubj e ct to the provisions of Annex II of the present
Convention) and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, includes the
substances listed in Appondix I to this Annex" (see Ta1e 1 List of Oils).
It is the undorstonding of the working group that this definition includes

weathered petroleum products.
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3.

BaokgroindIafoitat ion

As a basis for discuosionn at the Pfrot Sosion of the world.ng group
(Rono, 28 October - 1 Novotibor 1974) the following Working Papers were
prepareth
K.H. Pa.lnork:

Tainting

ISG I Jeffexy:

EfTect of oil pollution on oxygen transfer

R.A.A.Blcn

Carcinogens

L.M. Levy:

The effects of oil on narino orCanisms

M.G. thxhnrdt:

Oil in the sea; routes into and within biosystons

R.R. Cowell and
J.D. Walker:

Inpact of potroleiri hydrocarbons on nioro—orgen.isma
in the narine environtient
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3LU l LIST OF OILS*

Asphalt solutions

asoleri.e ]31onilinj took

Blon&thg Stocks
floofers Flux

Straiht Ri.un rLeSidue

lkylcttes - fuel
flofortatos
Polytior - fuel

oii

Gasol ones

Clarified
Crude Oil
ures cofftain-i-ng crude oil
Diesel Oil
Fuel Oil No. 4
Thel Oil No. 5
Fuel Oil No. 6
liosidual Fuel Oil
Road. Oil

CasinLiead. (natural)
lZitonotive
Lvja-t ion
Strajt Rim
Fuel Oil. sTo. 1 (ICeroseue)
Fuel Oil No. 1-B
Fuel Oil No, 2
Fuol Oil iTo. 2.-D

Trans foxnor Oil

Jiotitic Oil (excludinr veet&lo oil)
Lubricating Oils and B1onciinr Stocks
Viners1 Oil
Notor Oil
Penetxting Oil
Spindle Oil
Turbine Oil
Distillatos

Straight ittui
Flashed Feed. Stocks
Gas Oil

Jet Fuels
JILl (Kerosene)
JP-3
SP-5 (Kerosene, Heavy)
Turbo Fuel
Korea one
lineral Spirit

llanhth c
Solvent
Ietroleiuu
Hoarteut Distillate Oil

Cracked

Frox:i: Intonatiorial Convention for the Prevention of Pollution fron Shilus,
1973, Umnex I, Lppendix i)(n.co).
*This list of oils sI-iall not nocosari1y be considered as
couprohonsivo
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It was noted that certain additional topics of concern will be considerod.

including
Heating effect a -. effects on nar.no organiena and substrata
due to elevated terlporcLtuxe produoed by absorption
of solar radiation by oil filrta
Absorption of pesticides such an DDT and metals by oil filtia and layers
on the sea surfaco and the effooto that this niit
have on narine resources
Each working paper (ceo paraaph 29 of the r,rtin body of the report)
was presented to the working group and extensively dioousaed in order to
identify the eiificnt data and assunptions, to exaatne the sho2tcoair1A5
and gaps existing in the present studios as well as in present state of kuowledgo.
In addition, the Ohainan eade available two bibliographies on the "Effect
of liit refined oils and petroloun hydrocarbons on the aarine onvironnont,
one of then containing a conpioto set of the references given in the working
papers, the other giving annotations of 153 additional artioloa submitted by
over 70 organizations t1irouiout the world involved in petroleur.i hydrocarbon
research.
4. Poroa.t of Study
It was agreed that the studies on each topic of concern should be further
developed iitteraessionally, but that a oorxaon outline or fornat øhould be used
as follows:
Definitions

- a atatenenit of the topics of concern. Theo were
identified, at the prelininRry rieeting of the working
group and anplifiod at GE&AHE VI

Problens

- including a. statenent of the controversy (if it can
be identified) that exists concerning each topic.

Backgro'id.

- the context in which the controversy has arisen and the
necessary background infornation to enable the
controversy to be considered

Data

- the scientific evidence relative to both the problen
and the background to it

Connonto

- in particular the extent to ithich the data can be
validated, the existence of gaps in the data base
and opinions expressed about the data

Conclusions

- initially a resolution of the controversy in qualitative
teros, but developod iienever possible into a quantitative
ansessnent

ReOOrXlOUdationB

- these should hiablight those gaps in the existing
kuowledge that have prevented a full assessnent of the
problems, and comaent on how these gaps nay be filled.
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Guidelfnes for an open ocean noriitoring sy stoia
PREFLCI
At iiLi thd session GESANP was asked by the IOC to review a paper by the
(wup of Expexts on Long-Tern Scientific Policy and P]iuming (G3I1TSP!P 1/17)
on. narine pollution in the franework of the Long-tern and Epandod roxare of
Ocean Research of which the Global Investigation of Pollution in the Tine
]nvtreient (GimT) is an inportant eleneirL Two snail sessional working groups
were etablihed to study the above-neritionod. d.ocunor.t. One of those wor1dn4-,
groups dealt with the scientific bases on which a nyu ten of marine pollution
monitoring could be found. The oyten envisaged at that tine was regional and
was intended to include the recording of deliberate or accidental discharge into
the marine exivirornient Three 'typo' regions were proposed, (Baltic Sea, iTorth
Sea and Puget Sound, iisi.).. Five groups of potential pollutants were prop000d:
halogenated hydrocarbons, petroleuri, heavy metals, radionuclides and nutrients,
as well as certain envirorinental pa:ranetor. The report of this sessional
working group was approved by GESAMP at its third oossion and remitted to the
100. This Working Group's report was clearly a policy proposal.
At

its

fourth session GESMU', in dealing with the subject of Transport and

Dilution of Pollutants and Marine Pollution Monitoring, was akod to provide

advice to the Joint I 0CA)1 10 Planning Group for IGOSS (IPLAN) and oontributo to
of research aspects being carried out by the ICC Working Group on
Research as Related to IGOSS (IRES). GESMP decided to identify, at the fourth

a review

es ion, the coriponents which could be included lnnod.ia±aly in the first phaoo
of IGOSS. This referred to physical and chemical paranotors. GESIMP agreed on

the physical oceanographic paranetors proposed, but felt that the strictly marine
pollution para.rteters could not, at that tine, and given the state of knowledgo,
be adequately specified.
At the fifth session, in view of the oon -Lirxu.ing concern to specify those
paranotors, a sessional working group was established to develop this subject.
GESAJU was not able, at that tine, to agree with some of the proposals in the
working group'a report. After much discussion GESAMP agreed that no global
marine pollution aoni.toring system should be limited to physical and chontoal
parameters, but should include biological ones. The report of tho working group
was not accepted by GESA1.fl? and the group was asked to address itself to these
rob1ems inter-seas ionally.
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At the sixth session of GESMIP the Chairman of the working group reported
that in the present state of the art of biological nonitoring, it was not
feasible to specify biological iararioters satisfactorily. Correspondingly, the
worldng group was expanded to include biologists and was given rovied terms of
reference; this expansion involved, a ohange fron the apparently simple
specification of paronotero to the scientific baos for a global narine pollution
monitoring systen. It was areed that the working group should be erabliohod
with two panels, one to specify paranoters relating to concentrations, and one
to specify thoce relating to effects (G)SLMP VI/lO, p.5). Professor Goldberg
was nominated to chair the panel on concentrations, and Dr. Kc1co5 the panel on
effoct. The texa of reference for the two panels were approved as given in
G]SIfl VI/lO, Iinrx I.
The expanded working group net in Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, in October 1974 to
revise and expand the report tabled by the working group at the fifth session.
The working group decided that it should propose an open ocean monitoring project
as an international venture, recognizing that this could eventually be
co-oi'dinated with regional and national monitoring programes.
The main purposes of the present report are to advise the ICC and VMO on the
monitoring that can now be undertaken, particularly within the framework of the
IGOSS Pilot Project on Tarino Pollution Nonitoring, and to indicate to the ICC
for Gfl'N the subject areas in which research requires to be promoted. The
Governing Council of IU1IP has already approved the GINS programme, which contains
a marine monitoring component, and it is intoreted in the views of exports on
this subject. FAG, also, has a considerable interest in iowing what biological
parameters could now be monitored, and is following this work closely, especially
its relevance to the work of its O'4fl AC?R Working Parties on bioaccuLiulatlon,
000logioal indices and effects of pollutants on marine organisms.
-I-',-

1.

Introduction

•

-.

The main purpose of a global marine pollution monitoring prograirie is to
provide a basis for the management of thoc uaterils that can jeopardize human
health, the stability of marine ecosystems, or the amnitioe of the envirournt.
The proposed monitoring programme will consist of systematic measurements of
changes in narmne ecosystems and pollutant concentrations in ooeanic 'waters, airs,
seai.uents. and orgnnien, as well as in their terrestrial counterparts where aeenod.
necessary. Those measurements would need to be repeated on a temporal basis, the
tine--calo of which would be indicated by the levels found. initially. The oceanic
pollutant levels can be compared with "acceptable levels", defined as thoo which
5ooiety is willing to accept on the basis of a pre-detemLned risk asesnent, to
provide a rational basis for applying controls on the release of materials to the
environment. }Tational and regional programmes of this typo have been formulatecl
for the oontrols upon releases of mercury and artificial radieaotivi±ies to the
marine environment.
-
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The proposd global narino monitoring pro çrarime is d.eiied to d.otcrri.tno
the pollutant levels and any effects they night have upon 1iviw systems in the
open ocean as opposed to the oocal ocean and z2argiml and enclosed seas the
nonitoring of which is uzu1ly carTiod out through national prognames. Coastal
waters nay be defined as those whose chenical and physical properties are
significanily influenced by their contacts with the oontinon.ts or the sea floor.
In gmera1, such waters extend over the continental shelf. Ln effective global
marine nonitoring progrsrie must be oo-ordinated with national and regional
water monitoring progx&uies.
It should be recognized at the outot that the time and space scales of a
global marine monitoring progrnie are substantially greater than thoøe for
coastal zones and most marginal and semi-enclosed sc,.s. Whereas in general
distances of tens of kilonetres nay define a coastal area, and distances of 100 to 1000 ko are. characteristic longth3 of marginal and semi-enclosed- seas,
open-ocean water massos can extend over thousands of kilcnotre. Flusithig of
coastal waters normally takes place over periods of a year or loss. In the
open oóean, surface wators nix with those from greater dop-Lha over periods of
tone of years, while for the deeper layers time scales from centuries to
tiillonia are involved.
Heroin, lies the rationale for a global monitoring programs. Our concern
is with the irreversible loss of open-ocean resources because of the extremely
slow build-up of persistent pollutants originating from many sources. The
problem is to prevent the titration of the open-ocean cysten with a po11want
for which the endpoint would be either an irreversible loar, of a major ocean
resources or the severe contamination of open-ocean waters which wore previously
available for the dilution of the already polluted coastal waters through mixing.
In coastal regions we have depended upon the scientific community or upon
catastrophes to initiate the formulation of policies concerning the release of
pollutants to the marine environment • For example, -tho injections of artificial
radioactive nuclidea from reactors are regulated by some nations upon the bai
of their potential build-up in commercial food products or the degree of human
exposure by other routes, e.g. on beaches. With eonditicrna of high publio
interest and concern, reulatory programmes nay result within a year, but
normally sivations of grave danger rrut be clearly indicated from monitoring
p-rog==eu o±herwie thOTO nay be a sinificant delay in controlling the
discharge. For examplo, it took a decade to 1.nstitute the regulation of mercury
releases to Ninamata Bay waters following recognition of their impact upon human
health 1 The first inputs of norcury wastes took place in 1939; the first victims
were recognized in the 1950s; and the first regulation of releases was in the
1960. The lower levels of pollutants in the open ocean and the perhaps less
obvious effects expected upon living systems imderljno the difficulties in
initiating monitoring progratuios.
2. Pollutants to be monitored.
At the present -tine, five groups of substances have so far been recognized
as potentially serious pollutants in open-ocean waters - artificial radioactive
nuolides, petroleum, balogonatod hyd.rocarboria, heavy mtals and litter. Those
:'
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oups of tiatorials are fotmd in the surface waters of the opon ocean and sonetines at depth following en.t:ry from coata1 ws, from the atxiosphero or from
ships. Methods are available or can be onvisaged for the lysis of the fivo
groups of pollutants in organisns, sodinent, 'water and air sanpios.
2.1 Artificial raclionuclides. Fission products (9O, 13709, etc.) induced
activities
65, eto) and. the transuranic elenonts (239, 240, 241,
etc.) are beg produced in over increasing anounto and their environnontal
concentrations are expected to increase. The presont levels in the open ocean
are a cons euonce of fallout followinij their introduction into the atnosphoro
dilDinG nuclear weapons tests. The conpoundo of the transumnic olonents,
produced in nuclear reactors and weapons are ariong the most toxic subs tanoe
kaown., on the basis of their chemistries and of their radioactivitios. Baolino
noasurenents upon the open-ocean burdens of plutoniun and anericiun isotopoø
should be initiated as soon as possible to cain an estination of their presoni
fiuxeo to the open ocean and to allow predictions of future fluxes on the basis
of inoreas ed uses of rruclear energy.
2.2 Petroloun. Of the two billion tons of potroloun annually proc:Lucod,
about 6 nillion tons are ostinvted to enter the oceans directly. This fiuro is
taoroly a fraction of the estiriated natural hydrocarbon input into the oceans
originating from the release of biosntbosized hyxocarbonè, the decay of oriic
natter and natural seepaga. It has to be nad.o q.uito clear, however, that the
conposition of petroloun differs riarkodly from the conposition of biogoriio
hydrocarbons produced in the narine environraont. Petrole'un has substantial

quantities of aronatic hydrocarbons of known caroinogonleity. Pelagic marine
organisms carry body burdens of petroleun; any effects upon life processes have
yet to be dononsratod for praontly observed, levels. The chomioals contained
within petroleum, in conination with such syn±hotio organic chemicals as the
halogànated hydrocarbons, nay stress living organisms. Sôno beaches of the
world, as well as the waters in open-ocean shipping lanes, are zoiled with tar
balls and oil sliok. Some scientists are concerned about the o'fccts upon
huran health through the transfer of carcinoGenic petroleum compounds found in
fish and shellfich. There is a need to roduee losses to the oceans as far as
practicable, and to ascertain the offecta of inpToved handling through a
nonitoring prograre.
roparbons. The two most ubiquitous groups of s'nthotie
1oo
2.3
in the oceans are the polyohiorinatod biphoriyls (POs) and DD
organic cho
and its netabolites (DDT). Both have been implicated in deaths or reproductive
failures of mrine birds • There is evidenoe, on the basis of actual use, that
the amount of DDT presently being diporsod about the environment is roughly the
sane as it has 'been over the past decade, about 100,000 tons per year. On the
other hand, there are now decreasing rates of production of PCBs. Yet both
groups of compounds are a till being transferred from the continents to the oceans
in measurable anount. IkLrine organisms today carry parts per million (wot

weight) levels of these collectives of chemicals. Present concerns involve their
interference in homono production in higher organisms and posiblo impacts upon
the photosynthetic processes in some algae, The PCBs, if ingested in suffioient
anount by man, my cause a chloracne type of disease (YtrsHo).
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CYthor synthetic halogcmtod carbon oonpounds are tieasu.mble in mixftoo
of the open ocean: the chlorofluorocarbons used as aerosol propcl].ants;
dxoloaitthg f].uicls and solvents such as trichioroethyleno, porobloroethylene
and trichioroothano; aliphatic chlorinated h1rocctrbono, such as the oonatitu.ents
of the 1!DC tare and vaøte products involved in polyvinyl chloride production;
and hoxaohlorobenzene, an agricultural fungicido and a waste prodict fron the
rianufacturo of halogenated oonperunds. Sono of these riateria]s are resistant to
broakown and are toxic to narine orgamisia at higher levels than now preaontly
observed. Their nanufactu.ro and use is expected to increase.
waters

2.4 Heavypetals. To netals, of established toxicity to nan in elonontal
foros and in their oonpouric1, are entering the oceans in ancunts thai oay affect
life processes. Theo are load and norcury. Although increases in marino, lovl
have so far been associated with coastal areas, nonetheless their continuing use
in industrial activities indicatos a possible rise in their open-ocean
concentrations. Perhaps oa±:iiun falls in this category, although there are no
definitive reports on its increases in ooastal waters.
2.5 Mans litter. On beaoboa • surface waters and the sea floor there is
a nultitude âf society's &isoards that are not rapidly deconposed: plastic-ware,
plastic bags, glass-ware, netal objects, etc. The flux appears to be about
6 n.tllion tono per year. !•bny of these artifacts are used as containers or
wrappings of substances and goods used by eocioty. Sone, such as polystyrene
spheres and disco, are aiscards from nanufcicturing processes. A substantial
proportion of the litter appears to cone from ships, but neasures are being
taken to control this (Thtornational Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
£ non Ships, 1973). Statistically 'valid sanplthg techniques are urgently nooded
to evaluate anounts of litter in surface waters and on the sea floor. The
effeote of litter upon conponents of the ocean sys -ton can only be hypothesized.
Perhaps they provide new oconiohos for orgari.tona, and hence alter the structure
of narino oomunitios. The acoiulation of solid wastes on tho sea floor may
decrease the exchange of chonicals between water and sodirients, and porhaps
affect the activities of bonthio orgenisne.
3. Des qpcive and Predictive iIodel - the Mass-Balance Ajpoao1
In order to describe present dispersion of a pollutant about the
ertvircmrient and its open ocean concentrations, and to predict future values,
nodola nust be develàpod to relate quantitatively the source funotions,
erwironnoatal levels, fluxes between reservoirs, and sinks. Such nodols attonpt
to balance inputs and outputs and are Imown as Tna ss lalanc o nodololT • They can
be developed for the steady state situation or for the transient case in the
following generalized foa for the open sea.:
C(Ob+Cn+CB+Cg+Ca)_(C+O+Cb+C'+C')
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whore
LC is the change in the pollutant content of the open ocean
in a given interval of tine;
is the contribution from rivers or coastal owfalls;
C

is the contribution by dunping into the sea from ships;
is the outflow caused by water exchange;
is the inflow oaueodi1 by water exchange;

C

is the flux to the sedinents froi:i the open ocean;

C is the flirt from the atnophore to the open ocean;
a

tU
!1 C
.4auLli at

is the flux from the open ocean to the atnosphero;
0' is the flux from the oedinents to the water of the open ocean;
C
C

is the loss of poflutant by obenical or radioactive
disintegration; and

degradation.
pb is the loss of pollutant by biochou.tcal

It nut be eriphasized that the above nodol is only an illustration of a
possible approach and cannot be applied to the ocean in general in short tinescales of the order of a year or years • It can be applied to the surface layer,
i.e to the upper nixed layer, for tine scales of the order of 10 years. This
fnplies that a nomitoring prograi1e nus -t be of sufficient &uxation to allow the
d.yxmriics of the ocean-tnocphero vyntam to achieve eui1ibriun. It imet be
recalled that the riixing and tranaport processes in the ocean are Eluch slower
than in the atnosphore.
These models and their included nasa balances are an intogro.l part of a
nonitoring progretitie The pollutant levels and fluxes are oonbinod with the
phyaiáal paranetora to describe nixing and tanaport processes. On a global
basic, the validity of the nodel depend.s upon the availability of reliable
production and use data which up to the present tine have often boendifficult
to obtain. In the cases of all pollutants conzicl.erod in this report, there is
an urgent need to aasonble such data now. To foim1ate those tiocIl, the rato
of nixing and ad.vection riust be sought from onpirical and theoretical infornation
in the literature of physical oceanoGraphy. At prosont, the available
infornation is not adequate for highly precise calculations; nonethelea, the
nodels developed so far have been successful in describing pollutant dispersions.
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4

General Straies for Determining Pollutant Levol
inanQpen-OoeenMonitorinPrçgranmie

An open-ocean monitoring prograe ühouJ.d be developed with the following
oiaraoteristio:
14

SexQle num ore. The smallest numbox of samples, oonsis tent with
ensuring -the statistical validity of the mass-balance model in
whioh they are used, should be sought. Ideally, sampling locations
should be related to the salinity/temperature field, and not
arranged only geometrically.

Sample colloc-tioi. Since the risk of contan(ntion is ustially
great for those pollutants whose concentrations are extremely
low, sample collections should only be made by qua1ified
pergornel aware of these difficulties.
laboratorios. A small number of laboratories should be involved
in the analytical work. Most of the pollutants have vary low
Qonoentra-tions in environmental samples and require highly
Sophisticated equipment for analyses. Competent analyss are
few in number. For onnp1o, there are fewer than -ten
laboratoriec in the world currently measuring either DDT and
or the iransuranic elements in sea water, beoaue of the
great diffiouJ..tios involved in the ana]rtioal toohaiclUos.
The laboratorjos should p:reparo reference samples for intercomparison with each other and should attempt to rolato their
results to those of coastal monitoring progxariOS.
The proceduren of analyses should be made available to other
laboratories for evaluation and use.

5.

Sam1ing for Environmental Lovo1

5.1
A long-term global monFtoring programa shl5
first deiemime absolute levels of pollutants in th e marine enviroment and then
as necessary temporal tronds of those 1evel. each a progrcu=ie will need a
methods handbook describing sampling methods, sampling equipment, sample 1indJing
and sample storage. There are precautions to be taken with regax. to 001TL&tIflStICt
of samples because of the very low levels of those pollutants in the smp1o.
The handbook should doocribo in detail the preoio procedures to be followed.
Such action has already been initiated in cortain regional pregrftL)?105 (c g. ICES ?
CECJ) and NOU (USA)).
5.2 Saritliype. To forilate mas-halanco models afll to indoD515nd
the processes of pollutant tzansfer and storage and neohanins, it is inportant
that the following components of the environment be sampled and analyzed:
(a)

The particulate and gaseous phases of the atmosphere.

(h) The particulate and the dissolved fractions of rain-water.
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The particulate and dissolved fraotions of the uu=Zaac nicrolayer
(upper few zu:i) the surface waters, and the a.eeper water nasses of
the sea.
Several species of organisms which concontra -te specific pollutants1

(at the present tine, except for such fish as the tuna, -there is little
infoziiatiori on the bioacoizrulation of pollutants by pelagic organisna in
the open ooean and hence a research prograiita to identify appropriate
species is urgen-bly needed. Organisms or substrates artificially
introduced to a given area LLtght be used to nonitor pollutant levels.)
5.3 Sanplo freavozy. The wealth of existii open-ocean oceanographic data
ouggeata that the ciioiical conposition of open-ocean areas is rather constant
over short periods of time. Changes in major wind systems and current patterns
are seasonal in riatuce; thuz, changes in pollutant level duo to changes in
atmospheric input and water-mass moverients need not be sampled more than two or
four times per year. Boundary or coastal tations may need to be occipied more
often than open-ocean stations, because of the variability due to runoff, stozDs
and variations resulting from local input patterns. It should be rioted also
that the deep-water sphere should be sampled over decades and not merely over
seasons to note significant changes.
sites, !t'o jpos of saupling site have been considered:
5.4
"opom-ooean stations" and uboundary stations". The fomer otegory should meet
the objectives mentioned below; the latter category should provide the data to
calculate the fluxes into the ocean from the coastal areas and marginal seas,
and should preferably be part of existing or future national or regional
monitoring schemes. The working group considered that the often used teis
IT15oljme station", "rogiormi station" and "impact station" are loss appropriate
for the scheme presented here.
For the "oponocan stations" the follow±ng objectives were defined:
To docwient the levels of pollutants and their long-tern changes.
To provide background information for the eluation of data
obtained in regional or local monitoring schemes.

To develop math-balance models of pollutants on oceanic and
global scales, and to test their validity.
It was recognized that many marine pollutants roach the ocean in significant
quantities via the atmophoro, and that for sone materials this is the principal
pathway. Therefore, for the development of mass-balance models, the non.itothig
schemes for the oceans and for the atmosphere should be interconnected, and, in
particular, noni-toring of atmospheric and oceanic pollution should, where
poible, be done at the sane stations.
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With regard to specific roquireturits of the ssnpling sites for, "open-ocean
the working group felt that:

54tjtI

1 Both the ocean circulation patterns and the general circulation of
the atnosphere shou].d be taken into account.
The monitoring should preferably be done at fixed points in the
oceans where the oceanographic and netoorologi.oal conditions are
- well Imown or whero a long tine-aerios of observations of these
conditions can be riado. The weather ship stati.ons, or areas whore
repeated observations are being nade or are planned, could play
an itiportant role in this oontext.
The siting should be closely oo-or&inated with the network f or
iaonitoring backgrcnnid anvironnental pollution over the lend.
Available &ntoat1on should be used and proliniriary surveys
should be organized prior to the oiablihnent of such ottiOfl5u
It has been recognized that only a United minber of such stations can be
establiohod because nest pollutants of concern have very low concentrations in
the open ocean, and require special o&ipling procedures and Iii1y sophisticatod
oquiptient for analysis.
Although it is prenature to foxnilato concrete proposals for 0000nio
saripling sites, ten stations for each ocean is considered a reasonable naxinuE'
nunber.
The "bondary stations u being preferably part of national or roicrial
nonitoririg achenes have to be boated on the basin of regional considerations.
In the context of a global nomitoring ochene the setting up of national or
regional sohenes should ho encouraged., with the provision of technical
assistance, training and financial support whore needed. Spooial errphasia
should be given 'to the interoonparability of the dMia, and laboratories charged
with the global monitoring should, where needed, organize standardization

progratrios (iriteroalibration exercises).
As an exetiplo, a rational network of sanpling vitos for the Atlantic Ocoan
is suggested in the Appendix.
pQr2r1O
5' 5 Additional paranetors to be included in the
A proper and full interpretation of the neasurenonts of pollutants requires the
observation of additional paranetere (physical, chenical and biological). Cly
when the sanpling procoduzes for the pollutants have been dovebopod will it be
possible to give a critical listing of these paranotero. The following
paragrapha only give indications of what nay be necessary.

L..
I

c;
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lhvsical pa
In situ tonperattire and
an TD record, in order
as a nixture of various
vertical homogeneity of
layor.

salinity of the water sazrple, together with
to assess the composition of the watex Moe
water tfpoE3, and to show the degree of
the water column and the dopth of the

2 The total &io'mt of particulate matter in the water column boing
sampled, in order to relate it to the concentration of the pollutant
in iaticu].ate fern.
3. The parameters describing air and sea state, in order to relate the
sampling conditions to the nol oondAtionl3.

1, ])issolved orgen, in order to distinguish deep water masses.
Concentrations of nutrients in surface waters, in order to assess
the potential biological productivity of the water mass. On a looal
or regional àcale these parameters nay be consideredd, as indicators
of pollution, but their incluøion in this global sohøne is not based
upon this aspoot.
As indicated in suctiOn 3, on models and mass ba1ance, our 1now1odgo of
the tmnsport process taking place is not enough to allow us to calculate the
fluxes of pollutants accurately. Theroforo, further investigations of these
processes are needed which nay involve monitoring of physical parameters on a
wider scale than mentioned hare. It in suggested that the term "poUution
monitoring" be restricted to the measurements mentioned in this section. Other
measurements might also be made to faoilitate mass balance studies. For emtiplo,
it would be desirable to include long-tern observations of currents and
temperature (possibly salinity also) by moans of moored recording instruments.
6.

pJie_ComrnlnitieD

6.1 Introduction. Although changes in the structure of marine corrm.ities
and eóoystens iMEW the influence of pollutants are evident in many coastal
areas, the majority of these result from gross pollution by sewage or other
wastes with a high oxygen demand, and similar changes could occur in the open
oceans if the pollutant oonoentrationa roaoh a oritical level. Strtictural and
functional changes in open-ocean ooxxiuriities and ecosystems may be used a
indications of the overall pollution effects. It was rocoguized, horevor, that
it will be difficult to define a clear cause/effect rolationship between the
existing ooncentxation of a single pollutant and the observed changes, without
additional experimental (laboratory and in sittz) investigations. The primary
rolo of these investigations is to link the body burden of single pollutants
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and the lovola of pollutants in anliont vater g particularly those that nay
inpair the bohaiou.r of the on.iria, to any neaeura.blo effects of pollutants
on individual name oranians or their popala -Iions, or on artificial ecueystons.
The anoristio or antaonistio effect of difforent pollutants is v.rtual1y

an unexplored field. Additional data are also required on the ofects of

environmental conditions such as dissolved oxygon concentrations, salinity, and
toripoitturo.
The results of laboratory investigations will
understanding of the cha2zes observed in situ, but
polating from laboratory experiments to conditions
r000gei.zed. Correlation should be sought between
cotruitity and the observed body burden.

ass it in providing an
the difficulties in extrain the sea are generally
the response of the marine •.

6.2 laboratory studios. In situ studies to detoinine tho effecta of
g-tern, but
pollutants on open-ocean species and coriimmltios are necessarily lon
often it is critically important to identify effects before such studies are
complete. This can sometimes be acoor:ipli.sbod by obtaining information on the
body burdens of pollutants that occur in 000an organisms and utilizing this
in.for±ion in laboratory ei'aluations.
It is difficult arid often inpoceible to demonstrate effocts of pollutants
on cortain ocean organisms in situ or in the laboratory, primarily because of
the difficulties in retaining theEl in situ or culturing thom in the laboratory.
It may be possible, however, to conduct rieaningfuj tests on other sensitive
and to
narino species that are compatible with a laboratory testing progra
make reasonable oxtrapo].ations of the results to the ocean environment. ilothods
are ailable for selecting sensitive laboratory organisms and for conducting
laboratory tests to detemixio the effects of pollutants on then. Sensitive
orgenismz in this senso mean those organisms that are especially ouncoptiblo
to a particular pollutant; for example, crustaceans react adversely to part
per billion levels of balogonated hydrocarbons and some metals, and can be
cennidoreci sonsitivo "indicator" organisms for effects of these chemicals.
laboratory tests should include indicator ornisms and èTperimental
TT
ecosystems, and criteria for effects on behavioural responses, growth,
reproduction, physiological processes and species diversity should be
established. The laboratory experiments øhould in no case be linited to
individual organisms, but ideally should cover populations, whore subtle
changes in bohaviouial patterns could servo as early warning signs and lead
to the possibility of predicting the moment at which the organisms will be
hamad at the population level.
Experiments also can be conducted in the laboratory to determine rates of
aooumu.].ation and loss of pollutants and concentration factors (ratio of the
amount of pollutant in an organism to amount in the water per unit volume) for
various organisms. Ithowlodge of concentration faotom for a spocifio pollutant
in laboratory organisms and its concentration in related indigenous organisms
permits estimation of levels of the pollutant occurring in the environment from
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which the indigenous or(aisns were taken. Purtheinore, those experiments load
to an estinato of the ocpoctd body burden, where the body burden of the
pollutant is in oquilibriun with the pollutant concentration In the onvironnont
and night in particular circunatancea be used for the assessment of the oxpooted
changes in indigenoun iJarifle coIJClLmitiOB.
3 populat Ions and ecosysterin. The low
6.3 NonifldfloUsOr
population densitico of' pelagic plankton and fish ccrmnities in the open ocean
make neeningful ass eament of pollutant inpacts upon their struatures and
functions difficult. Ll -bematively, it may be possible to employ rion-Indigoncu
orgenisno cvlturod on snail islands, buoys, platf'oia or woathor-1iips.
Pollutant bicaccumulating organisris hopefully can be imported and cultured
in situ. The bioaccunulating orgenisna which can survive in pelagic areas
following transport from their nornal habitats have not yet boon identified.
Initially, trussolo and barnacles night be uaod for such a role. In conbinatlon
with labora±o17 experiments, it may be possible to relate their body burdens of
pollutants and changes in their functioning to onvirormontal levels.

Fouling plates with incligenoun camunitios nay provide a basis for relating
truotuxal arid functional changes to the changes in pollutant levels.
6.4 i1oni torir of marine co=mnitiaa and ocooms. To obtain meaningful
in situ baseline data and to obervo long-torn changes of parenetora
characterizing a certain open-ocean contamity, the structure and functional state
of such a ootnxunity should be monitored simultaneously with the physical and
chemical parenetors that nay be related to such changes. ])uo to intrinsic
clifficultios, inadequately developed monitoring techniques, and the lack of a
commonly aoceptod methodology, it is recommended that the monitoring should be
restricted only to a few selected areas representing tipical open-ocean waters
and should be carried out by frequent sampling. Because of large natural
variations in populations, only long--torn studies can reveal meaningful changes,
and therefore, it is recommended that whenever possible the monitoring exerciseS,
should be lauriohod in areas whore relevant long-tern series of biological
observations, such as plarikton or fish-egg surveys, already exist. Dven so,
the linking of such changes with pollution as offot and cause will be extremely
difficult.
In developing the monitoring strategies, use should. be made of the various
documents dealing with this matter, such as the Report of the SCOR-1C1ER-1Th]SCO-m/i Working Group 29. (See also ICES Coop. Roe. Ropt. 39.)
The Group recommended the following monitoring exercises;
IIonitoriiv' cf ahyjUlanktan communities
The selection of an ecolàgical ub-syton for monitoring purposes in
the open-ocean is boot by practical difficuitlee. At the present
time, the beet choice appears to be open-ocean phytoplankton, but care
will be required in interpretation of the results. The most useful
groups of parameters to be studied are:
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-

Comu21ity structure (speoiea diversity and abundance); it does not

bear directly on productivity but structural indices characterize
the coinnxuri.tty and might reflect the impact of pollutants;

- Functional indices (primary productivity, primary produoti.on,
metabolism). Carbon asBimilation integrated over the eupbotio
zone, i.e. values per unit area of sea surface, chlorophyll
measurements, particularly the measurement of chlorophyll a as an
Index of standing crop, and ATP deterrrtnation, probably yield the
most significant i.nformation on the functional state of a
phitop].ankton community;

- Body burden of pollutants in the standing crop, as an indicator of

the accumulated level of the pollutants and for use in the
assessment of the possible trarwfor of pollutants to higher trophic
levels;

Level of pollutants in sea water, simultaneously with the biological
parameters, to d.otoot their variations over short time periods.
Physical and ohenical properties (irradiation, Ught attenuation,
temperature, salinity, oxygen and nutrients), DimultanooUsly t to
obtain background data for a better understanding of the monitored
coixiunity.
Ionftoring of fi sh

The presently used methods for stook assessment could perhaps be adopted
for use in monitoring changes in fish populations. It will be difficult

to correlate the observed cha.ngos with the level of pollutants in the
sea water and with the measured body burden of pollutants, ir&asuu.oh as
natural variations in a population and the effects of fishing make the
interpretation of results difficult.
In not studias to date the determination of long-torn trends in
pollutant levels in the environment have been hampered by the lack of
adequate base-line data. For this reason, it is recommended that
monitoring of the body-burden of economically important ocean-living
spocio, such as tuna, sword.fih and whales, should be ootonoed.

i&tgmtory opocieo which during their life cycle enter coastal and fresh
water (eels, salmon) pose special problems beoaue they acoumulato
subtontial amounts of pollutants from non-open ocean sources. For
such species monitoring of the body burden should be done in both fresh
waters and coastal waters.
The worlcing group noted that there have boon a. number of reports on
teratogenic effects in fish from contaminated coaotal waters, and
recommended that an assessment of these effects be made for possible
inclusion in an open-ocean progratn:ie • The most practicable approach
seams to be a sinultana ous monitoring of morphological changes and
body burdons,
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poean island cooRyptems
Marine ecosystems around remote islands which are f.Leo prom coastal
pollution. were ooniderod as very good monitoring zonos. Volcanic
islands or onos with largo bira colonies or a seal colony might have
sjifjoont "natural" inputs of "ol1utantsT 1 . In such eootein
vriow3 Dub-components should be moniltorod, aicularly the
functional and structural obongos in their bonthic ccrriunitio.
or other oranista at high trohio lel
Such populations are often of groat importance in studying cirxulative
pollutants, since effects are often worst in such animals, and
accordingly noiicoable earlier. For fish-eating birds which nest in
colonies on 1 sland.s, there is also the enoous advantage of being
able to obtain accurate standardized countc of populations, breeding
success, etc.
p-ocean bacteria
The divers ity and abUndCrLCe of the indigenous marine bacterial flora
seen to be dependent on the quality of seawater. Therefore, the
group eonzid.ored that the nonitoring of open-ocean bacteria is
feasible, although it wac recogn.ized that further research is needed
before such a monitoring exercise can be fii].y recomtiended.
TUCrolars tudios
The boundary layer between the atiosphere and the ocean is in many
respects a unique zone, whose biological components could be especially
susceptible to pollution. For example, relatively high levels of
halogenated hydrocarbons occur in surface slicks that are rich in
microbes. Future research should include efforts to better characterize
this layer biologically and to develop techniques for assessing
pollution effects on it.
Genetic effoote
The in situ rionitoring of the genetic effects of pollutants on marine
eooyotcns does. not seen feasible at present, and such studies should
be restricted to laboratory experiments and observations.
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0- SAfl3? 1O1UCJIG (OUP ON TED SOflIPIC B1.SES
FOR TEE D-13IMMIATIM OB CONC]1TRATIONS a]])
oTs OP MARM POLLUMPTS
Tertie of Reference

The terns of ref oronco for the two panels approved by GESLIT VI are a
fo1lws
1. For the pno1 on lovoiB;
ohenical and nicrobiologicalpoflutants to bo nonitored;
associated chonical, biological and physical pamnotors of
the syston to be noaeurod, 1.iicluding those necossary to
pornit an assessment of the cheatoal nodificationa of the
narino onvironnont;
(a) sanpiing sites, including vatorn, airs, sodinon.ta and orgnisns;

(a)

samplina and stomo procothzoe;

(o) nanpling frecluonoy;

(r)

the forriulatiort of soieitifio nothods, nodolo and mss balances;

(g) intorlaboratory conparloons and preparation of standards •
2. For the ptnel on effects:
effects on physical and cthon.ical prooesses and properties;
effects on name oorKrtmities feasible for nonitoring;
(a) effeoto on biological resources;

(a)

suitable oro:Lnisns which can be used as pollution indicators
or indicators of ecoyoten changas;

(a) sites, sanpling and storage procodixes, frouenoy of
noniltoring and effects;
(f) fortni3,atiori of scientific notbods (nodols).
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Apppr.ix II
GESAMI? WORKING GROUP ON THE SCTJY1IFIC B1SES
TE1 DETATION 1 CONCtMTIONS LD
J1FflCTS CP WItI1II PODTiflTS

Faa

Ithrovnik, 14-18 October 1974
LIST

PLRTICIPIflS

I'rofogsor L.D. Goldberg, C1irnan
University of California
Scripps Institution of Ocorapy
LA JOLLA
California 92037, USA
Dr. Stjopan Kodkod
iludor Boskovic Institute
Conto for lbrina, Research
Rovinj Laboratories
UOVINJ, Yugoslavia

Dx. T. Yochida
To1ro University of Piheries - TOIYO, Japan
Dr. L. Otto
Ropt1 Nothor1an1ü Meteorological Iritituto
DE BtLT, Noth1aM
Dr. E. Schneidor*
Iatiora1 Naxxio Water Quality Laboratory
Environnental Protection !eiioy
ITAMAGAITSETT
Rho& Is1xid, USA

ObsI1ror!
Dr. T. Thike
Dr, I. Zajevk.j
World Meteorological Oramization
Case Pootalo No. 5
CH-1211 GEN]IVA 20, Switzerlath

Dr. Ra3mond C. Griffiths

IThIESCO Technical Seoz'etaxy
Place do Poirtonoy
75700 ]?AflIS, Prance

of the 172EICLM G :C WP
11is3 Z. Tonii6

Dr. A.I. Sirionov was l3riablo to atteth owinj to ilinoas.
Dr. E .] • Geidreich was obliGed to withdraw t'rori the
profosional reasona.

for

* br, Schneider m:plaoed Dr. C.S. EoGro.
*-- Dr. Dko is a biologist who was in I)ibrovriik &uxInc the last two and
a half days of the neoting and who was invited by the 0haimn to
sit in on the groups aeasions.
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ppondix UI
iOPOS OCEMTIO SANPLIG SITiS FO POLLUTLP CONCATIONS
UT TH ALtTIC GOflAN (the nzibors refer to attached p)
ii Surface water f1ow.ng into the Polar Seas; and the d.eap water, as one
of the sources of the North Atlantic Deep Uter. (Oceanographic and
rieteorological ooridition are wel1-iown because of Ocean heather
ikeu and oormexion with regional air pollution data from
5p

Faroes and Shetlands is possible.)

Surface waters of North Atlantic Drift.
(Ows India" and "JuUict
provide good backgrcmnci infornation on neteorelogical and
oceanoxaphic conditions.)
Deep waters oboe to the tajor eoux'oeo of ITorth Atlantic Deep Water.
(Influence of ataoopheric transport from North Anerica can be
nonitorod, and oceanographic data from former Ocean 'Jeather Ships
and International be Patrol are available.)
The stable Sarisso Sea waters. (Long tine-ories of data available
from Bemuda laboratory.)
The area of the llorth Equatorial current and the asaociatod North
Last trade winds; the Noditerranean outflow at sub-surface depths;
and the neighbourhood of the proposed a -tnosphorio baseline station
in the Oaniry Islands.
6, Ueet-Lat transport by the equatorial current syston.
Deep water gasses originating at southern latitudes on their
ixithway to the north; and the atriosphoric tranaport from
South Arierica.

ixjor

Surface watcrs in the westerly drift of the Antarctic Ocean; and
the neighbourhood of the proposed atnospheric baseline station at
Tristan cia Cunha. Island.
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flEPONT OF THE GESAMI? 1KG(LOU3? ON TItO PftflC32IES
ct DEVELOPflTG COAST
AR Q.UMITY CRIL2
First Session

(gao, florao, 25-29 Novotber 1 974)
Some nenbore of the working group (Appendix I) net briefly on 28 March 1974
during the eixth session of GESALIP in Geneva and decided to coruidor apocta of
water q.uality criteria related to hunan health as well as those of mrine
resources.
The first session of the working group took place at PAO headquarters,
flono, from 2 5-29 Novenbor 1 974, under the Ohairniship of Dr. N. Waldichiuk.
The Agenda is attached as Appendix II. The noeting was attended by
hir. J. S • Alabaster (acting as FLapporto'uzr), Dr. A.L. Downing, and Dr. C .8 • Negro.
Prof. A. In Fontaine 'was represented. by Lire. S. do Meyer from hia institute.
Dre. S. XG6kO and J.B. Sprague were unable to attend. The working group was
wolconod by Dr. U. Iasahara, Director, FAG Fishery Resources and Eavirorment
Division. Dr. G. Tonczak (FAQ) provided secretariat assistance to the group.
Ur. R. Pavanollo ('JH0) attended the neoting part-tine.
The group took account of instructions given to it as a result of
de1ibemtion during a sessional working group noeting on principles for
developing coastal 'water quality criteria and during discussions in plenary
sosiori at the fifth session of GESALIP. It further noted the urgency of its
task for INGO, an expressed at the sixth session of GESM?, arising out of
PLOBO1UtIOU 12 of the International Conference on Marine Pollution, 1 973.
A list of background papers prepared by rienbers of the working group on
upocific aspects of the coastal mr-ne oiwiroiont are given in Appendix III.
Othor pertinent literature was noted as further background ixifoitaticri, in
particular, "Yaier quality Criteria, 1972" (Report of the Coxittoo on Water
Quality Critexia, National Loaderiy of Sciences, 'kshington, D • C, 1972).
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1. 121TRODUCTION
20) the
Pofl.owing a x coondation of the report of GESiP V/ic (pi
worldiig group defined "criteria" as the required scientific information on which
a doe isiori or judgonent may be based concerning the suitability of the
environment to support a desixed use, recognizing that the hoalth of man is
pramnount and that the latter can be affected either directly or indirectly.
Tho working group cons idorod that criteria for the marine orvrorimont should
include consideration of all aquatic compartments rather than water alone. It
dofinod. "coastal watorell as the coastal region containing waters having a anliILtty
of more than 0.5 parts per thousand and extending to the edge of the oontinental
shelf, or, in the case of is].ands oonparablo areas. Considering tho request in
the anne paragraph, the working group coneluded that its report and recotondations,
as well as any criteria that might be formulatod therefrom, might be for the
benefit of international and national groups of scientists and interested persons.
The "format of the criteria", which the working group was apeotfically asked
to suggest, was discussed and interpreted to mean the node of expression of the
criteris.. It was agreed that expressions of cause-effect relationships should
describe response to either concentration of constituents or mass inputs to the
system in relation to time.
The working group considered that the "critical path" method outlined by
Preston2i was consistent with the above, since it could be viewed as a Beries of
interacting dose-response rolationships, in some of which the dose would be
amenable to expression as aqueous concentration for a given purpose, and in
others as mass flow. For example, it would be poeible to express criteria
related to human health in terms of concentrations of material in on edible fish
product, without excluding the possibility of also expressing them in terms of
the concentration of the sane naterial in the water or bther medta, given the
necessary data relating the two s Also, it would be possible for criteria
regarding a particular waate to be expressed in a number of other ways, the
choice being dependent on the target or use to be protected.
The working group reconeidered its terms of reference, n&me].y:
to evaluate the nature and extent of problem areas in order to ectablib
an order of priority of coastal water quality charaeteristics which
should be considered for the foxnu].ation of coastal water quality
criteria;
to consider past and current work and to identify gaps in our knowledge;
and
to formulate tentative ooatal water quality criteria.

/ Preston, A., 1974: The application of critical path analysis techniques to
the aseessnent of environmental capacity and the control of environmental
waste disposal (pp. 573-583).
: "Comparative Studies of Food and
vironnontal Contirination". Proceedings IItEA Sytiposium, Relsinki, August
International Atomic Enerr Agency, Vienna, Austria.

1973.
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The working group agreed that, while it might be deirsble to proceed rapidly
with all items, the last item in particular was a task well beyond its present
resources, In order to tackle item (i), the working group recogeized that it
would be necessary to collect an.d cna].yse apprprie data from national and
jiateinational bodies. Useful data are regarded as surary atatist ice on the
incidence and deverity of observed pollution incidents, their probable causes
and projections of potential probleris based on the expected growth of wateD i.ise.
It noted that macli relevant infontion is availablo in the literature and that
additional data may be forthcoming as a result of the activities of maririe
workshops, such as those being conducted by international agencies for the
Mediterranean, Indo_Pacific area and Caribbean. The working group considered
that such information alone would probably not be sufficient to describe the
situation adequately and that, in the long term, comprehensive field studios in
clean and polluted areas would be essential. The working group envisaged that
the main problems are likely to be found in estuaries, inshore coastal waters
and those seas having little exchange with the open ocean,
The working group felt that 1 as an oeential first step, it would start by
considering the principleo to be token into account in formulating coastal water
quality criteria and make recommendations. Subject areas singled out for
consideration were:
(i) Ecosystoma

-

-

.--

.-

(2) Thn health
:i

•-

Pish and Shellfish
Bathing waters
Aesthetics

(3)

Living resources
Pisheries

Pisbing Activity
(o) Aquaculture
owever, the Croup reeoiizod That other uses, such as desalination,
transportation and waste dispoaal are also iuportcri.t and night 'warrant attention

in the future1
2.

RC01!INDJiPIO1S

The following
1irtinry- list of recoociended principles for the development
anct application of water quality Uc3 temia should not be used or token out of
context without a careful study of the doc -unnt as a whol e . The succoocu,ng
eotiona from which these TecotEend-ations arise provide defin1 -tions and insight
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valuable in applying

them to uzi.foreeen circumstances. Furthoitioro, sectione on
SI*oifio uses contain cuidelines as to the moaning and value of onvironiioiital data
xelativo to thoo taos, and often suggest appropriate fornats or uoftzl forms of
epression of criteria in relation to a apecifie use. A procedure which night be
used in etablisbIng criteria has been given in some detail in Appendix IV.
The health of man is a paramount consideration (p. 3, paragraph i),
and can be influenced either directly or indirectly by changes in
water quality.
Studies of real field situations, whothor or not danago has been noted.,
are an essential element in eotablishi.ng whether or not a probloñ really
exists and in developing valid. critoria (p. 7, paragraph 5; p. 8,
paragraph 2; p. 9, paragraph 6; p. 12, pax craphn 1 and 7 p. 14,
paragraphs 1 and 2). In each case, these should take full advantage of
the oritical path approach (p 3, paragraph 3; p. 8, paragraph i).
()

In developing criteria to protect a particular water ua 7 effort
should be made to identify the critical factors on which this use
depends. Priority ohould be given to establishing the oxposuro-effeot
relationships for these factors (Appendix Iv).
Criteria should be expressed in such terma as are Likely to be not
uaoful in the establishment and onfore ont of control neasuroS,
including otendirds.

As a general principle, it is important to establish the reliability
and relevance of criteria in order that the desired dogree of
protection of the 'watora' use can be accomplished, with confid.cnOo at
nininuri cost. This is particularly applicable whore it is necessary
to rely heavily on responses obnerved under 1aboratorr condition
(p. 13, paragraph 2).
The not efThotive criteria will be those that take into aocwrt, to
the greatest degree, differences in local circumstances such aS
population ousceptibility and environmental factors (p. 7, paragraphs 4
and 5; P. 8, paragraphs 1 and 2; p • 12, paragraphs 2 and 3).
The groat uncertainty concerning the accuracy of available data on
exposure/response relationships nay be sufficient juatificatio2i for
adoption of rogulatory standards based on the lowest exposures found
to cause an undesirable effect.
It should be recognized that, for practical reasons, there nay be
justification for using standards for which no exposu-ro-offoct
relationship has boon established. This might apply, for exmmple,
whore coats of oon.trol measures are small relative to those involved
Uk in establishing criteria (p. 139 paragraph 5). In such a case it is
assured in effect that no exposure is acoeptable (p. 7, paragraph 1;
p • 15, paragraph 6; p. 20, paragraph 6(b)), and that there has been
general acceptance of the desirability of some control measure which
could obviate the need for a criterion (p. 14, paragraph 7).

r
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Where wato:r qta1ity rroblems otend over the area of ±&tction o:
more than one control authority, every offort shotzld be iad.o to 1'xrthor
the wo of criteria dorivoi1 according to a oornon tiothodo1or agreed
upon by the authoritie Sirzo1qo1,
Criteria for the prot eyi1on of a .voi use &ould firet be etab1ished
1ndependoniy of other unez which ray or n.y not be iio of the area
of oonoorn, and then on -the asunption that the eventual standards
will be based on the most restriotivo cri.toria.
(ii) In clovelopncnt of criteria to protect aethotic satieflaotian it ii
considered thai, pending further infornation on the nMare and extent
of the piob1or4 priority hau1d be givcn to devolormont, c
c-ffoot relaUonships for tu.rbidity, colour sliolm and odours derived
from sewage and other waston (p. 13, paragraphs 4 and 5; P. 14 )
paragraph i).
Per the preservation of eooystena for acioifio st'iy, the oritorion
wuid. be -the virbial exclusion of ni-rcLo ohawos (p. 7 9 paragraph i).
For some substances that cannot be reasonably q'iantffied and t1It
constitute a hazard, e.g. driftwood, p].antics and drens of 'wato, the

only reasonable criterion is virtual abeence of the substawes
(p. 15, paragraph 6).

The vaildi-ty of Oriteria should be reviewed In the light of new
knowledge (p. 12, paragraph 5).
3.

.p

J:!_

It baa been held, that the protection of any living

narine rosouroes can be

nost certainly a000nplishod by protection of the integrity and balan*s of -the
greater or snaller 000sys ten of which it is a part. While this can be aooeptod
as basically trac, riany characteristics of such sys- beari act to nake this a most

&iffioult task. Only by considering individuals in greatly restricted Cxvupinge
of interdependent organisna and in sinpio environnents or (in the oppoaito
extrerie), by considering as an entity the whole systen rn-thor than each coaponent
has any progress been rdo in prodictive nodelling.
In the fir1 oase, biolOgical input and output tome of the nodol are each
procUoted or observed values, rasulting from the activities of individual spooio
within the aggregatim of organists. The inportanos of the oontribu±.ion of each
inolud.ed coraponent to theo toitis rnst be knmrzi. In the second "blaci box" case,
individual species disappear entiroly and results are thus not easily used to
procliot the response of desirable species. Diffic -iltios in nodolling are
especially critical in na.dno waters, where the syr3tems of interost and inor-.
actions within thou have often not boon adequately described. For oxzzip1e, nany
life cycles are still unknown. This, of course, units the success of attenpta
at quantitative descriptions of in±er-a.otions. The situation io further
oonplicated in regard to criteria by the fa.ot that, especially in tenporato wators,
the conponents of a looa.l synton change with season, the various ecological niches
being filled by epeoies of varying sensitivity at different tines.
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In conoideration of the foregoing, aside frozt a recommendation for more
research, the guiding principle for protection of natural ecosystemS for scientific
sti.3y must be total non-intervention, It must be rocoized, however, that oven
if this is possible, the system being "preserved" is subject to natural change.
Ecolotoal principles cia, however, offer civa:L,itativo if not quantitative
guidance in the development of criteria, whether the approach used is inclu.ctive
or deductive. Although a change induced in one component will result in CbC1ngOS
in other components, this will not necessarily disrapt the ecosystoti, but may
rather result in a new series of oscillations (e.g, fluctuating population

density ratioa). Theec are gially dampened but never disappear entirely,
The system and each organism within it are constantly adjusting to variations in
stress, whether these be environmental faotora or population pressure. This
elastic or plastic nature of ecosystems allows for a certain capacity to absorb
stress and to tolerate management, Thus, if preservation of one species, or a
fishery, is to be an objective, criteria which fall short of non-.interventiort
will usually be effective. This consideration applies most forcibly where the
interests and well-be:Lng of zion axe concerned. The quality of human life is
enhanced by co-existence with a wide range of species. The protection of hurxtn
health obviously demands intervention, but further consequences of alternative
courses of action need to be carefully weighed.
Not all systems are equally robust. Many scientists consider that arCtic
systems are particularly fragile because fewer species are available to fill
vacated niches, Even in species with many systems, the complexity of inter-.actionz
among components provides some stability and is also responsible for the fact
that alterations in one portion of the aystem can cause desirable or undesirable
effects in seemingly unrelated portions of the system. For example, bicaccumulation
of toxic substaxaes may produce a hazard to consumers, including nan.

3.1

Izpact of ecoloiLcal considerations on the develoizient of yrincipleB

Discussions of the effects of pollution on, for example, plankton in relation
to fisheries, as well as to amenities, pubilo health and shellfish quality,
illustrates the difficulties encountered and thus the difficulty in fon:nflatiiig
criteria, and is therefore of value in clarifying the principles operative in
arriving at criteria. Various marine organisms, by virtue of occupying different
ecological niches, have different relationships to various tos and modes of
introduction of pollutants. These determine the nature of their exposure.

•

The essential differences involve varying time scales for exposure (constant,
intemittont or cyclical stress), alterations of the pollutant before or during
exposure, and the route of administration to the target organism (i.e. via water,
suspended sediment or food particles, detritus, etc.). Consideration of those
differences has led to the formulation of basic procedural requirements for
obtaining data on which well-founded defensible criteria should be based.
Observance of one or all of these requirements is essential to criteria
dvelopnexrt, dependent on the resource for which a specific criterion is to be
set and the importance of those characteristics in limiting its use. Not
surprisingJ..y, generation of cotrpletely adequate information on which to base
oriteria requires, in almost all cases, satisfaction of all requirements listed
in .&ppondix IV.
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Most of these requirements are also rocogrizecl by EIFACl/ and., taken as a
whole, embody the ,rinciples imd.erlying the formalized "critical path" techni4ue
referred to earlier. The working group gave some thought to classifying the
various known stresses, according to the applicability of the various requirements
in the establishment of criteria, but agreed that this approach would offer them
little real help, beóause it is unlikely that consideration of various uses would
result in similar groupings of requirenents Also, even within a reasonably
inclusive group such as inorganics, extreme variations are known to occur in
duration of biological effect as a result of recycling pathways, bioaccurru.lation
and physical or chemical alteration. The same may be assumed for groups of
chemicals not yet considered or even synthesized. Furthermore, the pattern of
fluctuation in concentration with time within a class or for a single compound,
is extremely variable between points of introduction where criteria nay be of
value. This is also trie for major environmental variables (oxygen, temperature,
salinity, etc.). In general, the greater the temporal variation, the greater
the obligation to test using a multi - factorial approach approximating the extreme
limits of local variation of each factor as well as the observed local rates of
fluctuttion. It should be bernie in. mind that the most oommon appearance of most
contaminants is as a component of a mixture, the total effect of which is of
concern. Consideration of the components of the mixture is likely to indicate
the complexity of procedures required for developing criteria.

4.

V4N PJATTfl

In the intOduetory part of this report, a definition of coastal water
quality criteria has been gi.ven in the most general terms acceptable to the
group. Critoria for coastal waters in regard to human health should ideally be
beta of quantitative exposure-response rolationabips between environmental
exposure factors and effects on the population groups exposed. When dealing with
human subjects, it is often difficult to establish even a basic cause-effect
relationship, and even more Li±tiou1t to obtain a. graded response.
Acute effects of exposure to high levels of chemicals or pathogeno are more
easily linked to human response, than are effects of chronic exposure to the low
levels so often typical of the environment. At the lower end of the response
spectrum, sub-clinical changes in behaviour or enzyme activity (the biological
sjiificance of which is difficult to assess) have been detected clown to the
"no-effect level", i.e. below the exposure level at which no gross pathological,
physiological or metabolic impairment has been de -tected..
The observed no-effect level is of course related to the choice of the
indicator(s) of response and the Pbnaitivity of the methods available or adopted
for its measurement. The sane caii he said for the identification and manauromont
of the exposure. Unless evidence is available that such sub-clinical changes

/ European Inland Fisheries Advisory Conmission has a. Working, Party on Water
Quality Criteria for European Freshwater Fish which documents background
information and from time to time publishes this in international journals,

e.g., EIFAC, Water quality criteria for European freshwater fish. Report on
Finely Divided Solids and Inland Fisheries. EIF.AC Tech.Pap, (i) 21 p. 1964).
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are simply adaptive, and do not prejudice survival, reproduction or quality of
life, they must be assumed to be detrimental. There are, hoiever, well /
etabliahed. principles, such as those enunciated by Bedford sill (1965) 1/,
which should be used for testing the siifioance of cause-effect relationships
derived from epideiiological data
4.1 Pih and Shellfish
This report deals principally with criteria for water quality, but in the
case of hygienic quality of fishery products, other factors may influence
microbiological and hygLen.ic qualities of the shellfish. Catching, handling,
processing, storage, marketing and the way the product is prepared may affect
the tranerrission of disease by fish products, and occasionally falsely indicate
inferior water quality, These factors ahoiiJ.d not influence the role of criteria
for quality of the water where fish and shellfish are grown.
The influence of the physical, chemical and biological quality of fish and
shellfish growing waters may eend beyond effects on marine organisms themselves.
Effects on consumers include: bacterial infections and intoxi.cations; parasitic
diseases; intoxica-tions duo to accumulated chemical poisons or biotoxins;
allergic reactions; responses of undetermined etiology; and offensive flavour
causing nausea or more acute illneøs due to tainting of the product. Effects on
non-consumers include: occupational diseases such as secondary bacterial skin
infections, bites, stings, and allergic reactions due to contact with shellfish
or gear.
Table 1, derived from Tables 1 and 2 of WHO (197.)/, summarizes the principal
bacterial, parasitic and viral diseases in non which are transmitted by fishery
products.
The adequacy of the basis for criteria should be taken into aocount when
contemplating control action, which could involve, for exomple, the closure of
fishing grounds, requirements for the reduction of input of pollutants and the
restriction of conounption of contsninated fishery products, Such actions can
also be supported by sanitary surveys,
4,2 BathinT •Jaterc
Seawaters near some beaches are becoming increasingly polluted chemically
and Dicrobiologiocdly and may be a health hazard for man. One of the scientific
approaches to demonstrating the relationship between water quality and dieace
is the epideniological survey,

/ Bedford Hill, li,, 1 965:

Proo.Ry,Soc.Ned.,

/ WUO, 1974:

2:295

fish and Shellfish Hygiene. Report of a WUG Expert Committee
convened in co-operation with PM), World Health Organization, Geneva,

Teolm.Report Series 550, 62 pp.
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or waterborne diseases, such as typhoid fever, cholora and viral hepatitis,
the link between disease and drinkino water, or botwoen dieae and ohelifish
eating, has been firuly established, whereas, for diseases occuiring at the
seaside, the link with bathing in more difficult to establish, 1onitoring of
water quiility is one of the meens of accessing the potential rink. However,
the recovery of pathoaenn frou bathing waters does not necessarily indicate a
substantive health danger.
In practice, the routine monitoring for pathogens presents various difficulties,
Iecovery of pathogens from bathing water in not normally done for routine
survoi].lcnce an to bacteriological quality. interic diseases can originate from
thiinking water contanthated by excreta from infected humans or arlir1a].n. It
therefore seems important to iie, as indicators of water quality, faecal organisms.
lthou13h there is no demonstrable correlation between faccal indicators and
pc.tbogens, except for Salmonqfl, several countries have introduced norms of
bacteriological quality based upon the faecal coLt index. LLfter a lone discussion
about the linking of faecal indicators with the presence of Dathogetis and about
the dose-response relationship for pathogens occurring in seawater, the working
group wished to emphasize that criteria for bathing, like those for other uses
such as ficheries, should ideally be based upon well-founded dose-response
relationships. 11evort;holess, at the present state of knowledge and under certain
circunstoncee, an indicator organism characteristic of the contnminatiou by
sewage of human or animal origin cay be used to indicate a potential hazard to
hunriri health, because of the possible presence of human pathogons. It should be
boie in mind, however, that the dose-response relationship will vary an the
susceptibility of the population changes.
Microbial water duality criteria are one of the more important considerations
in the derivation of stondardn applicable to local circumstances.
The principle of reviewing the validity of criteria, in the light of
experience and the acquisition of new loiowledge, applies to health criteria as
much an it does to the others considered here,

4-43 Aesthetics
The enjoyment of amenities is heavily dependent, not merely on the availability
of an activity, but on the asothetic satisfaction which it affords 4 Aesthetic
satisfaction can be a very positive force in promoting public health end well-being,
It is experienced through the senses of sight, smell, taste and touch.
In seeking critoria to protect aesthetic quality, one requires ideally, a
knowledge of the relationships between water quality, its detectability by the
senses, and the degree of aasociated adverse or favourable reaction. In
attempting to derive such information it in obviously necessary to ensure that
the population, whose reaction is to be asoesed, is reasonably representative
of those whose interests the criteria adopted are intended to protect. In many
coastal areas, this may involve obtaining a proper balance of reactions of
realdents and non-residents whose requirements and sensl±ivity nay differ.

-
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Determination of the association between aesthetic reactions and water
quality presents considerable difficulties, because it is rarely possib).e to
expose people in a controlled manner to a mne of conditions in coastal waters
themselves, though some guidance can be obtained from assessment of experience
at different sites, where differing conditions exist, or at the sane sito, before
and after a change in conditiona • Because of these difficulties, such
information will in practice need to be supplemented by assessments of the
reaction of peopio to water quality conditions created artificially in the
laboratory. Such laboratory aasessments would probably be most relevant in the
caSe of taste, which is unlikely to be greatly affected by the circumstances in
which Dpoplo cre e&posod, and perhaps least relevant in the case of reactions to
certain visible m-!nifostationo of pollution, such as the appearance of a slick,
which is difficult to si.irralate realistically in the laboratory.
As a general principle, it will be itiportcmt to make every effort to
establish the reliability and relevance of the criteria in order that the deeire4
degree of protection of the waters' use can be accomplished with confidence at
minimum cost. This is especially important where it is necessary to rely heavily
on reactions observed under laboratory conditions.
There is also a problem in deciding on adequate measures of aesthetic
satisfaction and in standardization of their use so that reliable data can be
attained. Among measures that might be applicable in different situations, the
following come irned.iately to mind: verbal or written expressions of opinion
in graded categories as dete,r,1riod by interview or questionnaire, trends in the
ratio of numbers of visitors to a site, and the accommodation available, trends
in the price of property, or expressed willingaeos to pay for measures desigaed
to reduce effects, These matters require further study.
The probloma encountered would be simplified if it were to be accepted that
one usual and proper objective of deeiners of disposal schemes is to prevent
any unwelcome aesthetic effects, In developing aesthetic criteria, it is then
mainly necessary to assess the levels of contaminstion at which such effects just
become detectable,
It i-s considered that attention should be initially
concen.trated on the limited objective of obtaining such information. Phiri,
combined with our more fraentry knowledge of the detailed response of people
to the degree of contamination, might well be adequate for moat decisions. The
visible effects, whose tbresho].ds of detection are required, principally include
appearance of floating or suopenried debris, turbidity, foams, slicks and colour.
Detexnirmtion of thresholds of sensibility presents a variety of difficulties,
In cerLairi instances, those could be obviated by taking into cocount that
aessment of detectability in a comprehensive scientific manner would be
expensive, and that it might bepossible, in cases where material causing offence
can be easily and cheaply eliminated, to make a pragmatic decision that no material
of this kind should be released. It seems, however, quite feasible to dovolop
meaningful relationships between amounts of substances present and sensory
perception of turbidity, due to suspended matter released in waste-waters, or
recogaition of colour, foams, and slicks. Some progress towards this end has
already been reported. Developing such criteria for turbidity, resulting from
the growth of organisms induced by polluting discharges, also seems feasible in
principle, though more difficult in practice.
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DevolopLient of criteria for o&rnr presents the difficulty of establishing a
relevant test. There is no pioblen in determining the love], of dilution of a
polluting discharge, or one of its oonsttustts which, when cllowed to establioh
eq,uflibrium with a standard valmae of air, can just be detected by smell. More
work is required, however, to establish the way in which results of such a test
could be related to the degree of offence, which would actial1y occur in open
coastal areas, owing to the presence of polluting matter at the minimum detectable
level so obtained.
5

LIVING RESOURCES
5,1 Fisheriec

The sections dealing with ecosystem and impact of the ecological concepts
on the development of principles for water quality criteria are pertinent to
criteria for fishery- resources. a fishery is a managed syteu In a s-tate of
dynamic equilibrium; die' rbaneo oauscd by altered chemical, physical and biological
factors is not necessarily incompatible with the ftll use of its resources.
The criteria should permit all stages in the life cycles of the fish and
their food organisms to be successfully completed, and should not produce
conditions which would cause fish to avoid a region where they would otherwise
be present, congregate in a region where inrdnent danger erists, taint the flesh
of fish, or give re to accumulation of substances to levels which are harmful
to the fish or to the consumer.
The criteria should, if necessary, inclwie separate consideration of cocrcia1
end sport fisberio, of species and races of different susceptibility and of
regional differences of habitat. They should make allowance for times when
vulnerable stages of organisric are found, and for the offecte of season s temperature
and water quality.
Ideally the criteria should. relate all these factors to the probable impact
on the fishery- of impairment of each part of the life cycle. This, however, as
already discussed, is difficult because of our lack of knowledge and understond.thg.
Criteria may be expressed in physical, chemical and biological terms,
Difficulties arise, howeer, in their formu.lation because of the widely
different patterno of fluctuations in environmental quality and the dearth of
laboratory experiments simulating these conditions.
rthermore, field data are
generally inadeq,uate in that either the fish populations present, or the rgine
of environmental quality, are poorly described.
Scientifically-based criteria should not be Influenced by factors such as
the feasibility and cost of remedial action, e.g. depuratton. Rowever, the
availability of treatment prooeaes may create circumstances which obviate the
need for regulatory standards. Per example, in oases where product criteria
are effective in protecting the use, there may be no need for environmental
criteria for this particular product. On the other hand, where the remedial
rieceures are likely to fail, environmental quality criteria must be invoked to
provide a second line of defence,
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5,2 FiE= activities
Coinmercl.al and recreational fishing can be a.ffected by physical conditione
in the water and on the bottom. Ploatablen, ranginC from loge to fraieuts of
plastic, nay Interfere with use of netB and of hook and line. Large floating
objects, such as submerged loge just below the water surface, preaerit a collision
haze.rd to fishing veseolo, while plastic shoots can get sucked into seawater
cooling ayetena and pose at least a. nuisance, if not causing outright damage to
an engine. Floating oil is a nuisance in fishing activities, becauoe of its
tendency to foul fishing gear and veoels. Woreover, the lighter refined potroleum
prodxcts, such as gasoline and kerosene, can be a serious fire hazard to fishermen.
Turbidity and discolouration can modify fishing effectiveness with hook and
line because of the reduction of underwater visibility. For recreational spear
fishing with SCUB1, reduced visibility is a definite problem. However, it should
be rioted that many estuarine regions are already highly turbid as a result of
Inflow of silty, muddy river water, which can be aggravated by bad agricultural
practices and other land activities,
At least two types of pollutants (sewage and rad.ioautivo waste) have a
psychological impact on fishermen, even though there is usuAlly no physical
harm to the fishermen, his gear or his catch.
The character of the bottom nar be modified to such an extent by dumped
solid waea, both containerized and in bulk, that commercial bottom trawling is
seriously affected. Indeed, recreational fishing with hook and line, could also
be adversely affected, but such mat orialo are usually dumped in deep water far
enough from shore as to be out of the range of most sports fishermen.
Containerized wastes of various kinds have been recovered by trawl fishermen,
and these can damage fishing gear, as well as pose a hazard to fishermen when
brought on deck. Such wastes can include noxious chemicals, radioactive substances
of low and Intermediate level, and military materials, including nerve gases,
all of which have boon dumped in the sea.
Water-logged wood, sometimes escaping
from booms of loge towed in coastal waters, presents occasional but not serious
problems in some local areas.
Criteria for sea water quality and bottom characteristics, as they affect
fishing activities, cannot be developed in the way normally followed for other
uses, but rather, must result in total prohibition or disposal into deep water
out of range of fishing. Dipoal of floatables, including plastics and wood
debris, should be similarly treated. Guidelines for control of dumping of solids
and containerized wastes are dealt with in recant international oonvontions,
e.g. the London Convention on the Prevention of Narine Pollution by Dumping of
Wastes and other Watter, 1972, and the Olo Convention for the Prevention of
Warine Pollution by Dumping from Ships and Aircraft, 1972. The scientific aspects
of the disposal of wastes at sea have been considered in the GESAMP working group
on that subject,
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Aqiacu1ture

There is inreaeing production of seafood through marine aquaculture,
particularly in developing countries 1 Thepractice is carried out on either on
intensive (high density, closely-controlled) or extensive (low density,
semi-natural) scale1 Water quality for intensive aquaculture mast be high to
compensate for the stresses from crowding, unbalanced dieto, increased waste
products and. general confinement.. Food used in such culture must meet the same
high standard, although it is recognized that sewage effluent is successfully
used for carp ponds in parts of Europe and pig and poultry manure are put into
fish ponds in song Kong end. Oblna, The threat of disease is over present, and it
must be recoiized that latent fish pathogene can be stimulated into active
diseaae outbreaks by the stress of inferior water quality which lowers the
fish's resistance.
Extensive aquacniture, being lone confined than the intensive form, has
fewer rinks from diseases and poor water Q.uAlity 1 Uowever, the practice is highly
dependent on the coastal marine environment, and is, therefore, vulnerable to
infusion of polluted water from great distances 1 Being dependent for food on
the influx of planktnic organisms with the seawater, it can also suffer from
extreme fluctuations in food supply that may be related to water quality.
It is clear that superior water quality is required for aquaculture, but
this can vary with species. For example, salmon require a mach higher water
quality than mullet. It must also be noted that cultured organisms are essentially
captive and cannot escape a toxic water mass. While the bioaccumulation of
certain substances, such as raeta].s and organochiorine compounds, can be controlled
through use of prepared fod, it is known that some of those subutonces can enter
fish directly from the water through the gills or across digestive meubranee.
Development of criteria for aquaculture w1ioh have much in common with those
for fisheries should include consideration of: environmental stability;
continuous control of those factors desirable for healthy and vigorous stocka of
organisms; prevention of deleterious chemical, physical and biological conditions;
avoidance of introduction of parasites and diseases; and prevention of environmental
conditions favourable for development of diseases.
6,

OTIIIR ASPECTS

The working group recogeized that environmental quality criteria have to be
developed for other uses of the coastul zones. These range from underwotnr
marine parks and preserves for which maximum environmental protection is required,
to sea-bed mining and transportation requiring minimal environmental quality.
Uowever, the working group felt that it lackod expertise in its preøent make-up
to deal with any of these other uses in any detail.
L 1
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Ampe ndix

GSANP 161kirg GroU on the Princis for Developing
Coastal Water
Criter
emia
Suggested Procedure for Eotablishing Criteria
(Applicable mainly to criteria LOT protection of living marine resources)
Determine physical, chemical and biological characteristics which influence
the desired use or property of the environment. This can be partially
achieved by preliminary field observations and laboratory experiments and
will limit the number of variables to be considered,
Establish the relative importance of each characteristic - usually to within
an order of magnitude. This again can be achieved in both the field and
laboratory and will further limit the number of variables to be considered.
3,

Detomths the amount of stress being applied to

4

Determine the chemical and physical fate and distribution of the stress in
the systeu taking into account any tine factors. This will reQ.uire cherilcal
and/or microbiological analyseo of various compartments in the system as
well as hydroloGical data,

the water mass to be
protected (or chosen for study). This should be expressed in appropriate
units, (e.g. concentration, mass, volume, btu, number of organisms). This
will help define the maitude of the problem.

5, Determine the portion of the population or use in the area to be protected
(or chosen for study) which is subject to several intermediate deees of
risk. This information will be needed when deriving standards from
criteria, and recj.uiros estimation of the rates of input to defined portions
of the system.
6. Determine the exposure-response relationship which holds for the local systea
in question. This is a fundamental and nearly universally applicable
procedure and will involve:
Determination of the most vulnerablo point in the system (e.g. top
predator, man, fish, life stage, req.utrod food organism, enzyme
system, physiological process).
Experimental exposures in laboratory and/or field to establish a
family of exposure-respc'ncurves reflecting the effects of expected
variations in conditions and pollutant input on observed response,
An attempt should be made to cover the full range from stimulatory to
toxic levels, particularly for biologically essential substances. It
is expected that variations introduced will cover the range of ambient
conditions encountered in the region and that the lest systems choson
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will approximate the expected or actual nature of the actual encounter
of the target with the stress. Factors affecting this encounter include
chemical altoratiorm of the toxicont, intermittent exposure, route of
a&iinitration, etc. It is expected that as far as possible the
paroneters being ioasurod will reflect response at the most 'vulnerable
levol of the target. This level may not be the eerie in all dogrees
of duration of exposure. This will provide one of the basca for
selecting a particular exposure or response as a criterion in
formulating a standard.
7

C.

Determine the range of natural variations occurring locally in both the
denaity and condition of the target population and in the response
parameter being measured. This will provide a perspective or framework
within which to view the dose-response relationships.
Estimate the effects of several degrees of target response on trophic level3
irediate1y above and below the target. This will provide a first octimato
of the probability of remote offocts in the ecosystem ana req.uires
consideration of patterns of bionageification.
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M1IEX IX
FIRST REPCaT OF THE GESA1P WCXfl1G (W)DP OR TEE
SCIEITIFIC LSPflCTS OF POLLUTION !RISflG FDC! TEE
EXELOITATION AND MCPL=TICN OF TEE SEA-a)
rIeetins hold at 12IO0 Hoctdqmrters, London
6-9 Jonwiry 1975 and 21-23 Apr13. 1975
JJUCTION

Two nootis of the worlting group have boen held at IiO ieadquaters,
101-104 Piccadilly, London, from 6-9 Jczzxuaxy 1975 and from 21-23 April 197541
The follo'wintj experts prttcipatod:

•

•

Dr. H.A. Cole (Chairmn)
Dr. G. Kullenlerg
rof'essor F. Valdez-Zcnud.io
Dr. II. Gexcuö.
Ir. E.J. do oer (firot nootii only)
Jr, M.J. Orickaharik (second neOtinG only)
flr. J.A. Nichols (second neetin only)
Dr. L.D. Neunrn, Technical Secretary, IJN (second aeetinG only)
Dr. I1.G I T. Shelton was lrnAble to attend.

tt the f1rt session, bocausoDr. Neunanwas unable to attend, Secretariat
dutios were und.ertaken by neribers of the Marine Environnont Division of flICO.
The toxz of reference of the working group as aet out in the Ileport of the
Sixth Session (GtSANP VI/iO, Lnnox VI, pa'e 43) are:
(a) To id.entify the sources of infolDa-tion rolovnnt to the scientifio
aspects of pollution arisirk-,-fron present and future activities related to the
explomtion ond exploitation of the sea-bed. The suested priorities for
initial ac-Lion are:
Petroloizi (lcludth,j natural gas)
Izne nodu1e
Dradgdnc for boith nineral rosou.rces and construction
projects, but excluding dredge spoil d1poal
Offshore contruction (including platf'oria, artificial
islands aM reofo).
(iD) To collate and ovaluato, whore possible, all such ox1ting inforfltiOfl
i4thiri tine to present an assessment to the seventh seasion of GESLILI? of current
and potential narine pollution 1.zars from these activities, and oonfflots with
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other uses of the sea which nay arise, with the intention of obtaining approval
for its sulaission to the Third United Nations Comforenco on the Law of the Sea
at Its third sossion pr000ted for June 1975.
(o) To assess the feaibili -ty of extending this infornation to noot future
needa, such as neauros to prevent and control narino pollution fron these
acttvtLties and to nako proposals on the future action of LS.Al•fl? conco=ing this
area.
4. - In p1afing its prograno of work the working group took note of the
objectives as not out by GESAP at its sixth session (C2SANP VI/lO, paragraph 56);
those are, in relation to tho onvironneii±al aspects of the exploration and
exploitation of sea-bed resources
to dotemtho the poibJ.e range of effects of oertainctiv1tie in
different rogions, such as the lire tic and the tropicà, and to assess
the hazards to narine livthr roso'uces, hunan health, atienities and
the onvixonnent; and
to d.eternine the neasuros required to prevent and eantrol pollution
from such aotivitie,

M the request of the United Nations TeoJmical Secretary, the working grcu
5.
also took note of flesolution 1802 (LV) of the Economic and SooiaJ. Council whiob,
inter alia, called upon the United. Nations to undertake an inter-disciplinary
study of the probleus and opportunities for coastal area devolopuont. In caiing
out its tasks, as stated in the torns of reference, therefore, the worldng group
gave particular consideration to the protilens of poflution arising fron
oxloration and ezploitailon of the sea-bed in coastal areas, InclUding the
effects of dredging for construotion and sinilar activities. The •rorking j3roup
also approved a suggestion frori the Cha(rn that he should prepare an additional
statoriont on the poblens of coastal area dovolopnont as viewed from the
pollution standpoint and this has been circulated.. A further noriorandun by
Prof. Vald.ez-ZanudIo was also nado available to the UN Technical Secretary.
6. In addition to the priority tasks described above, the working group
reviewed and revised the list of other sea-bed activities to be connidorod as
given in the Report of the Sixth Soioxi (GESJUP vI/io, paragraph 57, page 9).
Thoo cover the exploitation of:
(a) Cons olidatod soddnontary deposits:
(1) sulphur

-

salt
potash
coal.

.:•

--.-

I

...(

--;.

rI

Lif

L
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(b) UnoolwolidAtod suporicial deposits:
(i,) placer deposits of heavy metals and diationd

..

sand and gravel

a.0 ir.rr1

lir200tono shells and calcai'oous a1ae

)

otalliforoua uuds.
_1.

(ci) Crstci.11ino rock metallic deposits exploited for:
copper
lead

0 J-

zinc
nickel
gold
(vi). silver
tin

mercury
berylliuri.

W.

Other deposits:
.L..

phosphorito

_J-

-.

glauconito

(in)

fresh 'water (sub-soabe!1 deposits).

r

(o) Materials not mentioned, above (e.g. notalliforous brines).

Per tho purpose of its stuc1ios the wor1dxg group agreed that the tori
7.
"Sea-hodt" should he regarded as inoluding all bonthic areas from the hiCiwator
line to the deep ocean floor.

8 • The working group took note of previous papers and reports in this fiold,
particularly those prepared by GE W11P as set out in the 1oforonco Docunont
listed in Appendix III.
Liaison with other GSIfl? woricing
Dr. P.G. Joffery, (Thainan of the Working Group on flvaluntion of the Hazards
9.
of Harmful Substances in the I•rine ]Jnvfronnent, and a. noribor of the Working Group
on the Impa.ot of Oil on the flarino Environment was present at part of the first
meeting of this working group. Dr. C .R. Thonpon, Chairoan of the Working Group
on the Impact of Oil on the Jrine Environment and Dr. Jeffory also attended at
the last session of our second meeting. As noted above, Dr. G. ullenberg,
Chairman of the Working Group on the Soieatific Basie for the Disposal of Ua.sto
into the Sea is also a member of this working group. 1ny opportunities were
therefore available for co—ordina.tion of the a.otivitios of those various groups.
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10 • All types of exploration and exploitation activities on the sea-bed result
in changes but these are often of a local and temporary character. lathough they
fail •,ithin the d.efinition of pollution adopted by
at itc firat sesion*
it is desirable to assess the iiificanoo of such pollution in relation to local
ciunstanoos and the oxtont of the damage likely to result. The killing of iou
or twenty fish, although it may seen to those on the spot to be a sulantial
act of pollution, is wi -thou-t significant effect on the stochs of which those fish
foi a part: the passage of a single large trawler will result in the incidental
destruction of a groat many more snail fish of both commercial and non-commercial
species. lievertholoos it is necessary to onine and evaluate the effects of
each and every type of sea-bed exploration and exploitation so as to be able to
recognize those which, because of their scale, frequency, widespread distribution,
persistence or the 1mxful nature of the by-products they roloaso, may constitute
significant pollution.
110 The principal methods by which sea-bed resources nay be exploited are through
drill holo (e.g. for oil and gas), by surface excavation (e.g. drodg.ng for tin,
sand or gravel and manganese nodules) or by i.uiderground mining (e.g. for metallic
ores), Thoo nay require a variety of stn.ictures to be placed on the oa-bod for
the purpose of dulling, dredging of unconsolidated sedimentary deposits and
excavation of bed-rook deposits. Explosives nay be required.
12, Such activities may extend from high%qater to the deep ocean floor, but akiost
all of the current activity -takes place in shallow water near the shore or on the
exposed beach. Most construction work involving sea-bed disturbance extends out
from the ohore, but there is incroacing interest In the cThvelopment of structures
offhoue for ship-moorin and unloading, for oil storage, for waste disposal
(including incineration), for the siting of power stations, for mineral processing,
as air -boxminals and for a variety of recreational purposes. The effects of
building such works appCar in the main to be quite local and oonfinod -to wi-thin
a few miles of the site, but the activities whioh take placo subsequently on than
(e.g. mineral processing or the operation of a nuclear power station) could have
a much wider effect. The presence of the structures may cause local but
permanent changes in the marine environment.
(a) DrilliAF, and fluid extraction through drill holes. The principal
pollution rinks ario from the uncontrolled roleae of the products which are
being sought, e • g. oil, gas or sulphur. Supplementary hazards ama from the
accidental or deliberate release of substances omployed in drilling, e.g. to
lubricate the drilling head, or to prevent the escape of the product, or materials
used in other øupploñcn-taiy activities e.g. bactoricidos or algicido, anticorrosive treatments, power production, etc. Q.uite apart from legislative control
inposCd for environmental protection by the country on whose shelf drilling takes
place, Industry takes the view that the value of the produot being sought provides

*

This definition is as follows:
UIntroduction by man, directly or indirectly, of substances or energy into
the marine environniont (including eotuarie) resulting in such deleterious
effects as harm to living resources, hazard to human-health, hindrance to
marine activities including fishing, inpa4ring of quality for use of sea
water and reduction of auenjti.es."
Ic
:
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a strong brake on accidental losses. Similarly supplementary materials, such as
the "muds" used in deephole d.rilling, are ucualJ.y costly and their loss or wastage
imposes delay no providing a marked &tincent1.ve to careless use or disposal.

The sitmticn is, however, iuito the reverse in ropoat of waste materials

generated on drilling rigs and offshore platfoin and in cons equenco directives
to ensure the return to the shore and the safe disposal of such waste may be
iiorod with local fouling of the sea bottom and posaible obstruction to. fisheries.
In many countries near approach to drilling rigs and similar structures for
purposes 'unoonnootod with the operation of rigs, etc. is forbidden by law, but it
still remains posiblo for solid rubbish from the rigs to be dropped on the seabed away from the imodiato vicinity of the strueturos by the vessels servicing
the rigs and removing theso wastes.
It has boon established that drilling rigs and other large structuro
plaood on the sea-bed, or moored for a substantial period, attract fish, probably
becauso of shelter provided or growth of attached animals and plants. This
usually represents a local re-distribution and concentration of existing fish and
not an addition to the stock unless brooding and/or escape from predators is

facilitated.

(b) Drongnd beach mining. Dredging involves the romoval of
bed, usually from a ship or floating
unconsolidated material from the
platform, but beach miming may involve the use of shore-based equipment working
within the littoral zone or standard earth-moving equipment working behind
protective dams. The irie&tato offecto are alteration of the contours of the
bottom or the beach, the release of fine material which is likely to be carried
away from the operating site by tides and currents, and increased turbidity.
Secondary effects generated, espocially if the exploitation is on a large scale
or pursued over a cubøtantial period., may include local alteration of sedimenttransport and even current regimes, disturbance of banks, beach - erosion or
enrichment, blanketing of the bottom locally by fine deposit, intorforenoo with
bottom-fishing activities, particularly trawling, and local do-oxygenation duo
to deposition of organic material (e.g. drifting seaweed) in the holos made on
the sea bottom. In a&iiticm anoxic or even toxic material may be released from
sub-seabed lovol.
Very commonly fine sand and ailt is washed out of dredged material during
its passage from the bottom to the hold of the dredger and this spreads the
effoots more widely since surface currents are often stronger than thoso near
the bottom. However, a recent careful study of the action of the three major
types of dredging plant (cutting hoed pipeline drodgers, grapple cirodgora and
trailing suction hopper ciredgors) used in the San Francisco Bay area showed
physical effects of dredging operations to be minor when oonpared to turbidity
and suspended solids increases caused by natural events such as high run-off
from overland or wina and wave action.
Dredging can, howovor, produce serious effeots if it materially damages or
-.ing or n''r17 g:::rido for young fish which are of critical
destroys decrete s
iripoi-tance in nr - a!ning the stok. L:.l effocts may also arise from
alterations in behaviour induced by turbidity clouda or disturbance of the bottom.
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Thee would be cbanos in distribution psttoxxs rather than losses of etook but

rLtght reduce fishing success by preventing concentration of fish or by presenting

local fishemon ith an. unfaniliar distribution of their target spocies. Local
effects on shellfish, particuJ.arly sedentary species, can be profound by
rendering the habitat unsuitable or by sucthering with fino nateria1 Other
local offoots can arise, fron alterations in bottc-topography, cuironts, sediriont
transport and shore oxpocuxe arising from rouol of botton natorial. There is,
howevor, a possibility of adventitious boxioficial cifoots from the sane causes.
Underjroundnining. Mining of sea-bed rock is at present rarely
practised; this statoriont excludes operations oxtonding under the aca-bod from
the land. Perhaps the best kaon exanples of true sea-bed aining are the
oxtraction of barytes from solid rock on the sea-bed. in Alaska and the winning
of sulphur. The latter is, however, obtained by drilling and in situ
liquefaction and so is included in the preceding section on drilling.

.Uthough in theory nany valuable tilnorals could be nined fran ub-oa rocks,
in practice offahoro nining generally gives rise to higher production costs than
exploitation on land. It has been forocat that land supplies will neet oven
'oatly increased needs for ni.nera]s over the next 30 years and offshore niriorals
will be exploited only when they can be narketeci oonpetitivoly with those derived
Iron land. sources. Mvzmces in timing and proossing technology are likely, to
bonof it lnnd-nining as nuch, if not tioro, than ea-nining, so that the prospects
for a najor exterion of the latter in the irediate future are not high.
Nevotholess, exploitation of otherwise unecononie deposits of some ninorals
night be subsidized for strategic reasons or to achieve national self-siiffioienoy.
The pollution inplications of such nining tnit therefore be oonaiderod.
Pollution could arise in three ways, firstly by the disturbance and
incidental release of unwanted naterials, including surface fine deposits, during
the opening up and working of the nine; secondly by the loss of tilo naterial
thiring nining, bringing to the surface and transport to a processing f3ito, and,
thirdly, by the discharge of waste natorials during the processing operation, if

this is conducted at sea on ships or on a special structure such as a pletf am

or artificial island placed in the sea or on the shore. Most of these effects
would be quite local and conparablo to thoso produced by dredging but if the
oxploitod naterial was a netal ore, or a notalloid, then some potentially
dangerous fine natoriil night accunulate in the 'aotton deposits and be
subsequently released, and sane soluble naterial aight enter the water colunu
directly. The inportanco of such pollution would be related directly to the
anoimt, solubility, toxicity and porsietenoe of the natorial ooncoraod, with
nercury at the head of the list.

If explosives were used extensively in establishing an undersea nine then
additional local danago oould be done.
Construction work ass ocicttod. with ,laoing of structuro on. the sea-bed.
To place struotwres on the sea-bed it may be nocessaxy to drill, c:cavato, use
explosives, drive pilo, deposit foundation or protective naterial, possibly in
very large quantities and sanctities derived from adjacent areas of the sea-bed
(e.g. sand or L=avel banks), and ongago in all the processes noinally associated
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with, say, dock construction. Cloarly this nay entail small losses of a wido
varioty of the materials used in construction. Ra rn Nl effects of construction
will, however, be local and damage to living resources will be insi(nificant
eoopt in so far as the construction actually occupies a site of critical
inportanco in the population dynamics of exploited species or so alters the
ourront and scxlincnt transport rdgimes as to affoot, in a substantial way, such
a critical site. !in important fiah spawning around could be destroyed. or major
dcmao done to a hiihly productive shollfih ground; otherwise effects are liko].y
to be minor and of local importance only.
Marine construction work can be considered under two oatogories: off shore
and shore-connected, AnonC the foruor are conatructions related to petroleum
oxploitation activities: drilling rigs, production platforms, well-heads,
pipelines and storage tanks. Other works in this category include offshore
torriina1u, towers, sani-submoreiblo platforms (og. sea thermal power plants)
and artificial islands and reefs.
!riong the share-connected construction consideration nunt be given to
turinol, bridges and causeways, port installations, breakwaters and wave-&iziping
struoturo3, and pipes for discharge or intake. !1though the prosencó of new
wfruetures nay result in long-torn clmnges in the marine onviroriraent, in nearly
all cases the significant pollution aspects of these constructions are of short
duration, limited to the actual construction-installation activities.
ilthowjh no serious pollution aspects appear to be associated with marine
ocristruotion, it is rocoixiondod that careftil environmental impact studies be
carried out for each major óonstruction on an individual basis prior to, and
following the completion of, each installation. The permanent alterations in
the marine onvironiriont arising from the presence of artificial structuroo need
to be assossed. The more serious potentials for pollution aoscciatod with these
structures, however, generally arise fran their use rather than their presence
in the marina environment.
Potroloum (inoluding natural rao)
Introduction
13. (a) The working Group was asked, inter alia, to assess the marine pollution
implications of the exploration and exploitation of the ooa-.bed for oil and gas
as a I irt priority task. It was recognized that there was some overlap between
this part of the group's terns of reference and those assigned to the '1orld.ng
Group on the Impact of Oil on the Marine Environment under the chairmanship of
Dr • C E. Thompson. It was understood however that Dr. Thompson's working group
would be concerned mainly with the resolution of evident areas of controversy
between scientists regarding the biological offoots and ultimate fate of
petroleum hydrocarbons. ]i.a noted above steps were taken to facilitate
co-ordination between these two working groups and with two other relevant
working groups of GSM.
•
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Following ccrresondenco between the Chairnaii of the working grov.p,
the MT Technical Secretary, Dr. C.H. Thompson and Dr. P.C. Jeffory, it was
docidod that this working group would confino its work on oil strictly to an
asoossnont of the pollution hazards arising directly from ofshoro exploration
and exploitation, set-Ithig aside, for the time being at least, any additional
risks arising from ship transport and refining although thoo subjects had boon
mentioned in its teins of reference. Pollution riska arising from storage at
the production site, loading of tanithrs at production platfoa and pipolino
transmission to shore would, however, be considered.
The dacussions of the working group were based on a working paper
prepared by I)r, R.G.J. Shelton and Mr. J.A. Nichols; it was areod that a roviod
and edited version of this paper, together with a surinary of the working groupTs
findings, should be remitted to the Working Group on the Impact of Oil on the
}hrizie Environment for their consideration.
Ibntnese Nodules
34. The woricing paper on this topic is attached as Appendix I. This paper
addresses aspoots of pollution arising from exploration and exploitation of
manganese nodule dopoit, excluding exploitation activitioa other than mining.
15. Although detailod widerstandine of the distribution of manganese nàdu1es on
the ocean floor is incomplete, broad regional patterns have been napped, and
major deposits appear to have been delineated.
16 • No single theory adequately explains the origin and distribution of
manganese nodules, nor the mechanism or mechanisms which concentrate
economically valuable metals within then. Oespito these outstanding questions,
enough is already bio•in about the ore value of deposits in specific areas to
stimulate commercial interests. Deposits having the groatost economic potential
lie in deep ocean basins; those considered most favourable for initial
exploitation are found in the eastern equatorial North Pacific.
176 Two methods for mining manganese nodules in 5000 netro depths are in an
advanced state of d.ovolopment. Both methods will, in varying degree, have
potential pollution effects in the surface and bottom ocean environments. Pliirio
of suspended nediriont will be created in both zones (depending upon the mining
method) which may bavo adverse effects upon benthic or pelagic life. In
addition, the discharge of nutrlont'-rich niriin.g effluent (bottom iator) at the
uxfaoo may have either poitivo or notive impact -u.pon pelagic comrituitio.
18. Present inforriation regarding mining disturbances is derived from smallscale teats and laboratory studies, and is inadequate to predict the nature and
scale of potential pollution expected from full-scale mining. Pro1inix7
results, however, suggest that it will be riinir.l • Comparison between the
estimated nagnitdo of the mining porturbations and analogous large-scale natural
phenomena supports the viow that no serious pollution will arise from manganese
nodule mining activities. In reaching this conoluion attention was given to the
Report of the Fifth Session of GESAMP which examined the posiblc effects of
disturbaxioe of tho sea-bed on the specialized ecosystems proent on the floor of
the deep ocean.
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19. The evidence required to predict confidently the pollution effects o nodule
mining can only be obtained through careful monitoring of full-soalo mining
operations. Rocotondations for monitoring of certain important parameters are
given in Appendix I. Such investigations will be aided by baselinc studies
currently in progress by the United States National Oceanic and Atriosphor±o
Admiistration at selectod Pacific mining sites which appear to represent a
tinoly and orderly pro-nininfj environmental inventory.
20,, ManCanoso nodule depoaits of the 000a.rt floor are, in certain areas, xcipid].y
being roe lsøifiod. as proved reserves rather than unquantifiod. resources. Active
mining operations are expected to begin in the Pacifio area before 198 0 .
21. A unique opportunity exists to establish international agreement on
regulations whiob would promote orderly development of those reserves and insure
against adverse environmental effects arising from their ozploration and
exploitation prior to the a&vout of large-scala ining acti.vitios.
pOr3 ion

of fino-grainod material

In Appendix II aspoots related to the transport and mixing (i.e. dispersion)
of fino-gráined material in relation to dredging and mining operations are
considered, dealing separately with beach &redgixvj and excavation, offshore
suction dredging, and doop oea-bod mining. Although in all oases the preont
theoretical understanding of the processes oocu.rring is limited and the
available experimental data are few, an assessment of the posib1e range of
physical effects of the operations can be mado.

In the ñoarshore zone it can be shown that the increase of turbidity may be
considerable, and flno-grained material can be carried over large distances, both
alongohore and offshore. The posib10 implications of dredging for the material
hedget of the beach zone should always be considered.. Dredging can change the
topographic conditions and consequently the on-offshore material transport pattern.
In the mearshoro region dispersion is priixrily governed by the wave conditions
and to a looser extent by ourronts. The most effective dispersion occurs in the
breaking wave zone.
24. In the offshore dredging case the tranaport by currents and the mixing
oondutions normally can be expected to be effective enough to reduce the discrete
concentration of waste material to ins igeiI'icant levels over time periods of
5-10 hours. This conclusion is baood on commonly observed dilution factors in
the wake of a ship releasing waste material and on 1sown subsequent dilution
factors in the surface layers. Proont oxporionso in Europe and North America
supports this àonelusjon. The small-scale topographic disturbances on the sea
floor, however, a.ppoar to be very persistent. It should also be noted that
internal layers of suspended matter in regions of inoreaed density
stratification can be very persistent.
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25 • In the case of deep sea-bed nininC no full-scale case study is available.
Snail-scale exporitents havo boon carried out but there is oonzidorabio &ngor

in extrapolatir43 the results of those to the full-scale case. The initial
distribution of resusondod na-berial in the water oolunn will depend vary nuoh
uod (conpare Appendix I). Takirirj the nznzneso nodule
on the nining toohni
nining as an oxanplo, and a ntaing that as imoi ed.iuontary natorial as the
anount of nodules Is brow3ht to the ci.rfaco and released with Ithe minthg
effluent into the eur faco layer, an ostinate of the turbidity increao In a
single 24 hours operation rn2osts that the initial co2lcentratLon will be of the
order of 100-1000 tInes the natural (anbi.ent) concentration in the top 50-100
netres. Over a period of 10 iours this concentration will iiorally decrease by
at least a factor of 100.
In connoxiori with all the operations nontionod, environnoiital observvbIo21s
should inolw:le physical paratietors in addition to biological and ohoriical ones
in order to nake a reasonably reliable prediction of the posiblo connoq.uonoes.

Other physical aspects are briefly considered. It is not possible to nako
general statenonts, only to state that every case of noarehore
oonstriction tst be investiatod carefully on Its norit.

imoful

2. After reviewing its future work proxiixio the working group concluded that
it would need to neat for 3 5 days in the Auturi. A nootiwj in Lori.on durint
Novonbor 1975 was conidorod to be most convenient.
-

29. The need for intex-.soI3sicmal work to prepare for such a nooting was
considered in olation to those parts of the world.ng group's tons of roferoiioo
which had not been covored during the first and second neotings and an
appropriate division of responsibility was agreed.
I
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1UORT ON P0LLtTI0N !RI8ING FRCM EXPLCATION
MID EXLOITATI0N OF, WNGtdM-. S NQDDLS
Note: 1. This Appomlix has not been oathed or aocepted by GEWT,,

2. The orig-Inal draft for this Appendix was prepared by
Robert D. Gerard.
3' The working group oined and onendod this report during
the inter-soss lanai period and had approved its
presentation to GESMIP.

The winning of ninoral resouxces from the ocean floor involvas three baaic
tasks: ore body location and delineation, nin.tng, and tranapoz't to land. The
first of these nay be turned exploration; the renaming tasks are part of
exploitation. A fourth activity, processing at sea, nay also be ooniderod
uxidor exploitation. The purpose of this report is to exariino the nature of
possible pollution effects arising from exploration and nining activities in
connexion with the acavisjtion of ixzriijincse nodules from the ocean floor,
Pollution aspects of the other exploitation activities are not considered in
this report. Processing of nanganeso nodules at cca appears to be unlikely
within the next 10 years.
ACIrtOiThm
Hanganese nodules on the deep ocean floor were first discovered one hundred
years ago on the world-wide CEALINGflR arpedition (1875-1876). In the CHtLIGER
some regions of
report on Deep-Sea Deposits Ymxmy and Ronard (1891) wrote:
the ocean the CE(.LL1NCR discovered ferro-nanganic concretions In groat aburi&meo,
the athato grains giving a dark chocolate colour to the depoi±, while the drodgos
and trawls yielded iriorlBo nunbere of more or loss circular nodules or botryoiclal
riasses of those oxides of large densions". As recently as 1970 new analyses
were still being published, on nodules collected by the CELLLNGR. expedition in
the 0etral Pacific (Stevenson and Stevenson 1970 )
At the turn of the century, extensive colloctione of nod.iflos were dredged
by Alexander Aassiz (1906) aboard the United States Pih Cornission Steonor
ALBATROSS in the Equatorial Pacific while collecting spocinons of bonthic
organisns. It is ironic that Agassiz, who nad.o his fortune in copper ithiing,
cUd not foresee the netal resource potential of nanganeso nodules.
Until the cid 20th century research on nawjanece deposits from the ooeat
floor was sporadic and sanpie collection 'was, in general, incidental to other
000anographic work. In the late 1950's extensive surveys and collections of
nodulos wore nado in the Central Pacific under the aegis of the Intezmtional

Goopbysioal Year. These new data together with earlier obsorv.tlons suggested
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nan000 nodules in certain deep ocean tain
a broth and dense ditibution of
r.ons and were interpreted by Maro (1965) as a potential economic roource by
virtue of their metal content of nickol, copper and coia1t.

By the early 1 9701 s coiercia1 mining ix1cm-et2 in the United States,
le Investment toward
ilost Germany, Japan and France had made coni
developing the capability to ep1re recover, refine and market deep ooa
manganese nodules and their netal. Present predictiona intiicate that these
efforts will roach the exploitation stage before 1980 (Rothetein and Krnz.ftari,

1973).
Distribution ofnç.noso Nodules
Porromanganese slowly accumulates on the surfa000 of all c ontirpt rock
outcrops which occur on the deep sea floor. It also accimu1ates on sediment
covered bottoms (except uhore sedimentation mtes are eiiicant1y higher than
the norm of 1-3 mm per 1000 -years) in the form of nothilca and thso too are
found in areas of bottom ocean currents.
1though some writers have made the mis taken assumption that manfjnnoao
nodules are a renewable resource, radiochemists have determined that narianeso
acourulates very slowly on crusts and nodules at rates of 2-15 millimetres per
ailhion years (Iii and Brcoc1cr 1969, lteyo and Beiersdorf 1973),
The United States Inter-University Proran of Research on Porromanganoso
Deposits of the Ocean Floor (1973) cites three general hypotheses, either singly
or combined, which have been proposed to explain the origin and diatribution of
ferromanganeso accuirulatione on the sea floor. Theo are:
(i) the supply of elements directly from the wator column;
the supply of elements by emanations from igneous rocks below; and
the mobilization of elements naturally occurring within the sediment
column and the redisposition of these elements at particular sites.
Studies are continuing to evaluate the significance of thoso processes in the
formation of manganese nodules and to elucidate the nechanisri or mechanisms which
concentrate economically valuable metals within the nodules.
Reoent interest in the resource aspects of ferronarxrjanoso toposi -fs has
stimulated a number of reports which have brought together existing data on the
distribution, concentration (population density) and metal content of manganese
nodules on the ocean floor:

-

ct a]. (1971) have plotted the world distribution of deep ocean
mannese nodules based on 50,000 bottom photographs obtained from
28 oceanoraphio cruises.

- Horn ot a]. (1972a) have shown the major provinces of forromancjan000
dopoit based on data from 6000 deep sea cores thrciughout the world
ocean.
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- Horn et al (1972b) discuss world pat-te=na of ferror2anloso 2lOdUJ.O5
and onorustations based upon piston core and dredge saciples.
- HorrL et a]. (1972o) plot and describe the distribution and conposition
of riananeoe nodules in the North Pacific in relation to bottom
sodirient distribution. ! corre].atiori is shown between a relatively
high nickel-copper content of nodules in the eastern equatorial North
Pacific and the siliceous sediment substrate found in this zone.
- Frazor and Lrrbon.ius (1972) published oonptter-c1rawn charts showing
the distribution of nananese nodules in the world ocean together
with the weight percent of cobalt, nickel and copper and the ratio
of Co+Nj* :ti+fo. Thoo charts are based on approxittOly 800

noduJ.e analyses.
- Horn at al(l97a) havo coripilod data on notal contents of E]angalIeSO
nodules and crusts from cores and dredges in tho major ocean basins
(North Pacific, North Atlantic and Northern Indian Oceans, South
Pacific and Southoxri IUCUIin Ooeans and South Atlantic)* Thpa showing
the distribution of samples and netal contents for copper, nickel,
cobalt and nanganoso arc also givon.
- Horn at a]. (1973b) discuss world-wide deep ocean nannese nodule
provinces and show their characteristic geologic settings and netal
values of nodulo. Typical doop-ea botton phctopaphs of nodulea
are shown toethor with topographic sections.
- Horn et al ( 1973c) describe a zone of nanganese nod.ules high in
nickel and copper in the eastern equatorial Nbrth Pacific. The
high metal valuos are related to proportiee of the siliceous
sediments on which the nothilos lie.
- Good.ell at a]. (1973) nap and describe the sedinerit distribution in
0
the Circwipolar Intarctic region and show the di5tribLltioñof
ferronanganeso deposits between 30 west longitude and 10 east
longitude (the Pacific octor) between fntarctica and 35 south
latitude. Tha medial belt of nodules lies generally between the
(550
south latitude) and the 2mtarctio
Pntarctic Convergence
Divergence (65 0 nouth latitude) and is associated with relatively
strong bottom currents.
- Glasby, and P. Lcv•rronoo (1974) have produced a series of clirirts
showing nangmi000 dopoits of the South Pacific showing weight
percentages of the major ruetal constituents for recovered sap1os.
In all, about 1500 manganese nodule analyses appear in the above reports
which have been widely circulated. No doubt, a much larger iwber of analyses
have been made by companies engaged in surveys of potential aining sitoo but
those data have not boon made ai1able publIcly.
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From the published data it is posib10 to observe general regional trends in

cdn1e abundanco and patterns of netal oiwiohnent. For the following sumarY of

&nGSG nodule regions of the world oceans the reader is referred to Figures 1
through 5, taken from Horn ot al (1972d).

In the North .tt1antic, an area of rolative1y rapid sedinontation nodule
renses are generally ass ociated with ateep topographic features (seariounts
and ridges) which nake then unattractive from the standpoint of nining. On.o area
Off the southeastern U -Jod States shows sj6jfj.rtx1 dopoeits on a broad, ].ovel
1000 notre-deep platfom (the Blako Plateau) but the netal values are low
(Ni 0.5Zo, Cu o.o) accoxaing to Elorn ot al ( 1 973b).
The nodule deposits in the South !.tlant1c and Indian Ooeon are similar to

the North atlantic in that these areas too are affected by relatively Itp1d

sedinentation. As a consequence the areas favouring nodule dovolopeorit are
restricted to isolated baains and topographic higha. The average tietal oonton.ts
for the two oceans are: lii 0.5406 , Cu 0.2C, W 16.2 0 Co 0.26% (Born
1973a). Those relatively low netal values coabined with topographically
.uifavcsuxa.b1e niriing sites are considered poor propocts for r3in.irig at the

present tine.

Owing to low sedinentation rates, the South Pacific has broad areas of
nodule deposits. Notable anong theee are the Nan.ihild Plateau, Tuenota
Lrchipelago and the Peru. Basin ((flashy and tiwronoe, 1974). While the cobalt
content of nodules on suixiarino elevations are relatively high (Co 0.78%) the
average netal contents of South Pacific nodules are too low to be of connorcial
intoret (Born ot al, 1 973b).
Baaod on available data the most abundant and widespread depoi3ito of
nonganoso nodules occur in the deep basins of the North Paciflo Ocean. Purthernoro the eastern North Pacific nodules contain the highest Imown concentrations
of oopper and nickel (Crorian, 1972).
Varicrus estinates are given as to what notal percentages in nodules
constitute acceptable ore gradoc. Dubs (1975) cuggesto 1 to 1.6% nickel,
0.75 to 1.5% copper and 0.2 to 0.3% cobalt. Batinor (1973) liotn ocanonically
foaible nodule ores as having: 1.25% nickel, 1% copper and 0.22% cobalt. To
be of ècononio interest a deposit should have a population (botton ooverngo) of
30-55%, and a concentration of 5 kilograns (wet woi.ght) per square notr8
(Dbs, 1 973). The oaetorn0oq.uatornl North Pacific nodule zone (fron 6 30 to
20 north latitude and 110 to 180 west longitude) is the only ar8a which noots

those recjuirenents. Spocifioo.11y, the nodule deposits east of 15 0 west longitude

associated with siliceoua sedinents have the richeat notal concentrations.
Horn (1973a) gives averages for Ni of 1.26 1/6, Cu 1.16%, and Co 0.23%.

Perhaps the nost convincing indication that this area best meets the
roquirononts of deep sea nining is a recent Notice of Discovery and - Claim of
]Dxr3lUflivo Nining Rights filed by Deep Sea Ventures, Inc with the United States
Departnent of State (Tenneco Inc., 1 974). Their proposed olaiti indicates a
60,000 square kilonetro area (to be reduced later to 30,000 square kiloxaètres),
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ceñtorod at 150 north latitude and 1260 west longitude in water depths of a1oir
5000 no -tres. The conpany o].aine to have oonclu.cted ourvoyn in the area since
1969 and dooriboe the doposit as follows:
Avoxse assay (% dry weight)

Avorae population
(aerial poroentage of sodimont surface
oocupiod by vicible nothilos)
Average ocrncoritration
(Wet-weight per unit area)

M=ODnesa 29. 0
1.28
NIckel
Copper
1!07
0,25
Cobalt
Iron
6.3
30-4C$

9.7 (wet) k1ilnotrc

2

The conpany plans to nine the deposit for up to 40 years and to prothie nickel,
copper, cobalt and nsnrjaioso.
çp1oratiori
The objoetivos of doop ocean riothUe exploration are to locate large deposits

of the ore grade rxt.orial in deirab10 environmento and to verify the deposit in

terms of coononic value. The evaluation tmst lead to a development plan and a
prod.uotion plan that is econonically viable for a definable period of tine.
ICaufnan and SIapio (1972) have outlined, an ideal exploration prograxace in four
distinct phases. Phac 1. involvos the location of nodule deposits of potential
coiziorcial interest. Such activity would involve botton topographic napping
using conventional øhip-nountod echo soinidors. Acceptable nine sites are those
which have a nininuri of rough terrain and acceptable depth variation ithin a
given local area of boo than 100 =etraa with slopes not exceeding 10 • S1dies
of bottoa coverage and ooncon±ration of nodules will also be made using deep-sea
photographic ucthods and underwater television for continuous transects.
A saripling of small quantities of nodules is also made in this phase in order to
assay the netal contont of the doposit. A large number of nal1scmp1os from
representative locations throughout the nine site is necessary to permit
statistical analysis of the distribution of ore tenor and concontration.
loliinary assays are made aboard the survey ship and preliminary assessment is
made by roforenoe to pro-otab1ishccl cut-off grades based upon economic mining
yston models.

The Second Phase would continua the Firot Phase activitio and incorporate
addition1 work including large quantity nodule caxp1ing (5 tons to 10,000 tons)
required, for beuofioiation and processing research, pilot plant design and
engineering tota of mining equipment. Seafloor sediment properties (physical
properties) rmst be studied carefully in order to sot the design for succeThl
dredging systoms. Sanpflng is commonly done on large box core samples whioh are
brought to the surfaco. Environmental dnta, including seasonal weather, sea and
current condItions, require careful assessment during this phase of exploration.
Ecological data also need to be collected to determine disporion and mixing rates
of doop water and sedinont discharge at the surface and the effects on the marine
environment.
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Thases 3 and 4 include the sane typos of nectøuroncnto no the first two
lases, but theso are carried out in rauch groater detail bused upon the roult
of earlier work. Jdditiona1 activities would inoludo tcrotoporaphy stu1ioe
using narrow bean echo sounders and doep-.tcrwed side scan sonar syotoris. Using
the gonozlized and the detailed topogzaphLo/'n.tIiynotric data detailed naps
would be constructed in order to develop the most effcctLve d.rclging plans vith
regard to the terrain characteristics and the do]3.noatod obstructions.

Judging from such a typical exploration plan the only activity which could
roult in pollution would appear to be the tonnage sampling using large drodges.
Typioal bulk dredging would expectably recover 5-10 tone of nodules per day
(Iøacs, 1973). The dredge is likely to ditu.rb the sediment to a dopth of
1/2 metro and remain on bottom for less than one half houi at each station.
The scale of such oporattons (a few thousand tonn of n.odulos recovered) is
unlikely to cause dicornib10 environmental &nage. It is encouaging to note
that the commercial oompanies ac1iowledge the nood for ecological data in the
exploratory phaoa. However, it is important that meaningful progratos be
otbliobed for the collection of ecological and environmental impact data so
that a realistic assessment can be made of pollution hazards in specific areas.

MAW
The xiining of manganese nodu].oa in ocean depths of 5000 metren in a
productive manner presents major engineering and economic problems. it the
present tine two systems are under development and have been tosted in the deep
sea.
The continuous—line bucket dredge (Nero, 1972) consists of a loop of line
which ertonds from a surface ship to the ocean floor. Open mesh metal dredge
buckets are attached to the limo every 20 to 50 metres. L traction machine on
the ship moves the limo so that empty imokots descend on one limb of the loop,
contact the ocean floor collecting nodules, and are hauled up on the ascending
limb of the icop to discharge their content of noduloo on shipboard. La the
ship (anti the dredge syston) nove slowly, each suooeivo bucket is exposed to
a fresh strip of the ocean floor to collect nodules. Figure 6 from McCauley
(1974) illustrates this system. Deep ocean testa have been successfully
accoraplishod. with the OLE system in the Thi.cifio in 1970 and in 1 972. I•sud
(1972) estimates that the OLE system is capable of recovering 500 to 1000 tons
of nodules per clay in depths of 5000 notre.
second method under devolopnen.t for nodule mining is &iscriboci as the
airlift h1xaulIc system (Garland and Hagorty, 1972). This system employs a
ship fitted—out with equipment similar to that of a deep sea drilling vossol.,
pipe extends from tim ship to sea floor at the bottom of whtoh is a truss
aonb1y and a dredge head fitted with jets, harrow blades, and rake—like
appendages optimized for gathering nod'ules of a precribod size. The syten
in shown in Figu:re 7 taken from McCauley (1974). Transport of nodules from the
sea floor to the mining vosael through the pipe is achieved by entrainment in a
high velocity water flow. The flow is i*mn.tainod by injection of high pressure
air at locations along the pipe causing reduction of donsity of the fluid insido
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the pipe relative to the donBity in the surouncU.ng water co].uin.. Tests of the
airlift systou wore carried out in the Blake Plateau area of the western 1'Torth
Atlantic in 1970 in deptha of 300 riotroc, Those tests utilizod a 23 on dionotor
pipe baying an ostinatod flow rate of 562,754 litres per hour (Amos at a]., 1972a).
Thjdraulic puipinrj will raise the sane tonnage of sodinont as noduJ.es an 10 to
20 tines as riuch water ('Jolling, 1972). The voluno discharge f efflugnt from
a full scale riining operation in 011205 ted to be about 260 x 10 netros per day
(ToA., 1975).
Pollution Aaocts of Nmnoso Nodulo Minin
There has boon considerable discussion regardixie the oiparativo econoziio
and engineering advantaGes and disadvantages of each syoton (•tero, 1972) which
are not gernane to the present diecusion. It scene clear, however, that both
systems will be onployod in the early phases of doep sea nining and any
discuasion of possible pollution effects trust consider those aspects whioh are
peculiar to each of those nining oyatens. The table below (adnptod from 110L,
1 975) SlzEarizes how each ayton will affect the narino environnont,

- Taning syston
Hydraulic,
Towed

Mechziioal,
OLB

Scrape Ocafloor

X

X

Bon.'thic turbidity plune

X

X

Interaction
(i)

X

Rain of fines during aooent
Discharge pluno

X

Piguxo 8 (fron Horn et a]., 1972b) illustrates distribution of nodules in
the North Pacific in relation to the upper sediment layere. More than 9CP, of
the nodules lie at the soa.inent-'wator interface while nest of the snail ronain.thg
percentage are within the top 1/2 notro of sedinent. This tyie of occurrence
reduces the nining technicj .uos to a. natter of a1dning off this superficial layor
of a few centinetros depth. Roo1 (1974) reports that the CLB system may
penetrate the sedinont to a depth of 20 centimetres but probably uuch losø.
tonn have been engineered to aeparate the nodules from
Both the CLB and 2,L
the sedinento as well as poible on the ocean floor and to cai.wo the least
possibic disturbance of the seclinont consiatont with efficient collection of
nodulos.
A projected 3 nillion ton-por-year nining operation will recover 10,000 tonz
of nodules per da.y. If the nodule concentration is 10 kiloC=s per sg.uare
notro, than 1 scuaro kilonotre nust be swept cloa.r each day. Considering the
iriefficienoies of botton swoop and nodule pick up, probably two or three cçuare
Using a dredge head
kilocietres nut be nined per day (Plipse otal, 1973)
15 netros wide, the uining chip would have to swoop a path about 100 kn long
each day. The d.isturlxi.nce of an operation of this scale on the ocean floor
could be a serious onvironriontal concern,
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Hodul.s in the North Pacific occur an the
surface or iodim.nt/wat.r int.rfoc.. This
gg.sts that mining will he confin.d to
ralng the s.ab.d and will not Includ.
•xtive dr.dging of the substrot..

FIGURE 8
(from Horn et al, 1972b)
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Malone et al (1973) and Rc1 (1974a) list the likely offoct of 'both
syston i.n the ocean botton onvironnont as follow:
Disturbance or detrac±ion of borithic organins, and rii.zthg
and reeusponsion of sedinent in the path of the drcdo.
Resottlenont of øtirrod up sodinont and possiblo ondngornont
to benthic aninals nany of which are Imewn to have a very slow
roproducti'vo cycle (Ttirckicri, 1 972 ).

Alteration of botton 'water chemistry: botton 'waters nay
retain in solu±icn conpounds leached, out of the coditacin±
or gained fron the interstitial 'water.

The two ninirig systons differ in their potential effects within the iator
colwm. In the airlift syston the nodules and associated sea floor riatorials
are delivered by pipe to the riirilng ship and make no contact with sUXTOUnding
Soc 'water. The bucket c'Lredgoo used in the CLB syston are expected 'to add to
the turbidity of the ocean water oolunn as the sediment they contain 'washes out
during asoent to the surfco. This effect is probably confined to the deeper
ocean layers since the buckets are observed to arrive at the surface relatively
clean and free of sediment (Reels et al, 197 2 ).
The use of airlift mining cystea will result in surface disebargo of
nutrient-rich botton 'water containing suspended sediment and fine particles of
mengeneso nodules. The results of such a dischar1 e in surface 'waters reportodly
may have the following effoct (Aries 01 al, 1972):
l The incroao of dissolved, nutrients nay cause locally
increased biological productivity in the ouphotic zone.
2 Organisma aermant in the bottom eed.inents, nay begin to
grow in the surface waters With unpredictable results
upon the oxistinG population.
3. Light penetration of surface 'waters nay be altered thie
to the turbid discharge.
To date, sevemi field studios have been conducted to invotito
envirorinoiital impact of deep-sea rdning under support of the United. States
11ationa1 Oceanographic and .1.tnospberic I inistration, The overall objectivo
of this continuing projoct arc as follows (Rools ot a]., 1 973):
the establishment of physical, cheaieal, and biological bae1inconviromiental conditions in potential mining areas;
the documentation of changes induced in bonthic and pelagic
ecosystems by deep-sea mining;
(o) the elucidation of the i.md.er].yirig mechanisms and implications
in relation to o'urzent and potential marine resources;
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the forszu.latjon of &uidelinea for future mining operations which
will minimize harmful environmental effects while orthancirig the
development of potentially beneficial byproducts; and
the determination of the properties which should be monitored
duxing deep—sea mining to provide the information noodod to
o,a].uate the environmental impact of specific miiithg methods
and to devise mitigating measures, if necessary.
5 -s1tGs to date wider this programe may be summarized as follows:
Basoilno environmental conditions in relation to rangoioso miziing inpaót
wore studied in the western North Atlantic (Malone ot al, 1973, Rods et o.1,
1973). Observations of benthic biomass In samples ad bottoii photograTs permit

an catinate of 9 mg per square xaet,e. Natural sur±ace productivity of phyto-

plankton was measured and compared, with that us jug various percentages of
filtered and unfiltered botton water. Lighor productivity was ObCCIVOd in those
sanpios having higher :porcontagos of bottom water. Both productivity and the
standing crop wore fcmd to increase a few percent using admixtures which might
correspond
the suiaoo ocean layer near a atning ohip discharge.

to

The presence of sediment in the discharge would tend to orthanoc productivity.
th1riclraont experiments showed that accumulation of silicate oonpounds in the
surface layer could alter the species composition as could the introduction of
dormant organisms from tho Qcean floor.
Amos et a]. (1972a, 1972b) studied hydrographic conditions and made diffusion
oxperimcn-ts in cormexion. with a field test of an airlift mining system in the
Blake Plateau area of the western North Atlantic. Analysis of hyd.rographio data

at the test site revealed that bottom water raised adiabatically to the surface

would be denser at all seasons but if wartiod to surface water temperature would
be less dense in winter. By using a dye tracer in the effluent it was found
that deop water brought to the surface underwent suffioiont warmine and aixing
to remain in the upper layer after discharge.

Tho growth of phy-bopink±on. was observed in varying mixtures of surface and
bottom waters. It was dotortthieCt that a alxturo of at least 10 mining effluent
(bottom water) with 90 surface water is necessary to increase significantly
prtoplaiikton growth. It was estimated that full acale mining activities using
the airlift pumping system would result in a surface water mixture containing
less than 0.3% deep water and would therefore be insiiifioant in -terms of
enhancement of surface productivity.
Additional baseline surveys were undertaken in 1972 in the Pacific metalrioh nodule zone In connexion with tests of the continuous line bucket dredge
system (Roels et al 1972, Rools et all 1 973). Eydrographic profiles reveal
a salinity and turbidity structuro in. the bottom thw hunched metres indicating

a moderately active circulation, Profiles of nutrient concentration, trace
elements and particulate carbon and nitrogen were made.
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Bottom photographs revealed an opibonthic population density of 0.02 to
0.05 per sqire metre, 'm1ues considerably lower than earlier estimates.
Attempts were made to observe the effects of the (LB &rodging operations, but
with the exception of one photograph showing possible striations on the sea
floor, none was observed.
!inother baolimo survey in the potential rth,AOite area of the Pacific was
conducted in 1974 (-Anosatal, 1 975). intensive physical, ohonical and.
biological sampling was carried out within a small area un1or prooie navigtton
control. Bottom photography ain revealed very low orinism density (0.01/n ).
Ou.rrent measurements at 2000, 1000 and 200 metroo above bottom over a 14 day
period showed increased velocities toward bottom. Current directions wore
towards east northocwt and distinot seritdi'urnal current peaks averaging 7 cm/soc
were observed; the highest peak was 20 cu/sec. Profiles of light scattering
showing a slight increase in the bottom 1200 metres are consistent with the
current measurements and indicate transport and/or resuspension of bottom
edinant.
nniehE1ent expeninent using varying percentages of bottom 'water and
surface water confirmed earlier results: only when mixturo exceeded 33 of
bottom water (and contained bottom sediment) did the p}uj -toplankton productivity
beoomo sigoificant.
The N0At Deep Ocean t'Ltni.ng Environmental. Study (Do1s) plan.s to continue
baseline investigations in the eastern eqmtorial North Pacific prior to full
scale mining activities (NO&A, 1975). Their main goals are:
1. To identify potential environmental problous With ropect to
existing regulations.
2 • To acquire information which will hoip establish environmental
guidelines for industrial, deep ocean uinirig practices.
Nining Pollution Coupared to Natural Nodol
Enviroimental baseline information in potential nongonoso nc*3.ulo tthiinig
areas is an important requirement in assessing poseiblo pollution arising from
deep ocean nining but definitive results may not be available for some tine.
For the proont, "order of maguitudo" e -tima-tos of certain effects can be mado
from existing information. In some cases, natural phenomena which are analogous
to mining disturbances can provide very useful models.
The rad.iolarian ooze r3ediments in the nodule-rich Pacific area (Svordrmp
et al , 1960) consist of about 5( remains of radiolarianis (including ontiro
radiolanians with dimensions of 100-200 microns) and 50% mineral particles
(silt to clay size particles less than 50 microns diameter). Once disturbed,
sedimontc in the üilt size range and below can be transported by bottom currents
as small as 1 cm/sec. The displacement of silt particles (0.06 m dflanetor)
settling through 100 motros of water in a current of 10 cu/soc will be
approximately 3 kilometros (Iiionon, 1960).
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"moo at a]. (1975) have rioaenrod near botton curront in the potential ninj.ng
area and fincflat 200 riotros above botton) average velocities of I to 2 on/soc
with peaks up to 20 on/soc. Broeckor (1968) has ncas'rod a prof lie of excess
radon and calculated an od.dy diffuo ion value of 15 on/eo in the botton
50 notros of the ocean at a station near the centre of the high-value Pacific
tnganeao noile zone. If' those neasurenente represent trio av'oraGea for
horizontal currents and turbulence in this region of the ocean, one wauld expect
tho larger sllt-izo partiolos to settlo within a few kilomotras of the nin.1)C
disturbance while the clay-size particles could be transported nuch greater
litanco.
Results of natural processes whi<1i introduce large quantities of sediment
at the ocean surface and the deep sea floor can be studied to (n 011 uX1destanding of their envlronrrntal inpact in cotrparison to that of ninIng.
Hoezen and Ewing (1952) and Hoozen ot a]. (1954) described large soalo
geologic effocts of slip-generated t bid.ity currents resulting frori the Grand
Banks earthcpiake of 1929. This event caused the novenent of large quantities
of sedinont from the Continental Slope near Newfoundland to be spread over a
broad area of the North Llnerican Basin. Subsequent studies have shown that
turbidity currents are a I'unde&riontal xrocoss in suixiarine geology and are in
fact the chief agent reponsib1e for covering vast areas of ocean basins with
turhidito coaiments, sonotboa thousands of notros thick, rt1dng the Abysøal
Plains the flattest areas on earth.
An oxanpio of the rate of turlidite sediment acelEnhlatio]1 i given by
(1970). Geophysical neasurenents in the Vena Fracture Zone in the
Benson
equatorial central Atlantic show a sediment tblclmoss of nero than 1000 notre.
The section was sanplod on Leg IV of the Deep Sea Drilling Pro jeot to a depth
of 610 rietros revealing an average sodinontation rate of 30 continotres per
250 years. It is noteworthy that this vast quantity of sodinont appears to have
novod by turbidity current flow across the Donen,.ra Abysal Plain from a source
near the !zzon Cone, more than 800 kiloraotros to the southwest.
The scale of the Grand Banks turbidity current of 1929 has boon eti±iatod
by lcuonon (1952). He calculated that a turbidity current movina down the
Continental Risk 500 kilonotres from the initial slump was probably 3.5
kilonetros long, 350 kilonetrea wide and 100 netres thick. This xapidly raoving
flaw contained 100 cubic Idlonetron of sedinont which settlod as a layer 40 to
100 en thick over more than 100,000 square kilorietres of the floor of the North
Atlantic Basin. By coriparleon, it is ostinated (N0tA, 1975) that a nanganose
nodule riining operation raising three nillion tone per year of nodules night
cause resuspension of about 23 nillion cuhio netros of sedinont (welling, 1972
ostinates about 1/2 this anoimt) due to the action of the dredge head. Such a
quantity represents 0.023% of the anount of a single dorunented natural
turbidity curront. Expressed differently, it wcculd tako,40 such nining
operations working for 100 years to nake a oonparable aedinent redistribution.

-

-
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Using submarine geologic evidence and records of sea floor cable breaks,
oozon and Hollistor .(1971) show that turbidity currents are a frequent and
widespread phononenon. In the area of the nouth of the Congo River, turbiiLtty
currents occur inteittsnily at a rate of 50 per century. Surprisingly, in
some respects the areas affected seen to return to nornal within a short tine.
In cothontinrj upon the post-turbidity current conditions in the Conga Su.bnaririe
Canyon, IToezon and Eollis±or (1971) write:
How long they (hotton orge ici) require to track the newly deposited
zxud is difficult to doternine, and is probably hJ.fly 'variable, but
the time nust be noaured in days and wook, not in years. Photoraphs
taken on the natural levees and in the floor of a distributary channel
of the Congo Canyon revealed a riuddy, burrowed, and tracked sea floor
without Obvious evidence of any rooen.t catastrophic event. Although a
turbidity current nay not have traversed this particular distributory
for several years, one night not have observed a very different seascape even if this channel had experienced a turbidity cmzTont a few
weeks before the - pIcture was taken. '
To access the recovery rate of bon-tthic comunities buried by sediment in a
nanannesq nining operation, a.byssal areas affected by recent turbidity current
deposition should be studiod and conpared with comparable areas not sinilarily
affected (e.g, al.ysal hills).
Examples of large scale Introduction of codimentary material into surface

ocean waterø can also be found in nature. The rivers of the world contribute
20 billion tona of suspended sediment annually to the world ocean (Holenan, 1968).

¶)hile most of this material settles out and deposits near river mouths,
siiificant anomts are carried in the near surface ocean layer to the deep sea.

The Arzon has the largest ra±or discharge of any river in the world
(6,400 i 10 ) of s) and carries 400 million tons of suspended sediment azuiw.11y
into the South Atlantic Cocan. (liolonen, 1968). By virtue of its docroaod
salinity, admixtures of !jnazon water and surface ocean water can be traced
northward into the Caribbean Sea (Wu.st, 1964). Jacobs and Ewing (1968) have
identified suspended particulate mineral material of Amazon River origin in the
near-surface waters of the Caribbean, 3000 kilonetros from the river mouth. It
would appear that useful analogies could be drawn between the effects of surface
discharged Lli.ri.ing effluents in open ocean and the effects of suspended
particulate materials reaching the deep sea as a result of rivør discharge.
The use of high-quality satellite photography and imagery represents a valwiblo
new method which could be applied toward the selection of e ites for such studies.
Moni talne

Mining Aotivities

BaelIno environmental studies of the United. States N0.&t appear to
represent a timely and considered pre-ninirig inventory. However, the not
neanlni'ul studies for pollution asosment must await actual mining operations.
Jhon that phase begins, careful monitoring of the disturbances should be carried
out. In addition to the nero standard measurements, consideration night be
given to the following:
-
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Sadinent traps on the ocean floor to neasU.i'o sedii:iont
o&istribution associated with the bottori plizie.
Direot obsorvntion of actual mining oporaticais on the sea
floor using a amed suixiersiblo voh.tolo (it Baf'Ot
ooedomtions pomtt).

3,

tasuroient of the aerial distribution of the surfaoo plune
using aircmft photography teobniques,
The use of dye tmoers (injected into the nining effluont
outfall) to measure the 3-clinonaional extent of the plur3o.
In situ neasurenonts of rhoianine dye can be tndo using a
7on1moue1y reoording fluoroer (concitivo to
concentrations as small as lO
)
Measuranents of a conbination of natural tracers to establish
separately the patterns of die ribution of the effluent
particulate oontont and the water phase. Optical neamirenonts
(nophelonetor or tranenissotioter) could establish the
distribution of the p tiç3ato phaso. Radon, diolvod.
o'° (or other water tracer) could be
silicate, tritiixi,
rioaaured to distinguish the effluent water distribution by
'rJ.rtue of the differences in the noxil concentration of
thoae substances between mirfaoo and bottcti waters,

y and Conolugions
A1thowi dotailod understanding of the diatribution of nsnganeso nodules

on the ocean floor is Incoriplete, the najor dopoaitc appear to have been
do1.insatod. Deposito having the greatest ocononic potential orist in deep ocean
basin &reao. The rnganese nodule deposits conidorod most ftvourable for
in.itial exploitation lie In the oaotera equatorial North Pacific. Nothods for
000nio exploitatton of the resource are in an advanced state or developrieut*
active nininrj operations are expected to begin in the Pacific area before 1960.
Pollution arising from ocean nini.ng night affect both the surfaoo and bottun
ocean envirozuDont. Scientific basoline surveys are underway in the Pacific as
part of a long-range ocean nIning onironnontal irapact study. Pre]ininary
results suggest that no serious pollution will arise f ron. nanganeso nodule nining
aotivities at the scale presently projected. Large-scale natural phenonona
axialcgous to ocean nin.thg pollution can provide useful models for prodiàting
future nimthg inpct. Manganese nodule dopooits of the ocean floor are, in
certain axons, rapidly changing from the classification of resources to rosorvoc.
L. unique opportunity exists to establish international regulations which would
prortote orderly development of those reserves and ensure against adverse
environnontal offectc arising from their exploration and exploitation prior to
the advent of large-scale rth-'ing activitios.
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Aspects of the dispersion problem are considered. In doing so some
relevant features of circulation, transport and sediment dynamics are discussed
without going into details. It should be emphasized that an understanding of
relevant pbyical processes is essential for rational environmental planning
and protection1 In this note the possible biological effects of variations of
turbidity oaue€d by various operations and disturbances on the sea floor have
not been considered,
I • DISPERSION OP FI1E-GR&IND I4L!EAL UI CONJIThICPIOt WITS IPEIGING OPtTIONS
Dispersion is defined as the net effect of turbulent mixing and transport
by currents, It is necessarr to consider separately dredging in nearshore and
offshore waters.
A, Beach dredgg and excavation: Dispersion along beaches is primarily
governed by the wave conditions and to a lesser extent by currents, e.g. generated
by meteorological forcing or tides. The nearshore region is subdivided into
swash, surf or breaker and offshore zones (e,g. sails 1974). The forvier
covers the area where the reaidual wave motion consists of surges up and down
the beach face. The surf zone is the area where the wave energy dicipation
essentially takes place, The last zone extends from the breaker line to the
depth at which freq.uent disturbance of bed sediment by wave notion occurs.
In relation to this division it is pertinent to consider three aspects of the
nearshore dispersion (Bowen and Inman 1974):
(i) Processes occurring seaward of the breciker line (in the offshore zone).
In this region the mixing induced by agents other than waves will
noimaily dominate.
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In the aurf zone the broaldmc waves generate etrcmg vertical and
horizontal mixing. The trar.sport across the breaker line is
considerably more effeotivo than the 1ontshoro transport.
The dispersion duo to the noarshore circulation coil, covoring
the width of the surf and morach zones, and consisting of longaboro
flow with seaward flow concentrated in rip currents. On a piano
beach the spacing between the rip currents is of the order of four
tinos the width of the surf zone. Time water and suspended matter
are transported into the surf zone by the breaking waves, carried
alorigchoro and returned by the rip currents. Those are very strong,
of the ardor of 100 cr1/s up to 300 n or more frori the shore, and
consequently have considerable tansporting and eroding capacity.
The importarrt aspect of this picture is the limiting of effective d.tspersion
to the surf zone. This is in part due to the less intense ti.irbulence outside
the breaker line, but ninly due to the transport (pumping) of offshore water
through the breaker line into the nearshore circulation cell. The iongshore
mixing Is less intense than the mixing in the breaker zone and the materIal is
mainly transported with the longehore current, spreading along the beach.
Very little apreadS.ng occurs upstream of the current. However, the direction
of the c'urrent is influenced by the direction of the Incomi.ng waves, and therefore
spreading of material on either side of the dredging Bite must be expected.
We may estimate the volume in which the released material becomes diluted
over a time period of the order of hours. The height (depth) of the surf is
Rb, the width of the nearshore circulation eell is Bb and the length of the
cell (i.e. spacing between rip currents) is Lb. The observations on straight
beaches suggest that:
L4Bb andT3l,z(JO-.l00)Rb
with 0.2 m < Rb 2 n Thus we have the volume V z Rb ' 4 ' 50 a 50Eb ' Hba
With Rb 1 n the volume is iot m3
With a dredging of 100 tonnes per hour and
a l overflow of solid material, this implies a turbidity of the order 100 mg/i.
Thus the increase of turbidity is quite sigeificant
The estimate depends,
however, very much on how much firze—grained material actually is washed overboard
with the overflow. The dredging technique has considerable influence in this
context.

•

Observations suggest that the longebore transport of sand is directly
proportional to the longahore component of wave power independent of the grain
size. This indicates that the bed load transport is important. It also
appears that the finer grain sizes are transported off shore more effectively
than coarser grains for the same wave conditiona.
Theoretical models for predicting the longahore currents and aedinant
transport depending upon wave conditions and other parameters are available,
but the verification of these ndels is unsatisfactory due to 1ao1 of reliable
data (Hails 1974),
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On-offshore transport in tho breaker zone occurs as both suspended and
bed load. Outside this zone, in the offshore zone, the sediment transport is
mainly bed load, the enerr dissipation being caused mainJ.y by bottom friction.
Different kinds of waves have different transporting properties. Generally
short, steep waves generated by onshore winds have a stronger tendency to carry
material offshore than onshore (so-called destz'wtive waves). Longer waves on
the other hand., generated by distant storms tend to carry material towards the
beach (cons-tructive waves), The nature of the wave, its size, the profile and
the composition of the beach all influenco the action of the wave on the beach.
Normally the waves approach the beach obliguely which results in coastal
drifting, i,e. longahoro transport of material along the bed. This process
can act as a sorting agency separating different grain sizes. It would lead
too far to discuss all these processes in detail. Clearly they should be
considered in each separate case.
For depths exceeding a few metros the information available on transport
by wave action of suspeidec1 sediments is united. Observations show that
surges with velocities above 50 cm/sec cause temporary suspension of send
grains (Hails 1974).
For the offshore region, to depths of say 30 m, an important aspect is
the presence or absence of send bars. The formation of thece is generally
believed to be related to waves, in particular edge waves (i.e. trapped surface
waves). In general these sand bars are fairly fixed in relation to water depth
and therefore -tend not to occur where the tides are appreciable.
Breaking waves often generate sand banks. These are built gradually on
the offshore side of the breaker line, and they will have considerable influenoe
on the material budget of the beach, modifying the flow patterns and the
transport.
A reasonably safe assessment of the possible effects of risarshore dredging
requires information on:
wave (including swell) and current conditions, longehore energy flux
and the distribution and dissipation of wave energy,
depth of wator and variations of the still water level (e.g. tidal range),
wind and meteorological conditions, particularly occurrence of storms
and storm surges,
sediment composition and bulk characteristics,
topographic features, as slope, curvature and plane of beach,
occurrence of bars.
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Seasonal variations of certain conditions should be taken Into accourit. In
this connexion the considerable dIfferences in natural stress in differeut
cliL]ates i3hould be observed.

Dred.ging can change the topographic conditions and thus the wave pattern
and the on-offshore material transport. This is a very important aspect
(e.g. Jolliffe 1 974), although there are few recorded cases of coastal erosion
due direct].y to sand and gravel extraction. This may well be due to the
limited, research going on In relation to dredging.

Mathematical modelling, using computers, appears to be avery promising
tool for forecasting the shape and rate of change of the beach, the longehore
sediment transport and areas of increased erosion Clearly relevant input
data must be available for making a reliable prediction.
Thrbidity currents and/or sliding can be very effective means of transporting
material offshore In areas of some slops, say 2 - 30 or more. The possibility
of triggering sliding motion or even snail turbidity currents artificially
should be borne in mind. This is perhaps in particular true for activities
along the shelf break or slope, i.e. in connexi.on with offshore miziing.
B. Suction dred=r, of offshore sand and pravel: We will now considor the
region outside the nearshore zone. Due to the depth limitation of the dredging
operation (30 - 60 n at present) this does not imply that wave action will not
influence the bottom conditions at the ulte. It is likely that in areas where
dredging of this type takes place the currents are quite strong, implying
fairly effective dispersion conditions 0 Clearly the rate of exchange between
the site and adjacent sea areas is also important in this context,
\1here hopper d.redgero or barges are used for the dredging an overflow of
wator containing fino-.grained material will occur, thus causing a resuspeflaion
of sediment and an Increase of turbidity. When trailing (i.e. under-'way
dredging), the overflow in initially sproad in the wake of the vessel. Cocr.iori3.y
experience1 dilution factors are in the range 1:500 - 1:2000 at a distance of
a few hundred metrea from the vessel. Thus the material will become mixed
quite rapidly in the surface layer. The subsequent dispersion depends upon the
wind and distributions of current and density in the water. Dilution factors
in the range 5 - 20 per hour can be expected in open sea areas under normal
wind, conditions (5 - 15 mIs). In the case of vertically bonogerieous water
(in areas of strong wind-induced and tidal mixing) the material will be spread
over the whole water coluna. In areas with a stable stratification, on the
other hand, confinement to the surface layer is likely. Nearly neutrally
buoyant particles can become concentrated in the pyonocline region, (layer of
increased stability) where the mixing is considerably suppressed.
When the dredging vessel is stationary during the operation the initial
dilution of the overflow will be less than in the other case From experience
with dumping of sewage sludge one may expect dilution factors in the range
1:100 - 1:500, In areas of homogeneous water a large part of the material will

sirik directly to the bottom, the root becoming mixed in the whole water column.
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In areas with a marked stratification the sinking rate will be depressed
in the pyonoclino layer whore norly neutrally buont fino-grainod material
can become trapped at least temporarily. The sinking naterial will become
distributed in a fan-like, layered atracture, with considerable concentration
variations vertically.
Since the ra*e of dispersion in these dredgl.ng areaS generally is expected
to be fairly high the increase of turbidity will be limited. In estimate of
the increase of turbidity may be obtained as followa. A large dredger nv
recover soy i 4 n3 in 5 hours. Asune as a working basis that 1% of the
rocovered material is lost with the overflow in the -fo= of fino-grainect
material with a density of 2,5 g/on3, Thus we dispose of 50 tonn ,90 per hour
in the water, corresponding to 2.5 x i 4 ng/l ovorf].ow,
In the case of drudging by, trailing the initial dilution in of the order
of 1000 implying a concentration in the water, of 25 mg/i a few hundred metres
from the vessel. After 5 hours the dilution is another factor of 25 - 100 under
normal conditions. The natural suspension in most shelf areas falls in the
range 03 - 5 mg/i, It may be advisable to adjust the dredging frequency so
that the areas of increased particle content do not overlap.
It appears that the dodging operation and frequency can be ajusted so
that normally the turbidity increase will have no harmful effects. The maximum
concentration in the oontominated areas will decrease rouüy proportional to
t 2 .5 for diffusion times of the order of days.
C. i)ee-sea mining: Deep-sea mining will generate a local increaso of
Busiided matter in different parts of the water column. The disturbance of
the sea floor is obvious. The fate and distribution of the suspended sediments
will depend, apart from the technique used 1 on the type and composition of the
sedi.ments, and the physical conditions in the water, especially currents and
stratification.
In the wind-influenced surface 1aye, of the order 100 a thick in the open
ocean, the dispersion of the fine-grained material is fairly rapid. It will
become more or loss evenly distributed in the layer.

An estimate of the concentration of suspended nattor can be obtained
assuming that the amount of waste sediments brouit to the surface is equal to
the amount of manganese nodules (taking this as an exemple of deep-sea rilriing),
Using a figure of recovery of 500 tonnes of nodules /clay with a sea
floor coverage of 10 kg/m' (Nero 1964, p259), implies that a mird.nun surface
area of 5 x io4 m2 , or rougij.y a square of 220 x 220 o f would be covered in
24 hours, Assume a surface layer current of the order 12 cm/sec or io4 u/day,
and assume further that the overflow becomes evenly distributed in the top
100 ta. Thea the dilution volume is of the order 2 x 10 8 Ea3 9 and the concentration
of suspended matter (assuming that all Goes into suspension) 2.5 mg/i. This is

a conservative estimate in the sense that most likely the value is less since
not all gees into suspension, the currents can be stronger, etc. After 10 hours
the maximum concentration is expected to be in the range 0.05 - 0.01 mg/i.
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These values should be compared with the natural concentration of suspended
matter in the oceanic surface layer. This is of the order 0.1 - 0.3 mg/i.
In a coastal upvelling area (NW. Africa) the ourfaco layer contains
02
0,4 mg/i, Very clear ocean water (e.g. Sargasso Sea) generally holds a.
load of 0,05 ml or loss.
At present it appears roascnable to expect that the frequency of the
operation could be adjusted so that the increase of the surface layer turbidity
in the area would be kopt at a very low or inziificant level.
However, it is quite conceivable that interna.l layers of increased particle

content will be generated, especially in conjunction with density variation in

the water column. Such laycra can be relatively persistent in regions of we&c
turbulent mixing, carrying a substantial load of particles. For this reason
the siggeated injection of mining effluent into the deeper part of the euphotic
layer nay be inadvisable,
The disporuion in internal layers of
following stateuenta can be made:

the ocean is not well imown. The

in the "n-in therinocline region the vertical mixing is woek, of the
order of 0.1 0m2 /sec against 10 - 1000 cm 2/aec in the surface layer,
the bottom boundary layer is thin, of the order of metres, and the
bottom generated mixing does not penetrate far into the water column
except in certain areas where relatively high current velocities
persist close to the bet -ton (e.g. western boundnrie).
Since the bottom currents in the abyosal plains generally are week, the
dispersion of the resuspended sediments in the bottom layer will not be very
effective (compare estimates on the spreading of leakage material from dumped
containers, e.g. N.S/HC 1962).
A reasonable assessment of the impact of deep-sea mIILAng as far as turbidity
increase is concerned requires infornatlon on the mining technique, the sediments,
the wind, conditions, the currents, the density distribution, and the existing
content of suspended matter.
II. OTBER PHYSICAL ASPECTS
A. Nearshore (i.e. in the acne region as under I.A)
The most serious hazard is effects on the beach material budget • Removal
of material by irod.ging can result in a change of the circulation and the
wave pattern. If so, material transport will also be altered. The possible
significance of this may be ectimatod by means of computer model calculations.
Similarly a transfer of material from one place to another in relation to
construction can result in alterations of the natural transport pattern. These
changes and their possible effects ahould be assessed before any major construction
work is initiated, The advance in recent years of computer model calcuJ.ation
makes this quite feasible. It is also advisable to consider what effects
removal or alterations of natural bars outside the beach may have on the material
supply to the beach. It is clear that these aspects must be considered for
each case.
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Offshore
Dredging will influence the soa-.bed topography, creating sciall-scale
disti.irbances in the sea-bed, The recovery time for theoo ftieturbences can
appoently be very long, of the order of several years at least (Dickson and
Lee 1973), This matter requires fu.rther study in other areas.
Other constructions
Consideration must always be given to the possible in.fluenoo of constructions
(e.g. piers, harbotrs, tunnels) on local circulation and wave conditions.
Changes in these may result in serious, often unexpected consequences relating
to the transport and deposition pattern of secUnent material, Again computer
simulation techniques are pron.tsing tools in this context.
Due regard should also be given to the deposition (dumping) of sedimentary
material removed for the purpose of construction, deepening of navigation
channels, etc. Reference should be made to the report GESAMP Vfl13, by the
WorkLng Group on the Scientific Basis for Disposal of Waste into the Sea.
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